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Institution _~_Ja_v_a_l_P_o_s t_g.:._r_a_d_u_a_t_e_S_c_h_o_o_l ________ Date 1 May 1983 
Electrical Engineering Program ________________________ ~----------------------------------------------
X. OBJECTIVES and SELF-APPRAISAL (Use extra sheets if more space is required.) 
A . Provide a statement of current program objectives. 
1. To provide graduates with technical knowl edqe and skills which enable them to 
perform effectively in functional areas pertaining to the operation, analysis, 
evaluation, design and acquisition of military electronic/electrical systems . 
2. The general objectives above are addressed by providing the following com-
ponents: 
a. The ability to develop new technical skills through independent study. 
b. An understanding of basic concepts underlyinq modern system operation, 
including principles of electronic devices, stochastic processes, communi-
cations principles, signal processing, electromagnetic phenomena, control 
pri nc i pl es, digital and analog processes, and computers. 
c . Knowledge of modern technology anci trends which impact upon military 
systems . (con•t on page Il-IA) 
B. If suggestions for changes affecting only the program herein offered for evaluation were made by ABET fol-
lowing a previous evaluation, please refer to them and indicate the actions taken. 
It was suggested that a mechanism be developed to ensure that all students in the 
M.S. program have completed the equivalent of an ABET-accredited B.S. program. A 
procedure has been established and is being followed. 
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X. (A con't) 
d. Capability to carry out the design process including requirements 
determination, development of technical specifications, establishment of 
test and evaluation plans, incorporation of reliability and maintainability 
features and evaluation of performance versus cost and other trade offs. 
e. Analytical skills whi ch enable the graduate to determine how systems 
operate, what their capabil Hies and limitations are, when their operation 
is degraded, and how to carry out, or supervise, fault isolation and repair 
or replacement operations. 
I I-lA 
Institution __ N_a_v_a_l_P_o_st_g=-r_a_d_u_a_t_e_S_c_h_o_o_l _______ Dare 1 May 1983 
Program _____ E_l_e_c_t_r_i_c_a_l __ E_n~g_i _ne_e_r __ in_g=----------------------------------------------
C. Summarize major developments and / or progress made in connection with the program since the last ABET 
evaluation, not included in B above. 
1. Since the last accreditation inspection in 1977, approximately 25% of the 
Department faculty is new. These new faculty memb ers. have specialties in 
several areas of importance to the Department and have demonstrated stron9 
capabilities in both teaching and research. 
2. An updating of laboratories in the circuits, electronics, control systems and 
digital systems areas has been accomplished. 
3. Proliferation of bas ic courses for interdisciplinary curricula has been 
curtailed. 
4. A new option structure has been implemented for programs which 1 eaq to the ·· 
M.S. E. E. degree. A basic core of four courses is required for all students. 
Th.en each student takes one or more "elective core" courses 1 eading t o one of 
the four options: 
Communication Systems 
Computer Systems 
Guidance , Navigation and Control Systems 
Radar, Electro-Optic and E1 ectronic Warfare Systems 
D. Indicate any significant plans which are being made by the department offering this program for future 
development of its instructional program. 
1. Increased emphas is on computer engineering and computer usaqe, both in t he Com-
puter Systems option and throuohout the proqram, is planned. To support this 
effort we are both recruiting and retraining faculty in these areas. Consider-
ation is beinq qiven to chanqinq the Department's name to Electrical and Com-
puter Engineerinq to reflect this emphasis. 
2. A new course in VLSI systems desiqn i s beinq offererl . Efforts have beoun to 
devel op the necess ary computer-aided rlesiqn support and instructional proqrams. 
3. Expansion of laboratory facilities in the area of mi croprocessors anrl si onal 
process inq will cont inue . An important inqredi ent of thi s effort i s the nl an 
to acquire Department computinq capability to supoort a Siqnal and Imaqe 
Processing Laboratory. 
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Institution _ _:_N....:.a....:.v_a_l_P_o s_t_.:g~r_a_d_u_a_t_e_S_c_h_oo_l _______ Date 1 May 1983 
Program ___ ~E~l~e~c_t_r_i....:.c_:_a_:_l~En_.:g~i....:.n_:_e....:.e....:.r....:.i ...:.n~g ______________________________ __ 
E. What do you consider to be the principal strengths of this program? 
The strengths are listed below and discussed in more detai l on paqe II-3A. 
Stronq laboratory emphasis 
Thesis requirement for graduate degree 
Ranqe of elective courses available 
Maturity of students and capacity for hard wor k 
Student-dedicated computer facility 
Support by sponsor 
A highly qualified faculty 
Research support by NPS Foundation Research Proq ram 
F. What do you consider to be the principal limitations of this program? 
The. principal limitations listed below are described on paqe I I -38. 
Inadequate clerk-typist support 
Inadequate technician/engineer support 
Lack of teaching assistants 
Excessive student contact hours at the qraduate level 
Lack of dedjcated departmental computer resources 
Difficulty of hiring faculty in the computer enqineerinq area 
Inadequate funds for phased modernization of instructional laboratories 
G. Discuss the adequacy of support services. specifically library and computer services and facilities. 
1. Library support i s considered to be excellent. The ma.ior journals are all 
available and the book collection in electrical enaineerina is more than ade-
qu ate . The recent implementation of the capability of performina on-line data 
base searches has further improved library support services. 
2. Computer facility support is considered to be a major strength of the Post-
graduate School. We have recently acquired an IBM 3033 system with approxi-
mately 150 public terminals located throuahout the academic huil rl inas on 
campus . In addition, many EE Department faculty have terminals in their 
offices, and it i s anticipated that eventually all EE faculty who desire it 
will have th1s capability. One area where additional supoort is rlesirahle is 
in having more personnel in the Computer Center to provide additional support 
for students and faculty. · 
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STRENGTHS OF PROGRAM 
Stronq Laboratory Emphasis. Most EE courses include a laboratory. The labora-
tory experience 1s quite important in bridqinq the qap between enqineerinq 
theory and practice. Graduate as well as underqraduate courses feature labora-
tory exercises and projects supervised directly by professors. 
Thesis Requirement. All students receivinq a qraduate rleqree in Electrical 
Engineering are required to complete an acceptable thesis. The minimum time 
allocated to the thesis investiqation for an M.S.E.E. deqree is the equivalent 
of one quarter of full-time effort, however, the actual work is qenerally 
spread over at least three quarters. The thesis requires the student to work 
with a faculty member individually and provides the opportunity for in-depth 
independent study and practical desiqn experience as well as intearation of the 
coursework material. 
Ranqe of Elective Courses Available. A wide ranqe of elective courses is 
available to qraduate students. These courses are from the option areas of 
communications systems; computer systems; quidance, naviqation and control 
systems; radar, electro-optic and electron~c warfare · ~ystems. 
Maturity of Students and Capacity for Hard Work. The typical enterinq student 
has completed approximately six years as a military officer and is thus a 
mature individual. Entrants are screened not only for academic ability, but 
also for job performance. Thus, the students qenerally have hiqh levels of 
past achievements and qood prospects for future advancement. As a ~roup they 
are highly motivated. 
Student-Dedicated Computer Facilities. Students can obtain virtually unlimited 
computer time on the central NPS IBM 3033 Computer Facility. Several other 
computer facilities also exist on campus where students have hands-on access. 
Support by Sponsor. The Naval Electronics Systems Command (NAVELEX) partici-
pates 1n determination of qeneral curricular qoals. NAVELEX sponsors aRe-
search Chair and research projects carried out by Faculty. 
Faculty. Approximately 25% of the faculty have joined the Department since the 
last accreditation visit in 1977. (Projected retirements as well as enrollment 
growth indicate that this trend will continue.) Most of the Department's 
faculty are active in research and/or consultinq and have expertise in a broad 
ranqe of sub-disciplines of electrical enqineerinq. 
Research Support by Foundation Research Proqram. The Postqraduate School 
receives re search funding support provided by the Offices of Naval Research and 
Naval Technology. These funds are allocated by the NPS Research Council and a 
primary goal is to provide assistance to new faculty members in establishinq a 
productive research proqram. Typically, the Foundation Research Proaram will 
provide salary support for one man quarter of release time and f or the inter-
sessional period for a faculty member's first two years at NPS. This reauires 
approval by the Research Council of a research proposal which may also reauest 
support for equipment and technician assistance. 
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PRINCIPAL LIMITATIONS OF PROGRAM 
Inadequate Clerk-Typist Support. It is not possible for four permanent secre-
taries to meet the typing and clerical needs of approximately 35 professors and 
13 technicians and property manaqement personnel. Additional temporary secre-
tarial support will be souqht throuqh research fundinq. 
Inadequate Technician/Enaineer Support. Efforts have been made in recent years 
to hire technician staff at hi~her entry levels, thereby obtainina more hiahly-
skilled people . This has resulted in improvements in the quality of technician 
support. At present, however, the Department has no B.S. level enqineers to 
provide laboratory development support. In addition, a computer proarammer is 
also needed. 
Lack of Teaching Assistants . The Department has no teachinq assistants. This 
means that faculty are responsible for teachinq all laboratories and for 
qrading reports, exams and homework sets. 
Excessive Student Contact Hours at the Grarluate Level. 
are required to take four graduate courses each quarter 
quarters. This results in less emphasis on independent 
problem assiqnments than is desirable. 
The students normally 
except durina thesis 
study and open-ended 
Lack of Dedicated Departmental Computer Resources. Activities in the areas of 
VLSI design and siqnal and imaqe process ina require computina capabilities 
different than those available on the IBM 3033. The Department is attemptina 
to develop support to obtain a VAX 11-780. Eventually, a network of mini- anrl 
micro-computers involving equipment from several departments may . best meet the 
School•s needs. 
Difficulty of Hiring Faculty in the Computer Enaineerinq Area. This is a 
problem which exists at many institutions. We have recently added one new 
faculty member in this area and hope to add several more. The recent proposal 
to chanqe of the Department•s name to Electrical and Computer Enqineerina is 
intended to focus attention on future directions and to help recruitinq efforts 
aimed at faculty candidates in computer enqineerinq. 
Inadequate Funds for Phased Modernization of Instructional Laboratories. Three 
laboratories are presently in need of additional equipment and/or moderni-
zation: the computer laboratory; the radar lahoratory; and the electronic war-
fare laboratory. The latter two laboratories are dependent primarily on Navy 
sources to provide equipment and replacement parts. This has been a continuinq 
battle because our priority for such items is lower than for operational forces 
and technician traininq schools. Efforts are continuinq to improve the com-
puter laboratory by providinq it with a disproportionately larqe share of 
operating funds, with Other Procurement Navy (OPN) funds, and throuqh the 
Program Objective Memorandum (POM) process. 
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Institution _.!..!N,._a ~v a,_l"'---'P'-'o<-=s:...:t:...:g..,_r-=a-=d..:::u.::.a-=-t=-e --'S:..;c::..:hc.:..:o:...:o"-'l'--------- Date 1 May 1983 
Program ___ E_l_e_c_t_r_i_c_a_l_E_n.:.g_i_n_e_e_r_i n=.g ____ _________ ___ ______ _ 
XI. COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
A. Program Type: Day~ Evening 0 Cooperative CJ 
B. Program Level Under Review: Basic 0 Advanced :KJ 
I 
C . Title of degree for program(s) under review, as specified on transcript and/ or diploma: 
Master of Sci ence in Electrical Engineering 
D. One semester or quarter credit hour normally represents one class hour or three laboratory hours per week. 
One academic year normally represents at least 28 weeks of classes, exclusive of final examinations. Any 
differences should be indicated below. 
(1) 
(2) 
One quarter credit hour represents one class hour or two laboratory 
hours per week. ---
One academic year represents 33 weeks of classes exclusive of final 
exam inations. 
E. In the tables on the following pages, the courses should be listed in the order in which they an: listed in 
curriculu m, and then classified in th e appropria te categories . This listing should clearly indicate how the pro-
gram meets ABET curricular crireria, as prescribed in the current issue of Criteria for Accredi ting Programs 
in Engineering in the United States. 
Required Courses: 
The required courses should be listed by department abbreviation (i.e., Math., Chern. , M.E. ), course 
number, and abbreviated title. The number of credits for the course should be listed under the ap-
propriate category. If a course is classified in two categories (i.e., engineering science and engineering 
design) , the credits should be divided between the two categories (in units not smaller than Y2 credit). 
Elective Courses: 
Elective courses should be listed as "Elective" in the tables. If an elective is restricted to courses in one 
particular category, the credits should be tabulated in the appropriate column, and the listing should 
indicate the category-for example: Elective-engineering science. IN ADDITION, supplemental infor-
mation should be provided to indicate how the institution ensures that the elective is chosen from courses 
in the category. If the elective must be restricted to two or more of the ABET categories (such as 
engineering science and engineering design) it may be listed as "Technical Elective" with a sym bol such 
as a plus sign in the appropriate columns and with the course credit shown in the "Other" column. If an 
electi ve is nOt restricted to a particular category, the credits should be listed under "Other". Use foot-
nOtes to explain variant list ings. 
Ad1·anced-level Programs: 
l f advanced-level accreditation is sought, the basic-level program should be listed first in the table, 
followed by the ccurses which apply specifically to the advanced-level program. 
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Inst itution __ N_a_v_a_l_P_os_t_:g:__r_a_d_u_a_t_e_S_c_h_o_o_l _______ Date 1 ~1ay 1983 
Program ___ E::..l:...:e~c:...:t:..:..r....:.i..:::.c.:::..a..:....l _:E::..:n.:..gz...:i~n:.:::e..:::.e..:....r....:...i :..:..n g;L_ _____________ _____ _ 
F. COURSE REQUIREMENTS OF CURRICULUM (year by year and term by term ) 
BASIC LEVEL PROGRAM 
Year: 
Scmcs1cr Course Ca1egory (Credit Hours) 
or 
(Depanmcm. number, lille) 
Math Basic Engr Engr Hum& Other Qua ncr Sci Sci De~ign Soc Sci 
Calculus (entrance req . ) 12 
MA2047 Linear Alqebra and 
Vector Anal vs is 4 
Physics (entrance req.) 12 
EE2101-Circuit Analysis I 4 
E E2811 - Di CJ it a 1 Systems I 2.5 2 
MA2125-Differential Equations 3 
Basic Science 1/ 4 year 
(PH 2241 -Modern Physics for 
Enqineers, courses in 
chemistrv. bioloqy. 
oceanoqraphy. meteoroloqy) 11 
EE2102- Ci rcuit Anal ysis II 4 
EE2211 -Electronics Enqr. I 3 2 
Non - EE Enqr. Science Courses 
(courses in stat ics . 
dynamics. thermodynamics . 
fl uid mechanics, mechanics 
of solids . etc .) 7.5 
EE2621 -Intro. to Fields & Waves 4 
EE2401-Analoq Siqnals 2.5 
EE2402-Linear Systems 1.5 1 
EE2212-Electronics Enqr . II 2.5 3 
MA2151-Complex Variables & 
Numerical Anal vs is 4 
EE2622 -Transmiss ion Lines 2 2 
EE2812 -Loqic Desiqn 4 
OS2102-Intro. to Prob ab i 1 it y 4. 5 
EE2500-Communi cation Theory 4 1 
EE2411-Contro 1 Systems 2. 5 2. 5 
11 -5 (continued on next page) 
Institution __ N~a::...v_:a_l_P_o_s_t~g_r_a _du_a_t_e_S_c_h_o_o_l ______ _ Date __ l _t_·~a....::.y_1_9_83 _ __ _ 
Program __ ~E::...le~c::...t::...r_i_c_a_l_E_n~g_i _n_ee_r_,_·n~g ---------------------
COURSE REQUIREMENTS OF CURRICULUM (continued) 
BASIC LEVEL P ROGRAM 
Year ; 
Course Category (Credit Hours) Semester (Department , number, tit le) 
or l\lat h Basic Engr Engr Hum& O ther 
Quarter Sci Sci Design Soc Sci 
EE2403 -Di screte Svstems 2 
EE2215- Appl ied El ectroni cs 4 
Enqr . Sc ience El ecti ves 4 
(co ur ses i n enerov convers i on 
internal combustion enoines. 
naval mac hinery, rot at i nq 
mach inery, et c .) 
• 
Enqr . Des i qn El ectives 2.5 
(EE 3800 Mi croprocessor- Based 
System Desian courses 
in machi ne des i on. etc .) 
Hum ani ties (ent r ance 23 
requ irement ) 
cs 2810-Intro . to Como. Sci. 3 
CS 2811-FORTRAN 1 
cs 2850-P L/1 1 
Other co urses 31 5 
Addit ional co ur ses in Math. 
Basic Science Ena r . Sr i Pn cP 
Enar. Des ian and Humanit ies t ' 
como l ete the or oar am 
• TOTALS-BASIC LEVEL ?7 t) ?1 4F> ?4 ? 1 1£ .. ~ 
OVERALL TOTA L FOR DEG REE: 180 
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Institution Nava l Postgraduate Schoo l 
---------------------
Da:c 1 t',ay 1983 
Program Electrical Enqineerinq (Guidance, Nav i qation and Control Option) 
G. COL!RSE REQUIRD IE,TS OF CLJRRICULLJ\1 ( ,.\D\'r\~CED LE\'Ell 




1... ,u '!!"r~ 1 L rc1.111 I h.1ur'r 
<'r 
()uart~r t l>q,anm.-nl . numt>er . 1111<'1 :>.lath lia"r ln~r l:ncr Hu1116.. Uthc:r 
S-:1 s~ , lk~1~n Sn.: ~,. , 
EE 3400 Introducti on to Di ~ital Siqnal Pr >cess i 'nq 2 2 
EE 3500 Analysis of Random Siqnal s 2 2 
EE 3600 Electromaqnetic Radiation, Scatte inq & Prop . 3 1 
EE 3473 Naviqation, Missi le & Av i on ic Sys ems 3 1 
EE 4411 Di9ital Contro l Systems 2 2 
EE 4413 Li near Opt imal Est imation & Contr Dl 2.5 1.5 
EE 3822 System Appl ications of Computers 2. 5 1.5 
EE 4121 Advanced Network Theory 2 2 
EE 4412 Nonl inear Systems 1 3 
EE 4460 Princ ipl es of Systems Enq ineer inq 1 3 
cs 3550 Comput ers in Combat Systems 2 2 
'Thes i s 10 6 
Tota ls-Ad,·a nced Level: I 33 27 
0 \' ERALI. TOTAL FOH l>EGREE: 6 ** 
*Courses above l i ne are required in this opt i on . Courses below represent a typical 
set taken to sat i sfy degree requ i rements , thesis preparation and individual interests . 
**Thes i s does not rece i ve academic cred i t , but a mi ni mum of the equi valent of 
one-quar t er of full- t ime ef fort i s all ocated t o t hi s act i vity . 
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Institut ion Naval Postgraduate School ·--- - --- --- !Ja:c 1 ~1ay 1983 
Program El ectrical En.!U.n.aeri.ng (Radar , E.O . and E.W. Systemsl. ____ _ 
(i . COU RSE RI:::QU IRD!E!'\TS OF CU RR ICU L U !\1 (A[)\'ANCED L E \'El l 
ADVANCED LF\'EL PROGRAM 
:::.cme~u:r 
l t' llf'l' 
Lar e)!nr~ rL rcliu H our' J 
nr 
I Qua n cr llkpan mrm. numt>cr. rr1kl .\lalh Ba\ll: l::n!!r l::n!!r Hum cl.. (lrhn S-:r s,·r Dcsr)!n ~)(,, s.·i 
EE 3400 Introduct ion to Digital Si qnal p, ocess nq 2 2 
EE 3410 Introduction to Electro-Optical I naine rinq 2 1.5 
EE 3500 Anal ysis of Random Signal s 2 2 I 
EE 3610 Microwave Enqineerinq 3 1 
EE 3600 Electromaqnetic Radiation, Scatte rinq Prop 3 1 
EE 4422 Electro-Optic Systems Enq i neer in< 2. 5 1 
EE 4433/3 ? Radar Systems 3. 5 0.5 
EE 4481/BP El ectronic Warfare Techniques & ' ystem 3 1.5 
EE 3473 NaviCJation, Missile & Avionic Sy• terns 3 1 
EE 4572 Statistical Communication Theory 3 1 
cs 3550 Computers in Combat Systems 2 2 
' Thesis 10 6 
Totals-Advanced Level: 3q 20.5 
0\'ERAI.l. TOTAL FOR DEGREE: 59.5 ** 
*Courses above 1 ine are required in t his option. Courses below represent a typical 
set taken to satisfy deqree requirements, thesis preparation and individual interests . 
**Thesi s does not receive academic credit, but a minimum of the equival ent of one-




Naval Postgraduate School 
-- ---··- ·- · ·-·---- - - - --------
1 May 1983 
------ - ·---
Pro!!r:.un __ llec tr i c al_E.ngin eer ~·,.... n~q1-....I.(_,C. "'-o=m~::..DU::...t::..:e::..:.r---==S:..Ly..:::.s..:::.t.:::.:em.:..:..s=...)r__ ___ ____ ___ _ 
·\f)\' ·\ 1'\C..TD LL'\T L P R O(i R-\ \1 
(ll 
(Juarll'' 
(. c. tur,\· 
ill,·l'· •r1111L'flt. numt'>L'o. 111 k 1 I :-.I ~Il l! 
EE 3400 1 Introduction to Di9ital Signal Prpcessi;ng 
EE 3500 1 Analysis of Random Signals I 





EE 3600 Electromagnetic Radiation, Scattet-inq ~Prop.: 3 i 1 r 
EE 3822 Systems Applications of Computers! I 2.5 i 1.5 ~ 
EE 3850 ' Data Communication Methods ! ! ! 1.5 ! 1.5 ! 1 ------------------------:---+---~--~--~--~--~ 
EE 4823 ' Advanced Diqital Architectures & ~ppl i qations! 3 1 1 1 1 
CS 3112 ! Operating Systems I j 3 1 I 
cs 3550 
cs 4500 




Linear Optimal Estimation 
I Advanced Digital Methods 
'Thesis 
To 1 ~I,_:\ d van l'{'d L{'n.•l: 






I 0 I 4 
1 1o 6 
1 33.5 2s.sj 
*Courses above line are required in this option. Courses below represent a typical 
set taken to satisfy degree requirements, thesis preparation and individual interests. 
**Thesis does not receive academic credit, but a minimum of the equivalent of one-
quarter of full-time effort is allocated to this activity. 
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I nst 11 Lll io11 Naval Postgraduate School 
---·----- ·- --·- ·--··-·-- --------
1 May 1983 
Pro~ rarn __ ll.ectr i cal En.gineerj ng (Communications) 
-\!1\ -\MTD 1 F\"f 1 f>ROCiR-\\1 
. -
~t.·lru:, t t·r 
(. \ tll l , ,,. 
L iil~!!C'fl tl f<'U II thJUf '! 
Ill 
()tl~ ri C! dl~[1. t•tn,,. ,,_ n11mr,·r . :ttk• :'-.!:till I ~~~' ' ' I l::.n~ t 1 lm:; I H11111 (>. flttt<f ~~..·~ ~ .... ! 'Jc'I ICII :,p.; ;:,:t 
EE 3400 ., Introduction to Digital Signal Pr6cessiha 2 ! 2 j 
I 
EE 3500 I Analysis of Random Siqnals I i 2 2 I I 
EE 3510 Communications Engineering I I 1.5 1.5 I ; 
EE 3600 : Electromagnetic Radiation, Scatter i nq ~ Prop .' 3 1 ! ' 
EE 4550 I Digital Comrnun i cations ! i 3 1 I ! 
EE 4560 i Communications ECCM i 2 2 
I Communication Satellite Systems Eha i neeiri na 2 1 EE 4591 i 
EE 3410 Introduct ion to Electro-Optical Erainee Irina 2 1.5 
EE 3610 Microwave Engineering 3 1 
EE 3850 Data Communic ation Methods 1.5 1.5 
EE 45 72 Statistical Communication Theory 3 1 
'Thesis 10 6 
Totab-:\d\·anced Len· l: I 35 21.5 
0\ Fit-\ I I TO l:\ I. HHt m:c; H El:.: 56.5 ** 
*Courses above line are required in this option. Courses below represent a typical 
set taken to satisfy degree requirements, thesis preparation and individual interests. 
**Thesis does not receive academic credit, but a minimum of the eauivalent of one-
quarter of full-time effort is allocated to this activ i ty. 
11 -7 c 
lnstitution _N_a_v_a_l_P_o_s_t_;g~r_a_d_u_a_t_e_S_c_h_o_o_l _ _______ _ Date _......;:l~M=a"--y_l=-.;9:....:8:....:3:___ _ _ 
Program _-=.El_e:...c:...t:...r_,_· c_a~l_E_n_:g~i....:..n;.....:e;.....:e:..:.r....:..i....:..n:..:.g~------ ----------------
COURSE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 
H. lf elective credits are used to meet the requirements in any ABET category (such as Engineering Science or 
Engineering Design), describe in detail the advising and monitori ng system that ensures that each and every 
student meets ABET requirements. Attach any written statements on requirements used to inform students . 
The attached checkoff li sts are qiven to the officers upon enrollment, anrl 
they are completed by the Academic Associate at the appropriate time. 
(II~8:A thr~ugh II-8-Gl 
I. Describe the advising and monitoring system that ensures that each and every student follows the published 
curriculum. Describe the policy and practice with regard to substitutions for required courses in this pro-
gram. 
All courses are scheduled for the officers by the Academic Associate and any 
chanqes in these programs must be approved by him. Substitutions or waivers 
for required courses must be approved by the Department Chairman. 
J . lndicate policy with regard to transfer credit allowed for this program. How is the equivalence of content of 
transferred courses determined? 
No transfer credit i s used in the advanced leve l proqrams, but it is used in 
the bas ic l evel pr ogram . The equival ence of content i s assessed by the 
Academic Associate in the followina manner. 
(a) Previous experience with the univ~rsities and academies involved; (b) 
textbooks used; (c) personal conferences with the stud e nts. 
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL 
Monterey, California 
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CHECKLIST FOR BSEE dP.oree/BSEE equival ence 
Name ----------------------------------- Date enro 11 P.d -------------
Institut ions Attended Dates Deqree 
If t he student has not earned a Baccalaureate deqree in El ectrical Enqineerino 
at an ECPD accreditea-college or university, please comp lete the items be l ow . 
SUMMARY OF BACCALAUREATE CHECKLIST 
Area 
1. Mathematics 
2. Basic Science 
3. Engineeri ng Sc i ence 
4. Engineering Desiqn 
5. Humanities & Social Sciences 
Other 











We cert i fy t hat t his student has met the mi nimum requirements for the Baccalau-
reate degree or equi val ent i n Elect r ical Enqineerinq, and is therefore actmitted 
to the advanced level proqram leading to t he deqree, Master of Science. 





Dean of Academic Actministration 
I I-8-A 
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
DETAILED BS CHECKLIST 
1. Mathematics (min. of 23 credits) 
Calculus (entrance requirement) 




Differential Equations MA2125 
Complex Variables & Numerical Methods MA2151 
Probability OS2102 
Partial D.E. MA3132 
2. Basic Sciences (min. of 23 credits) 
NPS Course 
General Physics (entrance requirement) PH1011-1013 
























3. Engineering Sciences (min. of 46 credits) 
NPS course 
a. Circuits 
Circuit Ana lysis I EE2101 or 2107 
Circuit Analysis II EE2102 
b. El ectronics 
Fundamentals EE2211 
*Amplifiers EE2212 
c. lo~ic Design & Computers 
*Digital Systems I EE2811 
Introduction to Computer Sc i ence CS2810, 2811 
PL/1 Proqrammi n ~ Laboratory cs 2850 
d. Systems, Communications and Control 
Anal og Signal s EE2401 
*Linear Systems EE2402 
Discrete Systems EE2403 
*Communication Theory EE2500 
*Control Theory EE2411 
e . Electromagnetics 
Field & Waves EE2621 
*Transmission Lines EE2622 
f. Other Engineering Science Courses 
(at least one non- EE course required) 
Statics ME2501 
Dynamics ME2502 
Mechanics of Solids ME2601 
Thermodynamics ME2101 
Fluid Mechanics ME2201 
II- 8-C 























4. Enqineerinq Design (mi n. of 23 credits) 
NPS course Transf er Credit 
a. Circuits none 
b. El ectronics 
*Fundamentals EE2211 2 
*Amp 1 if i ers EE2212 3 
Appli ed Electronics EE2215 4 
c . Log i c Design & Computers 
*Digital Systems I EE281l 2 
Logic Design EE2812 4 
d. Systems, Communications and Control 
*Li near Systems EE2402 1 
*Communication Theory EE2500 1 
*Contro l Th eory EE2411 2.5 
e. Elect romagnetics 
*Transmission Li nes EE2622 2 
f . Other Engi neering Design Courses (21. 5) 
Total 
*Indicates courses shown in more than one place. 
II- 8- 0 
5. Humanities and Social Science (min. of 23 credits) 
Subjects: 
Total Credits 
Summary of Courses Appearing in Both the Enqineerinq Science and Enqineerinq 
Desiqn Categories 
Science Desiqn 
EE2401 (2.5) 2.5 0 
EE2402 ( 1. 5) 1.5 1 
EE2211 (5) 3 2 
EE2212 (5.5) 2.5 3 
E~2500 ( 5) 4 1 
EE2411 (5) 2.5 2.5 
EE2622 {4) 2 2 
EE2811 (4.5) 2.5 2 
I I-8- E 
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL 
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Electrical Engineerino 




Date Enro 11 ed 
-----------------
1. BSEE satisfied by BSEE dearee/BSEE equival ence Date 
2a. Required courses: 
EE 3500 









c. Required courses in one option 
Communications Systems 
EE 4550 (4) 
EE 4560 ( 4) 
EE 4591 (3) 
Guidance, Naviqation and Control Systems 
EE 3473 (4) or EE 3472 (4) 
EE 4411 (4) 
EE 4413 (4) 












Radar, EO, & EW Systems 
EE 4433 (4) or EE 4432 (4) 
EE 4422 (3.5) 
EE 4481 (4 . 5) or EE 4483 (4) 
Tactical Diqital Systems 
EE 3822 (4) 
EE 3850 (4) 
cs 3550 (4) 
cs 4500 (4) 
EE 4823 (3.5) 
d. Applied Probability and Random Processes Course 
EE 3510, 4413, 4550, 4560 , 4572, 4581, 4591 
e. At least two courses outside the option 
EE 
-----
EE ____ _ 
f. Other courses 
g. Four courses (12 hrs credit) at 4000 l evel 
h. Tota l credit hours in El ectri cal En ~ineering subjects 
i . Total graduate credits 
3 . Thesis 
Ti t l e -------------------------------------------------------------
Advisor 
----------------------------------------------------------
Academ ic Associate Curri cu lar Offi cer 
Department Chairman Dean of Academic Admini stration 
Date 
II- 8- G 
1 nst it u t ion -~N!:!a.!.v!:!a..:.l......:...P.::::.O.::.S.::::t.:J.g..:...r.:::.a~d:.::::U..:::a...:t..:::e~S-=C:..:.:h:.::::O..:::O~l _______ _ Date - --=-1 --=.M..::::a:..Ly~1..::..98"'-3"'------
Program __ ~E~l~e~c~t~r~ic~a~l~~En~g~i~n~e~e~r~i~n~g _______________________ _ 
K. De'i~.:ribe how this program assures the development of competence in oral and written communicat io n in the 
English language for the graduates of the program. Dc.:~aibe ~.:our'ies in oral and wriuen w mmunication that 
are required, as well as oppo rtunities provided in engineering courses for the development of competen~.:c in 
o ral and wrinen communication . 
Describe req uired or optional courses in English grammar. technical writ ing or related su bje~.:ts ; also courses 
in speech and other subjects pertaining to oral communication . Discuss the mechanism for testing com pe-
tence in oral and written communicative skills. and action taken with regard to students who fail to meet the 
institution 's standards. Explain which unit within the institution is primarily responsible fo r developi ng and 
assuring competence in these sk ills. Also discuss how communicative ski lls arc moni tored and eva luated 
through grading procedures follo\ved by the engineering faculty in technical courses, induding writ ten 
report s and oral presentations. 
No specific courses in oral or written communications are offered. However, 
students are typically required to submit written reports in all courses that 
involve laboratory exercises. Also, at least five courses requirinq written 
and/or oral reports on student projects are included in every curricular 
option. These reports are graded on the basis of communicative competence as 
well as content. Additionally, all students write a thesis on research ac -
tivities covering the equivalent of at least one quarter of full-time effort. 
Theses are also evaluated with reqard to both presentation and content and 
must meet acceptable standards in both respects. 
L. Describe how this program assures the development of com petence in the engineering appl ications of com-
puters. Describe required and o ptional introductory courses, with the level of competence in computer pro-
gramming attained. Describe the extent to which computer applications and problem solutions a rc required 
in lower-division and upper-division engineering courses, including use of software packages in engineering 
A)9u~i~ctrical enqineerinq students take a course in structured proarammina 
and laboratory courses in FORTRAN and either PL/1 or PAS CAL proaraminq. This 
background is used extensively in EE courses in applications of software 
packages such as SPICE, CSMP, DSL and the local proqram lODE for the solution 
of differential equations in assiqnerl problems. Overal l more than 50% of all 
EE courses include s ianificant computer usaae. Additionally, courses in the 
computer systems option rleal extensively with computer architecture and other 
advanced topics such as operatinq systems and software enqineerina. 
M . Course Outlines: 
For each required or elective engineering course offered in a curriculum being reviewed fo r accreditation. the 
school is requested to prepare a one-page course outline according to the format on the following page. 
Those course outlines pertinent to a given curriculum should be included in Vol. II for tha t curriculu m, and 
copies should be available on campus at the time of t~e visi t. 
Course outlines are contained in Appendix A. 
In addition. similar outlines should also be included for required science and mathematics courses taken by 
engineering students. 
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Prerequisites by Topic: 
SAMPLE ONE-PAGE COURSE DESCRIPTION 
EE 333-Circuits and Electronics 
Fall Quarter 1977 
EE 333: Circuits and Electronics. Credit 4. Operational amplifiers. Digital 
electronic circuits. Analog-digital converters. Active filters. Prerequisites: EE 
332, Math 222. 
John Z. Doe, Electronic Circuits: A Modern Study, XYZ Publishing Co., 1975. 
Mary Q. Smith, Modern Electronic Topics, XYZ Publishing Co., 1976. 
T.X. Johnson, Assistant Professor of E.E. 
This course is designed to give seniors in electrical engineering an ability to choose 
modern electronic components and subsystems and to integrate them into overall 
designs. 
1. Normal and Weibull statistical distributions. 
2. Physics of bipolar junction and field effect devices. 
3. Laplace transform analysis of linear circuits. 
4. Boolean algebra. 
5. Ability to. u,se·one computer-based circuit analysis program. 
Topics: 
I. Specifications of current analog and digital circuit elements. 
(3 classes) 
2. Interpretation and statistical distributions describing components. 
(5 classes) 
3. Characteristics and limitations of operational amplifiers. 
(4 classes) 
4 . Prediction of results when digital elements are' imerconnected. 
(4 classes) 
5. Study of analog-digital and digital-analog conversion modules. 
(4 classes) 
6. Sensitivity properties of active filters. (5 classes) 
7. Tests (3 classes) 
Laboratory projects: 
l. Measurement of properties of selected electronic components-operational amplifiers, converters, gates. 
Student choices are considered. Report required. (3 weeks) 
2. Design and testing of the behavior of a system of the complexity of at least 15 gates or a 5th order active 
filter . Report required. (3 weeks) 
3. Student-generated project. (4 weeks) 
Estimated ABET Category Content: 
Engineering Science: 2 credits or 500Jo 
Engineering Design: 2 credits or 50% 
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<1nd ( tmdi t ion of cquirmelll, inclitd ing \lld t fa~· t 'll S a \ age, o\h llk \CCIII:l:, Jcg l l'C o J' 111ai Ill ~·nath.'C req ll i1 t:d. L'tl'. lJ ,e a~ lila ny 
~ ht:t: t \ :.t~ r~·qnirt:J . 
Nott:: If the !><line facili ty i~ u~cd for more than one laboratory, de~nibe all11nJcr the " rut fl ll\t:" cohttllll . Do not wunt the 
';unc <llt"<t IIII IIC tlta11 once in the "art•a" cnlttnttl. 
l' lo) ,,,,11 Adequacy for I ,,,ilol) Pur rose: o f Laht•ratory Comhtion 
tn, tr m:tion t ll oo ot.lon~ .111J !{"'"" :-.;,,, I 
Sp-439, 448 Maintenance Lab , Equipment Pool Very Good V\dequate - provides matet'ial 
f~ateria l Support Electronic Parts Issue & Etching ~nd equipment support for al l 
Laboratory ~~artmental la bora tories 
Sp- 531 Research in geophysical s1gnal Good ~dequate, used for demonstra-
Geomagnetic Measure- processing ~ions and thesis research only. 
ment 
Sp- 535 Research in transient el ectro- Good ~et up for thesis re l ated re-
Transient El ectro- magnetic scattering ~earch. Equipment is wel l 
magnetics naintained . 
isp:537, 537B Study of pr1nc1pl es on wh1ch Very Good Nery good - facilit i es for 
Satellite Communica- satel lite communications depend SATCOM systems operations & 
tions hesis work on Navy SATCOM 
Sp-543, 543A, 545 Radar instructi on Good ~dequate for principles and 
704, Radar ~a sics . Inadequate for modern 
o.ru:.epts . digitr~l c; i o nroc:Pss 
Sp- 612, 616 Study of el ectronic counter- Good ~dequate , EO~ equi pments are 
Electronic Warfare meas ure (ECM) and el ectronic plder model s . ESM equipment is 
. sunoo rt mPilSil r f's (FSM) imitl'lri ~An der:o] zatj co j s r:equj 
Sp-703, 7038 Provi de facilities and i nstrumen- Fair ~ood, ma ny basic principles of 
Antenna tation to make measurements on pntennas are taught. Equ i pment 
_ante.ooa structures . i s._o] der___wh i ch_r:estci.cts_freq.._r 
Sp-219, Special Signa l characteristics, noise & Excel lent Exce ll ent variety of equipment . 
Bu- 209 , Signals interference. Voice ana l ysis for !Primarily s upports thesis. Pro-
1 ;, nm1:1nt:> i rinnti fir::~tinn j ec ts-.suppo rted _thr u-.. r:esear:cb_su 
TOT.-\1. An·a 
--




















ion _ _ Na ~~ LfP.~!9!:a d~~te Sc hoo 1 
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A. Li~l I he la tlllralmk~ Ulilitt:c..l for imlriiL'lion rdalt:J 10 lhi\ progralll . :\ llach a ~dl - a\Sl:\\ll lt: lll or ;ttl.t:qllal'Y l'tll' in,lrUL'Iillll 
aml cond i 1 itmo r ..:qui pmr111, ind uJi ng ~ uch fac1 or~ a ~ age, ob~tlk\t.:l'IIL't:, dq~ 1 ec o I nwi llll'l la lll·e ll'l( u ired. c1c U ,ca-. 1na ny 
~heel\ a' rcquir..:J. 
Nul e: I r l he same filt.: il il y is U\Cd for more 1 han nne In blll nl nry, dc~crih..: a llunJer 1 he "pmpo~e" col u 11111. Dnnol t:ounl 1 he 
\:IIlli! ;m:a more I han once in 1he "area" cohllllll. 
I'l l\,,, al Adequacy for 
I aulil\ Purpose of Laboralory Condilion 
l l iuo l.ltll~ JttJ R•••>tll N1t. I lmlnu:lion 
Bu-lOOA, 101, 102 Devel op desi gn approaches for Very Good !Adequate, but 11 m1 ted equ 1 pment 
Digital Systems microprocessors in systems , pre- numbers restr ict versat ili ty 
sent trends in digital sys tems 
Bu-201 Electro ni cs and c1rcuits Exce llent Excellent, recentl y refurbished 
Circuits/El ectronics labo ratory modern equipment & faci lit ies 
Bu- 208 Illustrates techniques of control Excellent Excellent - new DC modular servo 
Guidance Navigati on sys tems which apply to Navy systems & HP 85 compu ters are 
tracking & fir~ ~Q~trfrl ~~stems rna ins t a v of l a b 
Bu-224, 22 1 Opt ical electronics l aboratory Excellent Excel lent , modern equipment and 
Optical El ectronics fac ilities 
Sp- 025 Underwater transmission mediums Fair Fa ir- lab i s falling behind i n 
Sonar Systems & are t aught, experiments are techno l ogy . One operat ional 
Underwater Aco11st ics oerformed s.onar-37 vrs old _Lac k of mode 
Sp- 419, 417, 604 Prov ides materials & instruments Very Go od Excel lent -recent construction 
r~i c rmlave to support instruction & researc h has permitted organizat ion & 
. in frea 100 t'IHz-100GHz il ctivitv seareaation 
Sp- 427, 423, 425 Process of ana log, digita l & Very Good Very Good - modern instrumenta-
sampled analog signals us ing LSI tio n and micro- computer systems 
~nd VLSI el~onics 











Ana l ys is sis at sonar frequencies process of students dramat i ca ll y ; 
Pru d pmenL i s _r:e1 aU vely_moder.n_ 
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sh~:~h as required. 
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\:trllc :-~rca mnr~ th:-1 11 ouc:c in the "area" c:nhtlllll. 
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l'a.:iltt) Purpose of I a bora tory Condi1ion 
tllouldutg .111J l< ollll ll :-\,,_I Instruct ion 
Sp- 43 1 Research in radar target cl assi - Very Good Set up for thes 1s related 
Targe t Cl ass i fi ca- ficati on and el ectronic s upport research - equipment i s well 
tion measure ma in t ai ned . 
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Adequate for Instruction anrl Condit ·ion 
The Electrical Engineering Department equipment inventory value is approx-
imately five million dollars. This includes radar systems , comput ers, special-
ized equipment, general purpose electronic test equipment and office equipment. 
The condition of this equipment ranqes from fair to excellent with the averaqe 
being very good. 
The Department still holds a larqe number of obsolete laboratory eauip-
ments, however, these are beinq slowly turned in to the Defense Property 
Di sposal Office at Fort Ord. One technician is responsible for acquisition and 
disposal of equipment, but with many other duties, the disposal of equipment is 
one of the lowest priorities. 
The Department's basic laboratory instruments are in reasonable qood to 
excellent condition. Durinq the past few years various laboratories have been 
reviewed and those with the greatest need and hiqhest priority have been up-
dated with new equipment. This is part of a continuinq effort to upqrade 
laboratory equipment. 
The larger systems and equipments are maintained in qood condition because 
of the high competence of Department technicians. They are qenerally older 
equipments, but still are adequate for instruction of basic principles. How-
ever, some of the more modern principles cannot be demonstrated with this 
equipment because of its limited capabilities. This includes radar, ECM, 
mi crowave, antenna and digital siqnal processina equipment. Proposals and 
requests have been submitted for replacement systems, but the results have been 
disappointing. 
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XIII. STUDENT DEVELOPMENT, ETHICS AND PROFESSIONALISM 
A. Describe the opportunities on campus that are available to students for participation and membership in 
those technical, professional and / or honor societies most closely associated with this program. Indicate 
support to these activities supplied by the engineering unit, department, and program faculty . 
IEEE - A majority of the EE students belona to the student branch chapter 
or-IEEE. The chapter sponsors informational proqrams and arranaes tours of 
professional interest, promotes awareness of the IEEE and its publications, 
participates in reqional activities and serves as a focal point for 
student-faculty social contacts. 
Eta Kappa Nu - NPS has an official chapter . Students are screened for 
adm1ss1on on the basis of scholastic achievement. Selection is typically 
made after one year in residence. 
Siqma Xi - Students who have demonstrated sianificant research potential 
are recommended for associate mempership by thesis advisors. They are 
usually admitted near qraduation . 
B. Explain how the responsibilities of the faculty advisors are recognized and how support is given to the 
technical and/ or professional society student chapters. 
Faculty members serve voluntarily as advisors in addition to their other 
duties. The Department assists by providina office space areas for display 
of journals, contacts for speakers and field trips and a modest amount of 
clerical assistance. 
C. Describe the ways in which in teraction is enhanced between the s tudent in school and practitioners in 
industry. 
The Department seminar proqram provides student contacts with industr ial 
and military personnel who are actively enqaqed in current enqineerina 
practices. In addition, NPS, in association with professional societies 
and DoD aaencies, serves as host to numerous symposia an~ conferences to 
which students have access. Individual thesis investiqations often involve 
interactions with industrial practitioners. Student fiel d trips to 
industrial and/or Navy l aboratories are reqularly included in several 
courses. Quarter-lenath residence proarams at a Navy Systems Command are 
also available to selected students. 
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Program ___ ~E~l~e~c~t~r~i~c~a~l~E~n~g~i~n..:::.e..:::.e.:....r~i~n~g _________________________ __ 
D. Whar encouragemenr is given and what arrangements are made ro have srudents rake the Fundamenrals 
of Engineering examinations in your state? Are graduates required to take rhe Fundamentals of Engineer-
ing examination? 
Curricula sponsors have not supported the allocation of time for this 
purpose in EE programs, preferrina that emphasis be aiven to military 
applications. 
E. Describe how this program assures the development of an undersranding of rhe ethical, social and 
economic considerarions in engineering practice. Give specific course numbers, instructors and other 
specific inf<?rmation. 
NPS officer-students are mature individuals who have demonstrated, durina 
four to eight years of experience in the military service, a hiah probability 
of profess i anal success. As such, they are sub.i ect to and adhere to hi ah 
standards of ethics and professionalism. The U.S. federal civilian sturlents 
are also subject to riqid standards of conduct by virtue of their employment 
by the Government. Additionally, to foster understandin9 reaardina specific 
aspects of ethical conduct that relate to enaineerina situations, a seminar 
series dealing with these considerations in enaineerina practice will bP. 
incorporated in the professional seminar proaram for all students, beainninq 
with the Summer Quarter, 1983. 
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Institution __ N_a_v_a_l_P_o_s_t..:::g_r_a_d_u_a_t_e_Sc_ho_o_l ______ _ Date 1 May 1983 
Electrical Engineerin g Program ________________ ~~------..:::_ ________________________________________________ __ 
XIV. INFORMATION REGARDING FACULTY MEMBERS 
On separate pages, please furnish the following information for each member of the faculty of the department 
administering this program. Use the format given below. 
1. Name and date of birth. 
2. Academic rank. (State whether full-time or part-time, and if part-time indicate non-academic activity and 
percent of time devoted to it.) 
3. Degrees with fields, institutions and dates. 
4 . Number of years service on this faculty, including date of original appointment and dates of advancement 
in rank. 
5. Other related experience-teaching, industrial, etc.-(what capacity, where, when?) 
6. Consulting. 
7. State in which registered. 
8. Principal publications of last five years. (Give title and references.) 
9. Scientific and professional societies of which a member. 
10. Honors and awards. 
11. Subjects or courses taught this year by terms. (Give hours per week of lecture, recitation, a nd laboratory 
and number of sections if more than one. Designate day, evening, extension, or graduate.) 
12. Other assigned duties performed during the academic year, with average hours per week. Indicate which 
carry extra compensation. 
13. List any specific programs in which faculty member has participated to improve teaching and profes-
sional competence. 
14. Special duties of co-op faculty (coordinators). 
All information concerning facul ty is contained i n Appendi x B_ 
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APPENDIX A 
(XI - M) 
COURSE OUTLINES 
EE 2101 CIRCUIT ANALYS[S 1 (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
An introductory course for students with 1 ittl e or no electrical enqi-
neering background . This course is intenrled to be followed hy EE 2102 . The 
fundamental concepts of vol taqe, current, power, signals, anrl sources are rle -
veloped and applied to the anal ysis of resistive circuits, includinq simple 
trans i sto r amplifiers and the operational amplifier. Th e principle of superpo -
s i tion, the one-port equivalents due to Thevenin and No rton, anrl the source 
transformation theorem are introduced. 
2. TEXT 
liNEAR CIRCUITS, Van Val kenburq & Kinariwal a , Prentice-Hall, 1982 
3. PREREQUIS ITES BY TOPIC 
Math through calculus, including techniques of inteqration anrl differentia -
tion; appl i cations of t he de r ivative anrl inteqral; elementary functions and 
their qr aphs; trigonometric and inverse triqonometric functions; loqarithmic 
anrl exponential functions; linear al gebra. (May be concurrent.) 
General physics which includes force, work, and enerqy. 
4. FACUL TY CONTACT 
Glen Myers 
5. COURSE GOALS · 
To understand the operat in g characterist ics of electronic buildinq blocks; 
resistors, independent and dependent sources, and operational amplifiers . 
To develop the ability to apply Kirchhoff 1 S laws to resistive net~rks . 
To understand the circuit analysis methods of l oops, nodes, superposition , 
and Thevenin and Norton equivalence. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a . The physical nature of el ectricit.Y 3 hrs 
b . Voltage sources , co nductio n , and resistors 3 hrs 
c . Series and parallel circuits 2 hrs 
d. Circuit reduction; superposition 2 hrs 
e. Dependent sources anrl nodal anal ysis 4 hrs 
f. Loop analysis of circuits 
g. Two-port networ ks 
h. The o per at ional ampl i fi er 
i. R-C circuits 
j. R-L circuits 
7. LABORATORY 
Experiments 1: Ohm•s law 
2: Circuit boards and Kirchoff 1 s laws 
3: Resistors and potentiometers 
4: Series and parallel resistors 
5: Thevenin•s theorem 
6: Node an~ysis and loop analysis 
7: Superposition 
8: Maximum power, val tage and current 
transfer 
9: Basic op-amp circuits 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Sc ience: 4 credits or 100% 
2 hours 














EE 2102 CI RC UIT ANALY SIS II (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCR IPTION 
A continuation of EE 2101. Followinq the introduction of the enerqy - stor -
age elements, dynamic c ircuits are analyzed with the aid of the Laplace trans -
form. Networ k functions and other s-domai n concept s ar e developed . Then t he 
spec ial case of the s inu so idal steady- state i s examin er!, usinq phasor methods 
of analysis . Th e La~ ace transform and i ts applicati on to circuit anal ysis are 
presented. Frequency response, filt ering, and ac power are discussed . 
2. TEXT 
LINEAR CIRCUITS, Van Val kenburq & Kinariwal a, Prentice- Hall, 19R2 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPI C 
DC resi stor circuit anal ysis, mat h throuqh calculus and differential 
equations . 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Glen Myer s 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To devel op t he met hod of anal ys i s of the transient res ponse of R-L, R-C ann 
R-L-C circuits . To gai n proficiency in s inuso idal steady state analysis of 
R-L-C ci rcui t s. 
6. COURSE CONT ENT 
a. Tran si ent respon se of resistor - capac itor ci rcuits 6 hr s 
b. Trans i ent response of resistor - inducto r circuits 3 hr s 
c . Transient re ponse of resistor 
-
inductor - capacitor circuits 4 hr s 
d. Sinuso i ds and phasors 4 hr s 
e . Impedance and admittance 4 hr s 
f. Sinu so idal steady s t at e circuit functions and anal ys i s tec h- 5 hrs 
niques 
g . Lapl ace transform 4 hr s 
h. Power and ener qy in AC circuits 3 hrs 
33 hr s 
7. LABORATORY 
A goal of the laboratory is to allow the student to relate theory to prac-
tice in the area of transient response and sinusoidal steady state response of 
R-L-C circuits . 
Experiment 1. Response of RC circuits 1 hr 
2. Response of RL circuits 1 hr 
3. Circuit design 1 hr 
4. Series RLC circuit transient response 1 hr 
5. Sinusoidal steady state response of RLC circuits 1 hr 
6. Phasor voltages and currents of a series RLC circuit 1 hr 
7. Transfer function of series resonant and parallel 1 hr 
resonant circuits 
3. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 4 credits or 100% 
EE 2107 INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (4- 2) 
CATALOG DE SCR IPTION 
1. An introducto ry course intended for students not major ing in el ectr ical 
engineering. Circuit el ements , signals and waveforms; power and enerqy; 
Kirchhoff' s laws and re s i stiv e circuit s ; diode circuit applications; appl i-
catio n of Laplace transform to the step and s inusoidal r esponse of dynam i c 
netwo rks . 
2. TE XT 
FROM CIRCUITS TO SYSTEMS, John Ward 
Cl ass Not es 
3. PREREQUI SIT ES BY TOPIC 
Linear Al gebra and Cal culus (may be concurrent) 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
John Ward 
5. COURSE GOALS 
From a r evi ew of the appropriate physics, this co ur se a ims , first, to estab-
l ish familiarity with t he laws of Ohm and Kirchhoff, as appli ed to resistive 
ci r cu i ts . Suc h anal ysis i s then extended to dynamic circuits, which the stu-
dent solves by Laplace transform or s inusoidal steady-s t a t e (phasor) methods , 
as appropriate. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a . Electr i cal quantities and units; and Kirchhoff ' s l aws; Ohm ' s 
law; circuit conventions 
b . Serie s and parallel ci r cuits, ci r cuit r educt i on ; measurements; 
superpos i t i on 




d. Capacitance; inductance; waveforms; equat i ons for dynamic 9 hrs 
circu its 
e . Laplace transform definition; pairs and theorems; parti al 7 hrs 
fraction expansion; solution of or din ary , linear different i al equati ons 
by Lapl ace transform 
f . Co mpl ex numbers; phaso r s; response of fi r st - anrl second-orrler 6 hrs 
c ircuits to si nusoidal inputs 44 hrs 
7. LA BORATO RY 
The laboratory experiments are desiqned to reinforce the student's under-
standing of the basic electrical concepts, anrl to develop competence in the use 
of conventional measuring instruments and techniques . 
Experiment 1 & 2: Measurement of de current and vol taqe 
Experiment 3: Sources and resistors 
Experiment 4: ~rchhoff's laws 
Experiment 5: Tellegen's theor em 
Experiment 7: Introduction to the oscilloscope and function generators 
Experiment 7: Some nonlinear circuits 
Experiment 8: Response of first-order circuits 
Experiment 9: Sinusoidal steady-state and frequency response 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Sc i ence: 5 credits or 100% 
EE 2130 REVIEW OF CIRCUIT ANALYSIS (4- 2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
A review of ci rcuit analysis for students with a moderate backqround in 
electrical engineering . Starting from a revi ew of the basic concepts of cur -
rent, voltage, power, sig nals, and sources , the methods of dynamic ci rcuit 
analysis are developed through the s - and j -domains. Network functions, fre -
quency response, and ac power are included, as are the mo r e common ci rcu it 
theorems. 
2. TE XT 
Class notes 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Background in ~ ectricity through circuit anal ysis. 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
John Ward 
5. COURSE GOALS 
EE 2130 is intended as a review cour se equivalent in content to EE 2101 
plus EE 2102 . The object ives and content therefore, correspond to those of EE 
2101 and EE 2102 . · 
EE 2150 ACCELERATED REVIEW OF CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS (4-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
An advanced review of circuits and systems intended for students who have 
previous education in these areas. The course is conducted primarily in a 
self-study mode and includes the subject matter of EE 2102, EE 2401 and EE 
2402. Graded on a pass/fail basis. 
2. TEXT 
FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM, Brigham, Prentice-Hall, 1973 
ELECTRIC CIRCUITS AND NETWORKS, Strum and Ward, 
Prentice-Hall , 1982 
SIGNAL FLOW GRAPH ANALYSIS, Ward and Strum, Prentice-Hall, 
. 1968 
STATE VARIABLE ANALYSIS, Ward and Strum, Prentice-Hall, 
1970 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
One of these 
Prior exposure to most or all of the topics of EE 2101, EE 2102, EE 2401 
and EE 2402. 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Alex Gerba 
5. COURSE GOALS 
This provides· an accelerated coverage of the material presented in courses 
EE 2102, EE 2401 and EE 2402 and is intended for students who have previously 
studied circuits and systems. Course goals correspond to those given fo r EE 
2102/2401/2402. 
EE 2211 ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING I (4-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
An introduction to electronic devices and ci rcuits. Electrical properties 
and charge-fiow mechanisms of cryst~l ine semiconductor materi~s; properties 
of p-n junctions in diodes and bipolar transistors; static and dynamic models 
for these devices; ; applications of diodes in wave shapinq and power supplies; 
application of transistors in amplifiers and diqital systems; characteristics 
and fabrication of integrated circuits. 
2. TEXT 
ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND CIRCUIT THEORY, Boyl estada and Nashel sky, Prentice-
Hall , 1982 
ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES, Malvino, McGraw-Hill, 1979 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Concepts of voltage, current, power, signals and sources 
2. Applied analysis of resistive circuits 
3. Comprehension of the principle of superposition and the Theven in and 
Norton equiv~ents 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Edward Fischer 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To acquire a qualitative understanding of the charge carrying mechanisms in 
the crystalline semiconductor p-n junction. To apply this understandinq to the 
analysis and design of basic diode and bipolar junction transistor circuits. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Semi conductor fundamental s: holes & electronic do pi nq, el ec- 4 hrs 
tric~ characteristics 
b. The p-n junction operation and the diode's electrical charac- 4 hrs 
teristics 
c. Diode circuit applications: Circuit models and application-s 8 hrs 
to clipping and rectification. DC power supplies 
d. Operating principles of the bipolar transistor, the transistor 8 hrs 
termin~ cha racteristics 
e. Transistor parameters and spec sheets, the transistor as an 
ampl i fi er 
f. IC fabrication 
g. Transistor logic circuits and ap~ ications 







The laboratory involves measurements of diode and BJT transistor parame-
ters, and the analysis and design of circuit ap~ ications. 
a. Measurement of diode operating characteristics 
b. Investigation of diode rectification, ~ ipping, 
clamping and gate circuits 
2 hrs 
2 hrs 
c. Determination of the operating characteristics of 2 hrs 
power suppl i es, filtered, unfiltered and zener requl a ted 
d. Design and verification of a DC power supply to as-
signed specifications 
2 hrs 
e. Measurement of BJT parameters and operatinq charac- 4 hrs 
teristics experimentally and on an electronic curve tracer 
f. Design and verification of a BJT amplifier to as-
signed specifications 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 3 credits or 60% 
Engineering Design : 2 credits or 40% 
4 hrs 
EE 2212 ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING II (4-3) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Characteristics of discrete device amplifiers and operational amplifiers 
(OP-AMPS). Analysis and design of amplifiers i ncl udi nq fre quency response and 
biasing considerations. Applications of feedback amplifiers and OP-AMPS. 
2. TEXT 
ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND CIRCUIT THEORY, Boylestad and Nash~ sky, Prentice-
Hall , 1982 
ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES, Malvino, McGraw Hill 1979 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Understanding of basic semiconductor conduction mechanisms 
2. Applied analysis of basic diode circuits and single-stage bipolar 
junction transistor amplifier models. 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Edward Fischer 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To understand the operating characteristics of the field effect trans ist or 
and to apply this· understandinq to the analysis and design of FET amplifiers. 
To comprehend the frequency response characteristics of transistor amplifiers. 
To analyze the operational amplifier and OPAMP applications. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Classes of amplifiers; small and 1 arge signal , class A, B, C 
b. JFET and MOSFET parameters, operating characteristics, biasing 
techniques and applications 
c. BJT and FET amplifier frequency response characteristics 
d. Differential amplifier and OPAMP characteristics 
e. Negative and positive feedback circuit principles and appl ica-
tions 
f. Introduction to computer circuit simulation 












The laboratory involves measurement of FET and OPAMP parameters, the design 
of an FET amplifier frequency response by experiment and diqital computer 
s i mul at ion. 
a. Measurement of JFET parameters and operating charac-
teristics using an ~ectronic curve tracer 
b. Analysis of JFET amplifier bias techniques 
c. Design and verification of a JFET amplifier stage to 
assi~ned specificatio ns of qain and bandwidth 
d. Analysis of the frequency response of a BJT ampl i-
fier stage 
e. Digital computer simulation of FET and BJT am~ ifier 
f. Analysis of discrete differential amplifier circuit 
operatio n 
g. Measurement of OPAMP parameters and analysis of ap-
~ ication circuits 
h. Analysis of OPAMP negative feedback circuits 
i. Measurement of positive feedback OPAMP oscillator 
operating characteristics 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engi neering Science: 2. 5 credits or 45% 










EE 2213 ACCELERATED REVIEW OF ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING (4-3) 
1. CATALOG DE SCR IPTION 
An advanced review of semiconductor devices and circuits intended for stu-
dents who have previously studied the subject matter of EE 2211 and EE 2212. 
Graded on a pass/fail basis. 
2. TEXT 
ELECTRONIC DEVICES & CIRCUIT THEORY, Boyl estad & Nashel sky, Prentice-Hall , 
1982 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Prior exposure to most or all of the topics of EE 2211 and EE 2212 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
JlJ:> raham Shei ngol d 
5. COURSE GOALS 
This course provides an accelerated coverage of the material presented in 
courses EE 2211/EE 2212 and is intended for students who have previously 
studied electronics engineering. Course qoal s correspond to those given for EE 
2211 and EE 2212. 
... 
EE 2215 APPLIED ELECTRONICS (2-4) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
A project course covering the appli cation of 1 inear and communications in-
tegrated circuits (IC's). Coverage includes an introductory overview of impor-
tant linear and communications IC's and practical experimental applications of 
the se devices . 
2. TEXT 
LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, Thomas Young, John Wiley and Sons, 1981 
LINEAR DATA BOOK, National Semiconductor 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
EE 2212 & EE 2500- Basic ~ectronics through linear amplifiers (i.e. gain, 
frequency response, feedback amplifi ers) and communications concepts throuqh 
AM, FM and other common modulation formats. 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
John Powers 
5. COURSE GOALS 
This course introduces students to commonly used linear and communications 
inteqrated circuits. The course emphasizes a laboratory approach to develop 
experimentation techniques and to develop confidence in desiqn and testinq . 
Topics are selected to reinforce topics in electronics and communications 
theo ry. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Overview of linear IC's 1 hr 
b. Linear op amps 2 hr s 
c. Vol tage regulator s 2 hr s 
d. Comparators 1 hr 
e . Timing circuits (mono stab 1 es , SSS timer) 3 hr s 
f. Waveform generation (oscillators, ostabl es, VCO IS) 3 hrs 
g. A/0 and D/A converters 4 hrs 
h. Active fi1 ters 2 hr s 
. ~ .. 
i. Analog voltage multi~ iers 





This laboratory addresses the application of linear and communications IC's 
to the design of function~ ~ectronic circuits. 
a. Op amps I, II, III 4 hrs 
b. Voltage regulators 4 hrs 
c. 566 Function generator 4 hrs 
d. Voltage comparators and monostable m~tivibrations 4 hrs 
e. 555 Timer 4 hrs 
f. A/D and D/A converters 4 hrs 
g. Mini-design project 12 hrs 
h. Analog voltage multi~ ier 4 hrs 
i . Phase 1 ock 1 oop 4 hrs 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Design : 4 credits or 100% 
EE 2300 ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY CONVERSION (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Concepts of force and torque dev~oped as results of the interaction of 
magnetic fields are presented as the common basis for all electromechanical 
machinery. Fundament~ characteristics of DC motors and qenerators, 
synchronous machines and induction motors are developed and applied. 
Transformers and control and distribution circuits are also introduced. 
2. TEXT 
ELECTRIC MACHINES, ~emon and Straughan, Addison-Wesley, 1980 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Linear al gebra 
2. Ability to obtain circuit equations 
3. Ability to solve circuit equations by Laplace and phasor transform 
methods 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
John R. Ward 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To derive the. equations describinq the more common ~ectromechanical 
qevic es , and to investigate their steady-state and transient behavior. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Review of 1 inear algebra 
b. Analysis of stationary networks (incl udinq transformers) by 
matri x transformation methods 
c. Introduction of circuit motion; force and torque 
d. The gener~ ized machine 
e . Matrix transformations as they apply to moving circuits 
f. Analysis of DC machines: seperately excited and shunt con-
nected 
g. Series connected DC machines; compo und connection; the 








h. The synchronous machine; the induction motor 
i. Trans ient conditions in electromagnetic systems 
7. LABORATORY 
The laboratory experiments aim to relate the mathematics of 
to actual hardware -- the Westinghouse generalized machine set. 
a. Introduction to and calibration of the Westinqhouse set 
b. Test of a separately-excited generator 
c. Shunt motor and generator 
d. Two-phase induction motor 
e. Synchronous motor 
f. The Ward Leonard system 
g . Transients in a DC sunt motor 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 












EE 2401 DESCRIPTION OF ANALOG SIGNALS (2- 1) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Analysis of anal og signals in the time and frequency domains; properties 
and application of Fourier series and transform; convolution; 1 ahoratory work 
includes use of a spectrum analyzer. 
2. TEXT 
THE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORt~ . E. O. Brigham, Pr entice-Hal l , 1973 
3. PREREQUISITE BY TOPIC 
1. A course in ordinary differ ential equation 
2. Sufficient background in el ectric c i rcuits 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Alex Gerba 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To apply convolution and the Fourier transform and its properties to the 
analysis of analog si9nals. To analyze periodic si9nals using Fourier series 
techniques; then given a specific system be able to plot the various spectra of 
the input and output. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Fourier transforms and properties 8 hrs 
b . Convolution 8 hrs 
c . Fourier Series 6 hrs 
22 hrs 
7. LABORATORY 
a. Introduction to use of a portable spectrum analyzer of the FFT 
type. 
2 hrs 
b . Use of the spectrum in t he study of the output si 9nal for a 1 ow 2 hr s 
pass fil ter net work . 
c. Computer exercises us i nq FFT computer al gar i thm and for compu-
tation of Fourier series coefficients . 
4 hrs 
.8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2.5 credits or 100% 
EE 2402 LINEAR SYSTEMS (2-1) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Formulation of system models incl udinq state equations, transfer functions, 
and system diagrams; computer and analytical solution of system equations; sta-
bility. 
2. TEXT 
THE SIGNAL FLOWGRAPH IN LINEAR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, Ward and Strum, Prentice-
Hall , 1968 
STATE VARIABLE ANALYSIS, Ward and Strum, Prentice-Hall, 1970 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPI C 
1. Laplace transform and classical solution of differential equations 
2. Experience with writing computer code in FORTRAN, PASCAL or PL/1. 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Robert Strum 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To acquire the capability to model and analyze 1 inear, continous systems 
through the use of mathematical and computer techniques. This includes discus-
sion of most of t~e general aspects of simple 1 inear system theory and an ex-
tensive use of computer simulation. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Si gnal flow graph formulation, the Mason gain rule, solution 
of algebraic equations and transmission gains 
b. Transfer functions from flow graphs and block diagrams and 
input-output analysis 
c. System equatio ns in state form, solution by signal flow qraph, 
matrix and matr i x exponential methods 
d. Interrelation of state equations, system diagrams and transfer 
functions 
e. Characteristic equation, eigenv~ ues and stability incl udinq 
the Ro uth algor ithm 








g. Use of 1 ibrary programs such as INTEG, lODE, CSMP and FIDEL 
to analyze 1 inear systems. Analysis includes time-domain perfo rmance 
measures 
h. Design of analog transfer functions using op-amps, integration 
of state models, trans fer functions and real i zat ions 
7. LABORATORY 
NONE 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 1.5 credits or 60% 




,, t '· ·, 
EE 2403 DISCRETE SYSTEMS (2-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Principles of discrete systems, including modeling, analysis and desiqn. 
Topics include difference equations, z-transforms, stability, frequency re-
sponse and system diagrams. 
2. TEXT 
DISCRETE-TIME SYSTEMS, Cadzow, Prentice-Hall, 1973 
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING, Stanley (Reference) 
3. ~REREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Drawing and reduction of signal flow graphs using Mason• s gain rule 
2. Calculating a continuous system output using convolution 
3. Determining frequency response for an analog system 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Robert Strum 
5. COURSE GOALS 
Provide introduction to techniques for model inq and analyzing discrete sys-
tems. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Discrete-time signals; linear shift-invariant systems; stabil-
ity and causality; difference equations; convolution 
b. z-transform; inverse z-transform; theorems and properties; 
system functions 
c. Signal flow graphs; matrix representation; realization of 
digital systems 






4 hr s 
22 hrs 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2 credits or 100% 
EE 2411 CONTROL SYSTEMS (4-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
The applicatio n of feedback principles to the desiqn of 1 inear control sys -
tems using frequency domain (Bode-Nichols), s-domain (root locus) and state 
variable methods. Performance criteria, including steady-state accuracy, tran-
sient response specifications, bandwidth and integral performance indices, are 
presented. Laboratory \\Qrk includes testing and evaluation of physical systems 
and simulation studies. 
2. TEXT 
MODERN CONTROL SYSTEMS, Dorf, Addison-Wesley, 
1980 
MODERN CONTROL ENGINEERING, Ogata, Prentice-Hall One of the three 
1970 
AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS, Kuo, Prentice Hall, 1982 
A GUIDE TO CONTINUOUS SYSTEMS MODELING PROGRAM (CSMP), 
Speckhart & Green (RECOMMENDED) 
3. PREREQUISITE BY TOPIC 
1. Laplace transform solution of ordinary differential equations 
2. Writing and sol vi nq state equations for 1 i near systems 
3. Drawing and reduction of signal flowgraphs via ~~ason's Gain Formula 
4. Determining frequency response for 1 inear sys tems 
5. Digital computer simulation of 1 inear systems 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
George Thaler 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To acquire the capability to analyze and design relatively simple automatic 
control systems through the use of mathematical, graphical and computer 
techniques and to become proficient in developing mathematical models from laboratory 
measurements. 
6 . COURSE CONTENT 
a. Fundamental concepts: accuracy, error coefficients, system type 2 hr s 
numbers effects of 1 oad disturbances and non-1 inearities 
b . Stability and relative stability, root locations and Routh•s criterion 3 hrs 
c. Frequency respon se analysis: Bode diaqrams, Nichols chart, Nyquist 
plots and Nyqui st•s criterion 
8 hrs 
d. Digital computer programs for drawinq frequency response plots 3 hrs 
e. Phase margin, gain margin, bandwidth and their use in analysis and de- 3 hrs 
sign 
f • Roo t 1 o c i : g r a ph i c a 1 i n t e r pre tat i o n o f the b as i c r e 1 at i o n s h i p s , use o f 5 h r s 
root locus in analysis 
g. Computer programs for drawing root loci 2 hrs 
h. State variables: control problem formulation and pole placement using 7 hrs 
state feedback 
i. Design using Bode- Nichols root locus methods 
j. Exams, quizzes and hal i days 
7. LABORATORY 
The 1 aboratory involves measurements of system components to determine 
models to be used in predicting system performance and designing compensation. 
Exercises include: 
a. Tests to determine transfer functions· of control system components 
b. Systems study: DC motor servo 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2.5 credits or 50% 





EE 2500 COMMUNICATIONS THEORY (4-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
In this first course on the electrical transmi ss ion of signals, the fol-
lowing concepts are formulated mathematically and then considered in terms of 
devices and systems: sampling; pulse coding; amplitude, phase, and frequency 
modulation; time and frequency multiplexing. Basic radio ranging and communi-
cations systems are developed and link calculations are made. 
2. TEXT 
MODERN ELECTRICAL COMMUNICATIONS THEORY AND SYSTEMS, Stark and Tuteur, 
Prentice-Hall , 1979 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Math through calculus and differential equations, Fourier transform, DC and 
AC circuit analysis, basics of modern electronics, basics of computer desiqn. 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Glen Myers 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To provide time and frequency descriptions of typical messages in communi-
cations. To explain sampling and pulse modulation which may occur prior to 
message transmi ss·ion. To present the time and frequency descriptions of 
amplitude, modulation and angle modulation. To explain operation of modulators 
and demodulators. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Introduction; review of frequency response methods (including 4 hrs 
Fourier series and Fourier transform), convolution, 1 inear system 
response and filters. 
b. Linear modulation techniques: various types of 1 inear modula- 10 hrs 
tion (AM,DSB,SSB,VSB); spectr~ an~ysis, mod~ators and demorl~ators; 
f r e que n c y d i v i s i o n mu 1 t i p 1 ex i n g • 
c. Angle modulation techniques: frequency and phase modulation; 12 hrs 
spectral analysis and bandwidth; modulators anrl demodulators. 
d. Sampl inq and pulse modulation: the sampling theorem; anal oq 7 hrs 
pulse modulation; pulse code modulation; delta modulation; time rlivision 
multiplexi ng. 
. .. 
e. Digital data systems: Digital modulation techniques (ASK,PSK, 
FS K). 
4 hrs 
f • Co mmu n i c at i o n 1 i n k c a 1 c u 1 at i o n s • 3 h r s 
g. Elements of energy and power spectra and matched filter theory. 4 hrs 
44 hrs 
7. LABORATORY 
The laboratory provides the student with an opportunity to observe spectra 
of selected waveforms and to measure transfer function of an R-C low pass fil-
ter. 
Operations of the FFT spectrum analyzer 
Experiments 1: Introduction to the FFT spectrum analyzer 
2: Transfer function of the RC 1 owpass filter 
3: Delta function spectrum and response of the 
RC 1 owpass 
4: Sam~ ing and interpolation 
5: Am~ itude modulation spectra 
6: Pulse modulation and envelope detection 
7: Frequency modulation spectra 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 4 credits or 80% 






2 hr s 
2 hrs 
EE 2621 INTRODUCTION TO FIELDS & WAVES (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Static field theory i s devel oped and appl i ed to boundary value probl ems . 
Time-varying Maxwell equations are devel oped and sol utions to the wave equa-
tions are presented. Additional topics include skin effect, reflection of 
waves and r adiatio n. 
2. TE XT 
ENGINEERING ELECTROMAGNETIC$, Hayt, McGraw-Hill, 1981 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Cal culus, includin g vector calculus 
2. College level gener al physics, including electromagnetics 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Mi cha el Morgan 
5. COURSE GOA LS 
The overall course objective is to develop Maxwe1 1• s equations as a basis 
for future studies of radiation, scattering, wave propagation and microwave 
circuits, dev i ces and systems . 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Review of vector cacul us, 1 i ne and surface integrals 5 hr s 
b. Coul omb•s l aw and electrostatic field equations 8 hrs 
c . Biot- Savart law and magnetostatics 7 hrs 
d. Wave equations, Potential equat ions, Poynti nq • s theorem 9 hrs 
e. Pl ane waves and el ementary d i po 1 e r ad i at ion 10 hrs 
g. Exams and review 5 hrs 
44 hr s 
7. LABORATORY 
NONE 
8 . ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Sc i ence : 4 credits or 100% 
EE 2622 ELECTROMAGNETIC ENGINEERING (3-2) 
1. CATA LOG DESCR IPTI ON 
A cont inuation of EE 2621. Topics include transmission l ines , waveguides, 
cavity resonators, and high frequency components . Applications are presented 
in the laboratory. 
2. TEXT 
LINES, WAVES AND ANTENNAS, Brown, Sharpe, Post, & Hughes, Wiley and Sons 
1973 
3. PREREQUISI TE S BY TOPIC 
EE 2621: Vector cal culus , Maxwell's equat ions, plane waves 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Jeffrey Knorr 
5. COURSE GOALS 
The overall course objective i s to devel op a quali tat i ve underst anding of 
the character i stics, capabilities and 1 imitations of those wave guiding 
structures which are important for connecting antennas to transmitting and 
receiv ing systems. and for building microwave circuits . Th is under standing is 
achieved by developing a quantitative ability to calculate characteristics of 
1 ines and guides and through comparative studies of structures . 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a . Lumped vs distrib uted circuits and appli cations of distributed 1 hr 
circuits 
b . Circuit model of TEM mode transmi ssion 1 ine 1 hr 
c . Transient analysis of transmission line 4 hrs 
d . Steady state anal ysis of transmission line 12 hrs 
e. Waveguides 8 hrs 
f. Waveguide components 2 hrs 
g. Cavities 5 hrs 
33 hr s 
7. LABORATORY 
The qoal of this 1 aboratory is to familiarize the student with hiqh fr e-
quency components and measurement techniques. 
a. Pul ses on transmiss ion 1 i nes 2 hrs 
b. Slotted 1 ine impedance measurements 2 hrs 
c. Vector voltmeter impedance measurements 2 hrs 
d. Waveguide components 2 hrs 
e. Cavity resonators 2 hrs 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2 credits or 50% 
Engineering Design : 2 credits or 50% 
EE 2623 ACCELERATED REVIEW OF ELECTROMAGNETICS (4-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
A comprehensive review of basic electromagnetic theory intended for stu-
dents who have previously studied the subject matter of EE 2621 and EE 2622. 
Graded on a pass/fail basis . 
2. TEXT 
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES & RADIATING SYSTEMS, Jordan & Balmain , 2nd Edition, 
Prentice- Hall , 1968 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Prior exposure to most or all of the topics of EE 2621 and EE 2622 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Hung-Mou Lee 
5. COURSE GOALS 
This co urse provides accelerated coverage of the material presented in 
courses EE 2621/EE 2622 and is intended fo r those students who have previously 
studied electromagnetic theory. Course goals correspond to those for EE 
2621 and EE 2622 . 
EE 2810 DIGITAL MACHINES (3-3) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
An introductory course in the analysis of digital systems and computers . 
No previous background in electrical engineering or digital techniques is as-
sumed. Topics include: number systems, logic 9ates and logic desi9n; arithme-
tic circuits; f1 ip-flops, counters, registers, and memories; basic digital com-
puter architecture and the internal operation of computers; and ~ ementary 
machine-1 anguage programming. The laboratories are devoted to the stu~y · of 
logic elements, arithmetic circuits, f1 ip-flops, regi sters, and counters. 
2. TEXT 
DIGITAL COMPUTER ELECTRONICS, Malvino, McGraw-Hill, 1976 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
NONE 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
John Ward 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To introduce students to the fundamental concepts of the operation of dig-
ital computers ano other digital systems. This includes gate-level anal .vsis of 
logic circ uits; machine architecture; information fl ow ; and the relati onsh ip of 
machine language programming to the computer's operation. 
6 . COURSE CONTENT 
a. Binary and decimal number systems; co nv er sion from one system 
to the other 
b. Logic gates; NOT,OR,AND,NOR,NAND,XOR; Boolean alqebra; design 
of combinational logic networks 
1 hr 
5 hrs 
c. Arithmetic circuits; Adders, use of complements to perform sub - 3 hrs 
traction 
d. Sequential network building blocks: RS,D and JK f lip-fl ops , 
triggerinq methods 
e. Registers and co unter s: Types of reqisters and co unters; de-
sign of speci~ purpose counters 
2 hr s 
4 hrs 
f. Memories: ROM; RAM; t~emory Address Register (MAR) 
g. Basic concepts of computer orqanization: Fetch and execute 
cycle; control unit; clock 
3 hr s 
3 hrs 
h. Branching featu r es of a computer; instruction decoder; control 3 hrs 
matrix 
i. Memory organization; stack; instruction set 
j. Introduction to microproqramming 




3 hr s 
33 hrs 
Th e labs aim to establish the reality of electrical l ogic gates and l ogic 
circuits for the largel y non-EE students. 
a. Introduction to l og ic gates and the Logic Lab chass is. 3 hrs 
b. Design of half- and full-adders usinq qates 6 hrs 
c • Fl i p- f1 o p s and s h i ft r e g i s t e r s • 3 hr s 
d. Counters 6 hrs 
8 . ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Sc ience: 4.5 credits or 100% 
EE 2811 DIGITAL LOGIC CIRCUITS (3-3) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
An introductory course in the analysis of digital systems 1 earlinq up to 
computers. No previous background in diqital concepts or electrical enqineer-
ing is assumed. Topics include: al qebra of 1 oqical variables, logical func-
tions (standard forms, maxterms, minterms, KARNAUGH maps), basic combinational 
circuits (logic families, output circuits (three-state, totem pole), multiplex-
ers, decoders, encoders), basic sequential circuits (flip-flops, registers, 
counters), arithmetic circuits (binary adders and subtractors, LU, BCD addi-
tion), memories (semiconductor RAM, ROM, EPROM, timing diagrams, PLA, serial 
memories, bulk storage). 
2. TEXT 
DIGITAL CIRCUITS AND MICROPROCESSORS, H. Taub, McGraw-Hill, 1982 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
NONE 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Rudel f Panhol zer 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To develop an· understanding of diqital circuits and methods for describing 
their behavior. To provide tools necessary for rigorous analysis of comb i na-
tional and sequential digital circuits. To give the students an understandinq 
of digital memory devices used in modern systems 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Algebra of logical variables 
b. Loqi cal functions 
c. Simplification of logical functions using k-maps and 
QUINE-MCCLUSKEY 
d. Basic corrbinational circuits and loqic families 
e • Ba s i c seq u en t i a 1 c i r c u i t s 








h. Arithmetic circuits and binary arithmetic 
i. Semiconductor memories 
j . Programmable logic arrays and magnetic memories 
k. Exams, quizzes, hol i days 
7. LABORATORY 
a. Basic logic gates, use of logic probe 
b. Different types of latches and flip-flops (R-S and D type) 
c. Exclusive or gate, half adders, full adders 
d. Shift reqi sters, serial and parallel type 
e . J-K flip - plops and asynchro nous counters 
f . Synchronous counters and variable module counters 
g. Arithmetic and logic unit 
h. Read/write memory and hexadecimal display 
i . Optional MSI system design problem 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2.5 credits or 55% 
















EE 2812 LOGIC DESIGN AND MICROPROCESSORS (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
A design and project oriented course. Basic principles, theories and tech-
niques for practical design of digital systems. Emphasizes an i nteqrated view-
point combining essential elements of classical switching theory with a 
thorough understanding of the versatility of modern integrated circuits, in-
cluding microprocessors. 
2. TEXT 
DIGITAL CIRCUITS & MICROPROCESSORS, Taub, McGraw-H il l, 1982 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Electrical properties of semiconductor devices 
2. Fundamentals of switching circuits 
3. Algebra of logic variables 
4. Logical functions 
5. Basic combinational and sequential circuits 
6. Arithmetic units 
7. Memories 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Rudol f Panhol zer 
5. COURSE GOALS · 
To acquire the capability to carry out the design and implementation of a 
sequential digital system of medium complexity using MSI buildinq blocks or a 
microprocessor. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Discrete circuits: reliability margins, timinq, drive capa- 2 hrs 
bilitity, levels, power, characteristics of loqic families 
b. Descriptive methods and specifications for loqic circuits; 2 hr s 
Boolean equations, truth tables, state diaqrams, t i minq diaqrams, flow 
charts, block diagrams, register transfer language. 
c. Digital data transfer, bufferinq, bus structures, tri-state 2 hrs 
control , interfacing methods, keyboard and display scan ning 





e. Design of sequential lo~ic systems. Classical fo rmul ation . 4 hrs 
f. Theory of digital control, specification of control l oq i c , 3 hrs 
conditional sub-states 
g. Memory cells, logical and physical characteristics, static and 4 hrs 
dynarni c storage, accessing methods, serial and parallel , stacks and 
queues, characteristics of current memory devices 
h. Hardware-software dualism, illustrated VIP desiqn problem 3 hrs 
examples, analysis of trade-offs 
i. Introduction to LSI and VSLI-based design philosophy, problems 3 hrs 
and potential 




The laboratory for this course is centered around designin~ a sequential 
digital c ircuit from given spec ifications using first SSI, MSI and EPROMs and 
th en implementing the design with a microprocessor using the PROMPT 80/85 . 
a. Application of MSI building blocks in design of a sequence 
controller 
b. Physical realization of a sequential network. {Use of EPROM 
to replace corm i national gate hardware) 
c. Analysis of a finit e state machi ne 
d. Design of a mealy machine given a problem description 
e. Introduction to a microprocessor-based development system 
for designing with microprocessors. {PROMPT 80/85) 
f. Writing s irnpl e assembly 1 anguage programs, us i nCj "hand-
assembly" 
g. Implementing the design of a Moore or Mealy mac hine usinq the 
PROMPT 80/85 
h. Usinq 1/0 capability of t he PROMPT 80/85 to i m~ement the 
design of a simpl e digital system (such as a t r affic 1 iqht 
controll er ) 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 









EE 3210 ADVANCED ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING WITH SIGNAL PROCESSING APPLI CATIONS (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Integrated electronics, LSI and acoustic wave devices for processinq of 
analog, digital and sampled analog signals - analog IC 1 s, rli r.Jital IC 1 s, charge 
transfer devices. Electronic hardware and firmware implementations of filt ers 
and spectr~ an~yzers for sign~ processing ap~ ications- passive filters, 
act ive filters, recur s ive and nonrecursive types of discrete time filter s , 
spectrum analyzers and discrete Fourier transforms. Current advanced elec-
tronics developments. 
2. TEXT 
Q ass notes and selected 1 iterature 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
EE 2215: Operational amplifiers and their applications usinq feedback, 
basic principles of different classes of amplifiers, 
oscillators. 
EE 3400: Basic concepts of discrete signals, sampling and holding, digiti-
zation, aliasing concepts, Z transform, recursive fil ters and 
nonrecursive filters, discrete Fourier transforms. 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Ti en Tao 
5. COURSE GOALS 
Learn the implementations of signal process inq operations using advanced 
electronics including digital, sampled analog and anal oq devices. To be know-
1 edqeabl e in current and future directions of advanced elect r on i cs for s ignal 
processing ap~ ications. 
6. COUR SE CONTENT 
a. Introductio n: analog, digital and sampled analog signals; 6 hrs 
filters and spectr al analyzers; typical system applications; hardware 
and f irmwar e implementat ion s 
b. Analog electronics and applications: arithmetic dev i ces ; s ig- 4 hrs 
nal processing and applications : pass i ve and active f il ters 
c . Sam~ed analog~ ectronics and applicatio ns : charge transfer 9 hrs 
devices; signal processing appli catio ns: recursive filters, nonrecur-
s ive filters: tapped delay 1 ine filters; discrete Fourier transforms: 
Chirp Z transform 
d. Digital electronics and applications: arithmet ic devices; s iq- 9 hrs 
nal processing applications: recur s ive filt ers , nonr ecur sive filters, 
discrete Fouri er trans fo r ms : Fast Fouri er Transforms 
e. Acoustic wave ~ectronics and ap~ ications: surface acousti-
cal wave and reflective array compressor devices; siqnal processi nq 




a. Sampled analog Charqe Transfer Devi ce (CTD) r ecur sive filter 3 hrs 
fr equency domain; design and impl ement discrete frequency 
domain filter usin g CTD device as the tapped delay 1 ine. 
b. Sampled analog CTD nonrecursi ve filter I - fr equency domain: 3 hrs 
Desiqn and impl ement disc rete frequency domain filter us inq a 
CTD device as tapped delay 1 ine. 
c. Sampled analoq CTD nonrecursive filter II -ti me domain: 3 hrs 
Desiqn and implement discrete nonrec ur s ive t i me domain filters, 
such as correlators and matched filters usinq CTD devi ce as the 
tapped delay 1 ine. 
d. Digital recursive filter - frequen cy domain. 3 hrs 
e. Di gital nonrecurs i ve fil te r I - frequency doma in. 3 hrs 
f. Digital nonrec ur sive filter II -time domain. 3 hr s 
Experiments e ~ f and g are s imilar to b, c anrl d except t hat diqi tal sh ift 
r egisters are usinq as the delay 1 ine or tapped delay 1 ines and digital multi -
~ iers are used to perform m~ti~ icatio n. 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Sc ience : 1 credit or 25% 
Engineerin g Design: 3 credits or 75% 
EE 3400 INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Discrete Fourier transforms and the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm, 
f1 owgraph and matrix representation of filters, ideal filters and approximat i on , 
design of recursive and non-recursive digital filters. Applications such as 
filtering of signals and harmonic analysis are considered. 
2. TEXT 
FAST FOURIER TRANSFORt~, Brigham, Prentice-Hall , 1973 
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING, Oppenheim and Schafer, 1st Edition, Prent i ce-Hall, 
1975 
or 
THEORY AND APPLICATION OF DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING, Rabiner and Gold, 
Prentice-Hall 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Linear difference equations and how to solve them by z-transforms 
2. Signal fl owgr aphs of continuous-time and discrete time systems 
3. Determining the frequency response of a simple discrete system 
4. Output calculation using z-transforms and/or discrete convolution 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Donald Kirk 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To develop the capability to design digital filters to meet specifi ed per -
formance criteria and to qain an understanding of discrete Fourier transforms, 
their computation using FFT algorithms and applications such as fast convol u-
t ion. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Fundamental concepts: Realizations, matrix representation, 
z-transforms, co nvolution and frequency res ponse 
b. Discrete Fourier series; sampl inq the z-transform, discrete 
Fourier transform, implementing fast convolution 
c. Finite impulse response filters, 1 inear phase, Fourier series 
design and windowing, frequency sampling 
4 hrs 
6 hr s 
5 hrs 
d. Infinite impulse response filters, properties and design 6 hrs 
techniques, an~og design and frequ ency transformations 
e. Spectrum analysis and the FFT, radix 2 FFTs, decimation in 12 hrs 





8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2 credits or 50% 





EE 3410 INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRO-OPTICAL ENGINEERING (3-1) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
An overview of the elements that comprise current electro-optical and in-
frared (EO/IR) systems. Topics include radiation sources (both laser and ther-
mal), detector devices, modulators, optical elements, and propagation charac-
teristics. Examples of various simple EO/IR systems will be discussed. 
2. TEXT 
AN INTRODUCTION TO LASERS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS, O'Shea, Callan & Rhodes, 
Addison-Wesley, 1977 
Class Notes 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Basic electronics through 1 inear amplifiers 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
John Powers 
5. COURSE GOALS 
This course introduces students to the technology of modern optical systems 
incl udinq the laser, propagation effects, optics t erminal sources and detec-
tors. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Lase r light: representation, monochromaticity, beam divergence , 6 hrs 
brightness, interference, co herence & polarization 
b. Laser principles: energy l evels, transitions, abso r ption & gain 6 hrs 
c. Optical resonators: design & stability, propagation of Gaussian 4 hrs 
beams, 1 ongitudinal & late ral modes 
d. Laser operation & design equations 
e. Typi cal 1 aser systems 
f. Blackbody formulas 
g. Atmospheric propagation 








'r ·. , 
7. LABORATORY 
Through demonst rations and short experiments t he laborator i es seek to 
introduce the student to ap~ ications, state-of-the-art equ ipment and supple -
mental topics. 
a. Interference and hal oqraphy demonstrations 1 hr 
b. Basic optics experiments 2 hrs 
c . Polarization experiment 2 hrs 
d. Lasers demonstration 1 hr 
e . 8ectro-optic modul ation lecture 1 hr 
f. Acoust i c optic modulation l ecture and demonstration 1 hr 
g. Electro-optic sys t ems I Exper i ment - Laser trans- 2 hrs 
mitter 
h. Electro-optic systems I I Experiment - Receiver. 1 hr 
8 . ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineerin g Sc i ence : 2.0 cr ed its or 67% 
Engineer i ng Design 1.5 credits or 33% 
(Con s i de r able time i s spent describing the techniques to chao se (and des iqn 
the proper l aser ~nd proper detec tion for specific applications as in the sam-
pl e prob l em attached) . 
• J 
EE 3413 FUNDAMENTALS OF AUTOMATIC CONTROL (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Formulat ion of system models incl udinq state equat ions , transfer functions 
and system di agrams . Star t ing with a performance measure, design methods ar e 
stud ied for both transfer fun ction and state equation models. Computer simul a-
tion i s utilized and physical systems are tested and evaluated . 
2. TE XTS (One from the 1 i st) 
MODERN CONTROL SYSTEMS, Dorf, 3rd Editi on, Addison-Wesley, 1980 
ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS OF LINE AR CONTROL SYSTEMS , Chen , Po nrl Woods, 1978 
MODERN CONTROL ENGINEERING, Ogata , Prentice-Hall, 1970 
ENGINEER ING OF DYNAMIC SYSTEMS, Perkins Cruz, Jr. 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Lapl ace transform soluti on of ordinary differential equat ions and FORTRAN 
programming 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
George Thaler 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To acquire the ability to anal yze feedback co nt rol systems with reqar d to 
accur acy and stab·il ity . To promote under st andi nq of the natu re and requ ire-
ments for transient response , and to des ign elementary compensat ions fo r stabi-
1 i zatio n. 
6 . COURSE CONTENT (Lecture) 
a . Block diagrams, transfer fu nct ions 
b. Error co nstants steady-state acc uracy sys t em type number, 
phys i cal examples 
c . Char ac t eristic s of a second ord er servo 
d. Stability criteria - Root 1 ocations , Ro ut h 
e . Nyqu i s t criterion 









g. Analysis using frequency response methods 1- Nichols chart, 
closed loop frequency response 
h. Introduction to Root 1 oci 
i. Root locations, effects of parameters 
j. State variables- analysis 
k. Desi9n- Pole placement with state feedback 
1 • Design - Root 1 ocus techniques 










The laboratory goals are to provide hardware experience, teach basic modern 
measurement techniques, and correlate theory with practice. 
a. Preliminary procedures, goal-familiarization 2 hrs 
b. Project #1 - DC servomotor speed and position control 4 hrs 
systems goals-demonstrate open loop and closed loop 
control 
c. Project #2- Performance assessment and velocity 4 hr s 
feedback compensation 
d. Project #3- Transfer functions determination, note: 4 hrs 
in addition to methods qiven in Lab sheets the student is 
required to mea sure the open and closed loop frequency respon ses 
with the HP spectrum analyzer. 
f. Establish transfer function block diaqrams of clo sed 
loop positioning system, simulate, compare step response with 
that obtained from the hardware. (There is no Lab sheet for 
thi s ) 
2 hrs 
g. Project #4 - Optional for better students, compensation of a DC ............ 
servomechani sm. 
h. Quizzes 6 hr s 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 3 credits or 75% 
Engineering Design: 1 credit or 25% 
EE 3472 NAVIGATION, MISSILE AND AVIONICS SYSTEMS (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
This course covers essentially the same material as EE 3473, but with dele-
tion of detailed analysis of specific systems. This course is intended for of-
ficers who do not have US Citizenship. 
2. TEXT 
GUIDED WEAPON CONTROL SYSTEMS, Garnell & East 
INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, Brittinq, Wiley 1971 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Cl ass i cal control concepts (Bode and root 1 ocus) 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Daniel Collins 
5. COURSE GOALS 
Introduction to tactical missile guidance and control - Naviqation Systems 
an d An a 1 y s i s • 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a . Target trackers 2 hrs 
b. Missile aerodynamics 4 hrs 
c. t~i s s i1 e autopilots 4 hrs 
d. Instrumentation 2 hr s 
e. Guidance LOS, CLOS, PN seekers 8 hrs 




8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Enqineering Science: 3 credits or 75% 
Engineerinq Design : 1 credit or 25% 
EE 3473 NAVIGATION, MISSILE AND AVIONICS SYSTEMS (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
The principles of operatio n of navigation, missile and avionics systems are 
presented. Topics are selected from the foll owin~ areas to address the specif-
ic interests of the class: IR, EO, radar, laser and acoustic sensors; inertial 
platforms; gyros and accelerometers; Loran, Omega, GPS, guidance, fire control, 
and t r acking systems. 
2. TEXT 
GUIDED WEAPON CONTROL SYSTEMS, Garnell & East 
~NERT IAL NAVIGATION SYSTEMS ANA LYSIS, Brittin~, Wiley, 1971 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Cl ass i cal control concepts (Bode and root 1 ocus) 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Dan i e 1 Co 11 ins 
5. COURSE GOALS 
Introduction to tactical missile guidance and control - Navigat io n Systems 
and An a 1 y s i s. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Target trackers 2 hrs 
b. Missile aerodynamics 4 hrs 
c . Mi ssi1 e autopilots 4 hrs 
d. In str umentation 2 hrs 
e. Guidance LOS, CLOS, PN seekers 8 hrs 




8 . ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Sc ience: 3 credits or 75% 
En~in eer ing Design: 1 credit or 25% 
EE 3500 ANALYSIS OF RANDOM SIGNALS (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Fundamental concepts necessary for handl inq non - deterministic siqnal s and 
noise in communication, co ntrol and siqnal processing systems are developed. 
Topics i nclude properties of random time functions, statistical averages, 
autocorrelation and power spectral density, transform r elations, stationarity 
and ergodicity, and noi se models. 
2. TEXT 
PROBABILISTIC METHODS OF SIGNAL AND SYSTEM ANALYSIS, Cooper & McGill em, 
· Halt, Rinehart and Hi nston, 1981 
3. PREREQUISITE BY TOPIC 
Elementary probability and statistics, first course in electrical 
communications 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Glen Myers 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To develop an understanding of the measuring and application of three statisti-
cal descriptions: · probability density functions, autocorrelation function, 
pOI'Ier spectrum; when applied to val tage. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Elements of prob ab il i ty 4 hrs 
b. Random variables density fu nctions 4 hrs 
c . Moments, Gaussian density functions 4 hrs 
d . Several random v ari abl es 4 hr s 
e. Random processes electrical noise 4 hr s 
f. Correlation functions 4 hrs 
g . Spectral density 4 hrs 
h. Linear systems 8 hrs 
i. Opt imum mean square error filters 
j. Matched filter s 
7. LABORATORY 
NONE 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engin eer ing Sc i enc e : 2 c r edits or 50% 




EE 3510 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING (3-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
The influence of noi se and interference on the rlesiqn and selection of 
hardware in practical radi o communication transmitters and r eceivers. Speci fie 
topics include 1 ink and signal -to-noise ratio cal cul at ions, bandwidth trade-
offs, carrier and data synchronization methods and hardware parameters. 
2. TEXT 
INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING, Gaql iardi, John Wiley and 
Sons, 1981 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Math through probability, statistics, random si9nal analysis, communicatio n 
theory 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Gl en Myers 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To provide the student with a knowledge of the capabilities and 1 imitations 
of present radio communication systems. To present techniques and circuits for 
car rier synchroni~ation and bit timing. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Link calculations 
b. Electri cal noise, thermal noise, noi se fiqure 
c • No i s e mode 1 o f R i c e 
d. SNR analysis of demod~ators 
e. Prob. of error calculations for diqital data tranmission 
f. Selected diqital topics such as quantization noise, Huffman 








10 hrs · 
33 hrs 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 1.5 credits or 50% 
Enqineering Desiqn : 1.5 credits or 50% 
EE 3600 ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION, SCATTERING AND PROPAGATION (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
The principles of ~ectromaqnetic radiation as applied to antenna enqineer-
i nq and scattering. The characteri sties of various practical antenna types are 
considered. System parameters such as gain, pattern and cross-section are in-
troduced and array theory is covered. Ap~ ications in~ ude sid~obe suppres-
sion, radar target scattering and satellite communications. 
2. TEXT 
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES AND RADIATING SYSTEMS, Jordan & Balmain, 2nd Edition, 
Prentice-Hall, 1968 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Vector calculus including differential and intreqral operations 
2. Electrostatic and Maqnetostatic potential theory 
3. Fundamentals of el ectromaqnetic field theory incl udinq Maxwell • s theory 
4. Concepts of plane wave propaqat ion i ncl udi nq polarization and power 
flow 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Michael Morgan 
5. COURSE GOALS 
The goal of this course is to convey an understandinq of the electromagnet-
ic and system characteristics of antennas and scatterers and to introduce enqi-
neerinq methods which may be used to calculate these characteristics. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Review of Electromaqnetics, plane waves polarization 
b. El ernental so urces, /2 dipole 
c. Antenna fundamental s: qai n, pattern, effective 1 enqth 
and aperture, reciprocity, antenna temperature 
d. Array theory, phased and adaptive arrays 
e. Broadband antennas 





3 hr s 
3 hrs 
g. Aperture antennas & horns 4 hr s 
h. Reflector antennas 3 hrs 
i • Scattering cross-section 3 hrs 
33 hrs 
7. LABORATORY 
The goals of the 1 aboratory exercises are to convey a physical understand-
ing of abstract concepts and to acquaint the student with the devices and me-
thodology incorporated in el ectromaqneti c measurements . Descriptions are 
attached . 
a. Di pol e antenna patterns 2 hrs 
b. Antenna channel transmission 1 oss 2 hrs 
c. Monopole impedance measurements 2 hrs 
d. Two-element phased array 2 hrs 
e. Microwave horn and reflector patterns 2 hrs 
f. Term paper assignment 10 hrs 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 3 credits or 75% 
Engineering Design 1 credit or 25% 
EE 3610 MICROWAVE ENGINEERING (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
A continuation of EE 2622, this course covers ~ements of microwave sys -
tems. The course beqins with a discussion of circuit med ia, network character-
ization with $-parameters and passive circuits such as filters, couplers and 
i mpedance transformers. Solid state devices and integrated circuits are then 
discussed and electron tubes are treated. The course concludes with a study of 
microwave and millimeter wave propagation. Several 1 aboratory exercises all ow 
the student to pursue selected topics in greater depth in a practical setting . 
2. TEXT 
Instructor 1 s notes 
LINES, WAVES AND ANTENNAS, Brown, et al, 2nd Edition, Ro nal d Press, 1973 
MICROWAVE DEVICES AND CIRCUITS, Liao, 1 Edition, Prentice-Hall, 1980 
3. PREREQUISITE BY TOPIC 
EE 2622 - Transmission lines and waveguides 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Jeffrey Knorr 
5. COURSE GOALS 
The objective· of this course is to develop an understanding of the compo-
nents and devices which are used as building blocks in microwave svstems and to 
discuss how the propagation medium affects the signals transmitte~ and received 
by these systems. · 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Introduction, spectrum & utilization 1 hr 
b. Circuit media 5 hrs 
c . Scattering parameters & appli cati ons 3 hrs 
d. Negative r esistance dev i ces & applications 3 hrs 
e. Varactor & applications 3 hrs 
f . Ferrites & PIN devices & appl i cations 3 hr s 
g. Microwave integrated circuits 2 hrs 
h. K1 ystrons 3 hrs 
i. TWT' s 3 hrs 
j . Crossed field devices 3 hrs 
k. Propagation 4 hrs 
33 hrs 
7. LABORATORY 
a. Waveguide bandpass filter 4 hrs 
b. Seal ar networ k analysis 2 hrs 
c. Vector net'(()rk analysis 2 hrs 
d. Computer aided desiqn 4 hrs 
e. Reflex Klystrons 2 hrs 
f. Transferred el ectron devices 2 hrs 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 3 cr edits or 75% 
Engineerinq Design : 1 credit or 25% 
EE 3800 MICROPROCESSOR-BASED SYSTEM DESIGN (3- 2} 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
A basic understanding of a typical 8-bit microprocessor and its assoc i ated 
systems is developed. The emphasis is on software programming and hardware 
interfacing using commerciall y available microprocessor support chips . So ft-
ware and hardware design methodologies to solve engineering problems are 
introduced. The laboratory sessions lead to com~etion of a desiqn project 
using microprocessor chips. 
2. TEXT 
PROGRAMMING THE Z-80, R. Zaks, SYBEX, Inc., 1980 
T.HE CP/M HANDBOOK, R. Zaks, SYBEX, Inc ., 1980 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPI C 
1. Conbinational 1 oqi c circuits 
2. Sequential lo gic circuits 
3. Clocking of diqital systems 
4. Flip-flop types 
5. Digit~ memory 
6. Arithmetic operations 
7. Di qi tal controller 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Chi n-Hwa Lee 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To devel op an under standing of the organization of micropro cesso r s , 
mi croprocesso r instruction sets , machine cycles , arithmetic and co ntrol 
in structions , stack organization and subroutine 1 inkaqe. To dev elop the 
philo so phy of microprocessor based system desi qn using commercial support chips 
incl udinq consideration of software and hardware integration for system 
implementation. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Basic microprocessor hardware organization, microsteps of 
machine instruct ion, mac hi ne instruct ion codinq 
b. Macro-as sembl er (M-RO ), Linker (L80), Operatinq environ-
ment (CP/M) , Pro~wam Deb uqger ( ZS ID) 
c . Introduction of machine instructions, 8-bit l oad qroup 
in s tructions , 16-bit l oad qroup instruct ions 
3 hr s 
3 hrs 
3 hr s 
d. Register direct addressing, 8-hit arithmetic l oqic in- 3 hrs 
structions, 16-bit arithmetic lof)ic instructions, CPU control group 
instructions, Subroutine calls and return instructions, R()tilte anrl shift, 
8-bit, 9-bit, logic and arithmetic shift qroup, hit set and test group, 
block search and block move instruct i ons 
e . Jump group and restart (software trap) instructions, innut, 3 hrs 
output and block input, output qroup, System stack operation and sub-
routine linkage, interrupt--maskabl e or non - maskabl e, priority chain in -
terrupt, Software implementation al qor i thm, Algorithm speed evaluation 
f. A typical microprocessor system, standard bus (STD), Memory 3 hrs 
map allocation, Input/output mappinq, System control siq nal hand-
shaking 
g. Hardware devel opment, Hardware anrl software integration, 3 hrs 
Microcomputer system bus, protocol and timi nq, Table 1 ook-up al qori thm 
h. Paral l el port devices and peripheral handshakinq 3 hrs 
i • Counter timer devices and interrupt service software 3 hrs 
j. Universal synchronous Receiver Transmitter 3 hrs 
k. Direct Memory Access Controller and block transfer 3 hrs 
33 hr s 
7. LA BORATORY 
The goal is to make students proficient in desiqninq systems containinq 
micropr()c essors t~rouqh a sequence of 1 aboratory exercises which lead from 








Introduction to CP/M and MP/M operating systems 
Assembly language proqramminq and debuqqinq 
Software driver and function calls of operatinq 
system 
Down-load and up-load between ro tos system and the 
PROLOG devel opment workstation 
Serial s ignal generation and music qeneration 
Paral l el output , ser ial input and analoq to digital 
co nver s ion 
7. Multi~e interrupt service and key pad scanning 
2 hours 
2 hours 
2 hour s 
2 hour s 
4 hour s 
4 hours 
2 hours 
8. Final project 2 hours 
(Small final projects are completed desi qns by students) 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Desiqn : 4 credits or 100% 
EE 3822 SYSTEM APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTERS (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
A system 1 evel view of computinq resources, incl udinq processors, memories, 
bus structures, interfaces, peripher~s and operating systems . Methods ap~ ic-
abl e to real-time data collection and control are sturlied. Laboratory pro.iects 
offer the opportunity for a variety of experience util izinq facilities avail-
able in NPS departmental 1 aboratories, in the Computer Center anrl in the Comput-
er Laboratories . 
2. TE XT 
COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE AND ORGAN IZATION, Hayes, 1st Edition, McGraw-Hill, 
197R 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Switchinq circuit desiqn, both combinational and sequential 
2. Computer data representation incl udinq binary, octal, hexadecimal, 
ones' and twos' complement number systems 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Herschel Loami s 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To provide a detailed treatment of the architecture of modern computers, 
includinq co ntrol units, processors, input/output systems, memory and bus 
structur es; study the use of computers as a component of 1 arqer systems incl ud-
ing re~ time systems and m~ tiprocessor systems. Finally, introduce students 
to a variety of actual systems such as PDP-11's, VA X, anrl the IBM 3033 . 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Evolution of computers 2 hrs 
b . Des ign methods 5 hr s 
c . The structure and design of processors 4 hrs 
rl. Control unit desiqn (hardwired, microprogrammed and PLA based) 5 hr s 
e. Memory systems 6 hr s 
f. System organization 3 hrs 
g. Real-time cornputinq 3 hrs 
h. Multiprocessor orqinization 
i. Midterm examination and review 
7. LABORATORY 
2 hr s 
3 hrs 
33 hrs 
The qoal of the laboratory is to provide the student with an introduc-
ti on to representative machines. This is accomplished hy means of: 
1. Demonstrations of the various computer systems beyond micropro- 5 hrs 






PDP 11/50's with extensive qraphics 





(~ eet Numeric~ Oceanoqraphic Center) 
2. Individual student projects enpl oyi n~ one of the above - NOT 
one with which the student is already familiar. 
Representative past projects ti~es are: 
a. Codinq and comparison of FFT routine on IBM 3033 and VAX 
b. Interactive ~raphics flow chart drawi nq pro~ram 
c. Interactive qraphics flow chart drawing proqram 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
En~ineerin~ Science: 2.5 credits or 60% 
Engineering Design : 1.5 crerlits or 40% 
15 hrs 
EE 3850 COMPIJTER COMt~UNICATION METHODS {3-0) 
1. Catal oq Descript i on 
The course objective is to develop an understandinq of computer communica-
tions network design. Coveraqe includes thP. essential topics of network topol-
oqy, connectivi ty , queueinq delay , messaqe throuqhput and cost analysis. The 
International Standard Office {ISO) model is divirled into physical 1 ink, data 
1 ink, network, transport, session and application 1 ayers. The protocol of 
these 1 ayers, data framinq, error control, flow control, pac ket assembly/rlisas-
sembly, routinq, conqestion, virtual circuit connection are rl iscussed. New 
lower networkinq technologies such as Ethernet, rinq, satellite 1 ink, X. 25 pub-
1 ic packet switchinq are introduced. 
2. Text 
COMPUTER NETWORKS - A. S. Tanenbaum, Prentice-Hall, 1981 
3. Prerequisites 
1. Digital computer organi zation 
2. Assembly lanquaqe programminq 
3. Some high 1 evel 1 anguaqe proqrammi nq experience, such as FORTRAN or 
PASCAL 
4. Knowl edqe of simple operati nq systems, interrupt handl inq in computers, 
peripheral handshakinq, and synchronous serial communication fo rmat 
4. Faculty Contact 
Chin -Hwa Lee 
5. Course Goals 
To acquire the kno~ edqe of technology and the ability to desiqn computer 
communication networks a nd to be able to apply this capability to system devel -
opment. 
6. Course Content 
a. Introduction of Computer Communication 
h. ISO Reference tlodel 
c . To pol ogy, connecti vi t .Y, messaqe delay and cost analysis, 
backbone networ k desiqn, and access network desiqn 
d. The physical layer 






f. The network layer 3 hrs 
g. Sat~ l ite and Packet Radio Networks 3 hrs 
h. Local area networ ks 3 hrs 
i. Transport and session 1 ayers 3 hrs 
j. The presentation layer 3 hrs 
k. The aopl ication 1 ayer 3 hrs 
33 hr s 
7. Labo ratory 
None 
8. Estimated ABET Cateqory Content 
En gi neerinq Science: 1.5 credits or 50% 
Engineering Design: 1.5 credits or 50% 
EE 4121 ADVANCED NETWORK THEORY (4-0} 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Topology, circuit formulation, nonlinear model inq, and computer solutions. 
Circuit sensiti vity models. Concepts and tests for passivity, activity, cau-
sality, and stability. Driving point synthesis. Transfer function properties 
and synthesis to meet design criteria. Oesiqn with inductorless filters, 
switched capacitor filters, operational amplifiers and integrated circuit com-
ponents. 
2. TEXT 
One of the three texts: 
THEORY AND DESIGN OF ACTIVE FILTERS, Huelsman & All en, McGraw-Hill, 19RO 
INTRODUCTION TO CIRCUIT SYNTHESIS & DESIGN, Ternes & LaPatra, McGraw-Hill, 
1977 
MODERN FILTER DESIGN -ACTIVE RC & SWITCHED CAPACITOR, Ghausi & Laker, 
Prentice-Hall, 1981 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Writing and sol vinq state equations for 1 inear systems 
2. Determining transfer functions for 1 inear networks 
3. Analysis of electronic circuits 
4. Analysis of operation~ am~ ifiers circuits 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Shu -Gar Chan 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To acquire the skills to test for realizability of network functions, and 
synthesis techniques for clesiqninq active and passive filters to meet speci fic 
requirement s . 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Circuit form~ations and Topoloqy 5 hrs 
b. Matri x formulations a nd model inq 4 hrs 
c. Testing netw:>r k functions and real izahil ity conrl itions 4 hrs 
d. Driving point function synthesis 6 hrs 
e. Multipart interconnections and equ ivalent 2-ports 4 hrs 
f. Sensitivity analysis 
g. Transfer function synthesis 





capac itor circuits 
fil ter designs and 
8 . ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
approximntion problems 
Engineering Science: 2.5 credits or 50% 







EE 4410 MATHEMATICAL MODELS AND SIMULATI ON FOR CONTROL SYSTEMS (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
f'.bdel ing co ncepts and techniques for 1 inear anc1 nonlinear systems . 
ophy of model studies. Verificati on of the model and its parameters. 
studies using computer models. 
2. TEXT 
Notes 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Derivation of basic differential equations for spec ifi c systems 
Trans fer functions, frequency response, stab il i t.v analysis 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
George Thaler 
5. COURSE GOALS 
Phil os -
Desiqn 
To familiarize the student with basic techniques for rlevelopinq a 
mathematical model, incl udinq enqineering approximations, model order 
reduction, and parameter evaluation. To demonstrate methods for obtai nin g a 
suitable computer model from the mathematical model, especially for nonlinear 
systems. To acquaint the student with methods for planning an efficient anrl 
effective sequence of simulation studies. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Basic modelling techniques 
b. f'.bdell inq 1 inear devices and systems 
c. f'.bdell i ng nonl i near components, rli screte and di qital dev ices 
d . Adaptation of models for computer 
e. Verification and validation of the model 
f. Reduced order models - reduct ion methods 
g . Interpretation of experimental data 
h. Use of series expansi ons -model s of nonlinear rlev i ces (tubes , 









i. Function minimization combinerl with simulati on 
j. Case studies submarine steering maqnetic disk memory servos 
phase lock oscillator, etc. 
k. Design studies usinq computer models 
7. LABORATORY 
NONE 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2 credits or 50% 
Engineering Design : 2 credits or 50% 




EE 4411 DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEMS (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Discrete systems are described and analyzed usinq state space and z-trans-
form methods. Analysis and desiqn techniques are studied , as well as the enqi-
neering characteristics of computer cantrall ed systems . 
2. TEXT 
0 I G IT AL CONTROL 
DIGITAL CONTROL 
Addi son-vJesl ey, 
SYSTEMS, Kuo, SRL Publ ishinq Co l 
OF DYNAMIC SYSTEMS, Frankl in anrl Powell~ one of these 
1980 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Utilization of the z-transform in the analysis of discrete systems . 
This includes system diaqram manipulations 
2. Frequency respon se of discrete systems. 
3. Design concepts used in the desiqn of simple anal oq systems . This 
includes use of root l oc us and Bode methods. 
4. Computer simulation in analysis and desiqn of simple analoq systems . 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Robert Str urn 
5. COURSE GOALS · 
To develop capabil ity anrl understanding in the use of rliqital computer s in 
t he real-time contr ol of dynamic systems. Roth transform (classical control) 
and state-space (modern control) methods are explo ited i n the desiqn of diqital 
cantrall ers to achieve specified performance measures. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Fu ndamental co ncepts; difference equations, discrete 
t r ansfer function, z-transform review, stabi l ity , dynam ic 
response 
b. Simple di qital filters, sampled-data systems , s ignal-fl ow 
analysis, imp~ se modulation, sam~ed spectra, sample-rate 
sel ec t i on 
c . Design usinq transform tec hni ques, z- pla ne specifi cations , 
root locus in the z-domain, freq uency response methods: the 




d. Design of multivariable diqital systems hy state space 10 hrs 
methods, system repre sentatio n, control law design, observers , 
estimator design, control ability and observabil ity 
e. Quantization effects, 1 imit cycles and dither 2 hrs 
f. System identification 6 hrs 
g. Case studies of identification and control 6 hrs 
7. LABORATORY 
NONE 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2 credits or 50% 
Engineering Design : 2 credits or 50% 
44 hrs 
EE 4412 NONLINEAR CONTROL SYSTEMS (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Analysis and design of nonlinear systems with phase plane and c!escribing 
function methods. Accuracy, 1 imit cycles, jump resonances, r~ay servos anrl 
discontinuous systems are considered. 
2. TEXT 
NONLINEAR CONTROL SYSTEMS, Han, Academic Cultural Company, 1977 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Nyquist, Bode, Nichols stability analysis 
2. Frequency response analysis and desiqn 
3. Root locus analysis and design 
4. Computer si mul at ion 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
George Thaler 
5. COURSE GOALS 
Familiarization with the physical and mathematical characteristics of non-
1 inearities, together with their effect on accuracy. Dev~op and understanding 
of nonlinear phenomenon such as 1 imit cycles, jump resonance, subharmonic re-
sonance, etc. Dev~op an ability to design no~ inear systems usinq describing 
functions and/or phase space methods. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Introduction to nonl inear phenomenon 
b. Root locus method for predicting limit cycles 
c. Frequency describing functions 
d. Prediction of 1 imit cycles on the Nichols chart 
e. Describing function analysis of systems with 2 or 3 nonlinear 
elements, stability equations, parameter space 
f. Design of compensation 





n hr s 
2 hrs 
3 hrs 
h. I socl i nes, switch lines, d i v i ding 1 ines, eigenvectors 3 hrs 
i. Posicast control, bang bang and dual mode systems 2 hrs 
j . Time optimal control 2 hrs 
k . Chatter modes , sliding modes, curve following 3 hrs 
33 hrs 
7. LAB ORA TORY 
Most of laboratory time is assiqned to computer simulation (see #R) . One 
1 aboratory project is assigned for the 1 ast 4 weeks of the course (8 hrs). The 
MS 150 Modul ar Servo System is provided with a nonlinear unit capable of simu -
1 atinq both sinqle and double valued nonl inearities. The s tudent is instructed , 
verbally, to use one or more of these nonlinear units , make up his own experi -
ment, carry it out and write a report. 
8 . ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 1 credit or 25% 
Eng i neering Desiqn : 3 credits or 75% 
EE 4413 LINEAR OPTIMAL ESTIMATION AND CONTROL (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Techniques of optimal control and estimation theory and their application 
to military systems . Topics include: performance measures; dynamic proqram-
ming, the 1 inear requl ator problem; state estimation usinq observers and Kalman 
filters; t-bnte Carlo simulation; combined estimation and control and case 
stud i es . 
2. TEXT 
OPTIMAL CONTROL THEORY, Kirk, 1st Edition, Prentice-Hall, 1970 
OPTIMAL ESTIMATION (notes) 
3. PREREQUISITE BY TOPIC 
1. Capability to analyze and design relatively simple automatic control 
systems 
2. Proficiency in developinq mathematical models from 1 aboratory 
measurements 
3. Ability to perform analysis and desiqn on a diqital computer usinq 
modern computer aided design alqorithms 
4. The understanding of fundamental concepts in han~ inq non- deterministic 
signals and noise 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Al ex Gerba 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To develop the abi li ty to formulate anrl solve control problems usinq tech-
niques of optimal control theory with emphasis on the unrlerstandinq of the dy-
namic programming approach to optimal control problems. To acquire familiarity 
with the Kalman approach to 1 inear fil teri nq and prediction problems . 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Problem formulation, review of state variable methods 3 hrs 
b. Performance measures and constraints 3 hrs · 
c. Discrete Dynamic Proqramming and the rliscrete 1 inear requlator 6 hrs 
prob 1 em 
d . Continuous-time Dynamic Proqramminq and the continuous 1 inear 3 hrs 
reg~ator problem 
e. Observers 5 hr s 
f. Review of probability and ran dom processes 2 hrs 
g. The discrete Kalman fil ter 10 hrs 
h. Combined estimation and control 3 hrs 




8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2.5 credits or 65% 
Engineering Design : 1.5 cred its or 35% 
EE 4415 DES IGN OF LINE AR CONTROL SYSTEMS {4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCR IPTION 
Advanced co ncept s in the desiqn of 1 inear systems. Frequency response and 
r oot 1 ocus me thods are applied to the des iqn of stabilization and improvement 
of performance, us ing both gr aphical and analytical (al qeb r a ic ) methods . For 
more com~ ex sys tems, the Mitrovic - Si1 jak r~ationships a r e dev~oped, 1 ead ing 
to coeffi cient plane, parameter plane and pa r ameter space and sinqul nr 1 ine 
met hod s. 
2. TE XT 
DESIGN OF FEEDBACK SYSTEMS, Thal er, Dowden, Hutchison and Ross, Ac ademic 
Pr ess , 1973 
Parameter Plane Method {Notes), Thaler 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Transfer functions 
2. Nyqui st, Bode, Nichols methods 
3. Routh criteria 
4. Root locus method 
4. FACU LTY CON TACT 
George Thaler 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To 1 earn to des ign 1 i near control systems by fr equency response methods, hy 
root 1 ocus methods , and by parameter pl ane/s pace methods. To understand a var-
iety of performance specifications and their inter pr etat ion in terms needed hy 
the des iqn method . To unde r sta nd the advantages and 1 imitations of the des i gned 
m~thod s as applied to various systems . To apply each method to Navy related 
problems . 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a . Review of Nyqu i st-Ni c hols anal ysis 
b. Des i gn of cascade compensat ion usinq Bode met hods 
c . Des i gn of feedback compensat i on using Bode di agrams and the 
Nic hol s char t 
d. Rev i ew of root l oc us principl es 
4 hrs 
5 hrs · 
3 hrs 
3 hrs 
e . Part i t i on ing: Root l ocus of a parameter; Anal ysis anrl desiqn 4 hrs 
o f fe edback compen sation; Cascade co mpen sat ion, root r elocat i on zones 
f. Effects of Time D~ay: Synthesis on the s-plane 
q. Derivation of parameter plane equations 
h. Coefficient plane analysis anrl desiqn usinq a universal thirrl 
order plane 
i. Cost functions and other criteria on the parameter ~ ane 
j. Use of the parameter plane 
k. Singular 1 ines and sinqul ar compensators 
1. One hour course credit is awared for the computer studies 
7. LABORATORY 
NONE 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Enqineering Science: 2.5 credits or 65% 








EE 4416 ADVANCED TOPICS IN MODERN CONTROL THEORY (3-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Advanced topics and current developments in control theory and appl ica-
tions including such subjects as: the calc~ us of variations and Pontryaqin•s 
minimum principle applied to optimal control problems; numerical solution of 
two-point boundary-value problems; nonlinear estimation techniques; robust de-
sign techniques; large-seale systems; system identification; case studies of 
fire control and ship control systems. 
2. TEXT 
Depends on instructor and/or course content 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Dynamic programming, 1 inear requl ator problems Kalman filters and 
observers 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Donald Kirk 
5. COURSE GOALS 
Familiarization with a selection of advanced topics in control theory 
through student researc h and project pr esentations. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 




8 . ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Var i ab 1 e 
EE 4418 SHIP CONTROL SYSTEMS (4-0) 
1. CATAL OG DESCRIPTION 
Theory of motion of ships. Basic ship control systems: steering control, 
roll stabilization, boiler control l oops, speed and propulsion controls. Sea 
states and their effects. Performance objectives and performance specifica-
tions; models; simulation studies. 
2. TEXT 
Selected t heses are used 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Transfer functions, block diagrams 
2. Nyquist, Bode, Nichols frequency response methods 
3. Root 1 ocus methorls 
4. State variable formulations, state feedback 
5. Taylor's series expansion for sever~ variables 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
George Thal er 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To promote understanding of the dynamic behavior of ships (incl udinq subfTla-
rines) in calm water and in sea state . To understand the requirements for ap-
propriate control systems, and the constraints and 1 imitations on the hardware 
that must be used. To desiqn various types of ship control systems and study 
the resulting performance by simulation 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
Note: Time allocation for topics 1 isted below depends on student interest. 
Not all topics are treated every time the course is tauqht. Portions of the 
1 ectures are reviews of current journal articles presented hy students. 
a . Equations of motion of ships in 6 rlegrees of Freedom. Simulation of 
these equations . 
b. Control problems rel aterl to hull control submarines, displacement 
ships, hydrofoils, surface effect s hips. 
c. Pitch and depth controller s for submar ines , optimal control desiqn, 
cascade compensator design, performance in near surface sea state, control of 
s nap roll in turns. 
d. Surface ships, roll control, automatic course control. 
e. Surface effect ships, pitch control , bubble pressure control , heave 
acceleration control, automatic power minimization. 
7. LABORATORY 
NONE 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
5ngineerinq Science: .5 credit or 15% 
Engineering Design : 3.5 credits or 85% 
EE 4422 ELECTRO -OPTIC SYSTEMS ENGIN EERING (3 -1) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Advanced topics and applications of electro-optics. Military applications 
of infrared technology. Siqnal-to-noise analysis of laser detector perfor-
mance. Descriptions of high energy lasers, fiber opt ics or other t opi cs . Stu-
dent reports on EO/IR topics of current interest. 
2. TEXT 
Class notes provided by instructor anrl copies of open literature articles 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Generation of co herent and noncoherent radi at io ns - lasers ~nd black 
body radiations 
2. Propagation of radiations- mirrors, lenses, polarizers, etc. 
3. Detect ion of radiation -coherent and noncoherent detectors 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Ti en Tao 
5. COURSE GOALS 
Learn the integration of electro-optical components and electronic comput-
ers, processors for selected noncoherent and co herent el ectro -opt i c systems. 
Application of these electro-optic systems will be elaborated by a term paper 
on different areas s~ected by students. For exam~e. the speci~ areas could 
be offensive applications such as high energy laser weapo ns, weapo n qui dance by 
coherent and/or noncoherent devices, or defensive appl ica.tions such as surveil-
1 ance systems or search and tracking systems . Other applications are communi-
cation systems , opt ical computing, etc . 
6. COURSE CO NTENT 
a. Military applications of IR technology 
b. Siqnal-to-noi se anal ys i s of photo-emitters, photo -conrluctors , 
photo-diodes & aval anche photo-diodes 
c . Hiqh enerqy laser s 
d. Fiber optics : fibers, EO components & systems 






f. Student reports (1 hour per sturlent) 
7. LABORATORY 
a. Laser communications 1 ink 
b. Semiconductor 1 aser obstacle detector 
c. IR mi ss ile qui dance demonstration 
d. Films on optical communications, FUR a ided qun 
system, laser damage (All are classified films. 
International students are excu sed from attendinq.) 
e. Bragg cell spectrum analysis demonstration 
f. Student reports 
8 . ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineerinq Science: 2.5 credits or 70% 
Engineering Design : 1 credit or 30% 








EE 4423 ELECTRO-OPTI C SYSTEMS AND COUNTERMEASURES (3-1) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
A study of military applications of electro-optic systems, IR and EO 
missile seekers, laser designators, optical surveillance, hiqh energy laser 
systems, laser communications and l aser radar. Emphasis is on system 
applications, countermeasures and co unter-countermeas ures. 
2. TE XT 
Various technical reports 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Laser technology, atmospheric propaqation, detectors and receivers, electro 
optic system familiarity (eg. FLIRs, TV systems, laser commu ni cation 
systems, etc.) SECRET clearance and US citizenship 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
John Powers 
5. COURSE GOALS 
This cour se designed to familiarize students with current and near-term 
military ~ectro-optic ap~ ications, co untermeasur es and counter-countermeas-
ures. Additiona11y students choose a system or technoloqy area and make an 
oral and written presentation. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. IR missile systems : signatures, IR,TV,FLIR seekers, counter-
measures 
b. Laser designators: equipment descriptions, seeker s, counter -
measures 
c . Hi gh enerqy lasers: equipment, damage mechanisms, propaqa-
tion, adaptive optics 
d. Surveill ance : FUR's, IR warning receivers, 1 aser inter-
cept receivers 
e . Optical communi ca tions: techniques, systems co nsiderations, 
atmospheri c and fiber optic systems, co untermeasures. 
6 hrs 
3 hrs 
4 hr s 
6 hrs 
4 hrs 
f. Miscellaneous: acousto-optic RF sig nal analysis, laser radar. 3 hrs 
q . St udent reports (hours depend on t he number of students) . 7 hrs 
33 hrs 
7. LABORATORY 
The laboratory acquaints students with current technoloqy and provides de-
monstrations and experiments of concepts discussed in the classroom. 
1. IR missile seeker demonstration 1 hr 
2. Lasers demonstration 1 hr 
3. Laser modulation demonstration 
4. Films [~Bulls-eye War'' (Precision guided munitions), 1 hr 
FLIR images] 
5. Laser intercept receiver demonstration and discussion 1 hr 
6. Acoustic-optical spectrum analyzer demonstration 1 hr 
7. Laser transmitter experiment 2 hrs 
8. Laser receiver experiment 2 hrs 
9. Student reports 2 hrs 
8 . ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2 credits or 60% 
Engineering Design 1.5 credits or 40% 
EE 4432/4433 RADAR SYSTEMS (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
The radar range equation is developed in a form incl udinq siqnal inteqra-
tion, the effects for tarqet cross-section, fluctuations, and propagation loss-
es. Modern techniques discussed include pulse compression, frequency-modulated 
radar, MTI, p~ se dop~er systems, manop~ se trackinq systems, m~ ti~e unit 
steerabl e radars, synthetic aperture systems . laboratory sessions deal with 
basic pulse radar systems from which the advanced techniques have devel oped, 
with pulse compression and with the measurement of radar cross - section of tar-
gets. (EE 4433 contains material on classified radar systems; EE 4432 is 
unclassified.) 
2. TEXT 
INTRODUCTION TO RADAR SYSTEMS, Skolnik, 2nd Edition, McGraw-Hill, 1980 
MODERN RADAR, Berkowitz (reference) 
RADAR HANDBOOK, Skolnik (reference) 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Properties of random time functions 
2. Statistical averages 
· 3. Autocorrelation and power spectral density 
4. Transform relations 
5 • No i s e mode 1 s 
6. Wav eguide and strip tran smission line 
7. Sol i d state and tube devices 
8 . Filters, ·couplers and circul ators 
9. Reflect ion, refract ion, diffraction, attenuation, fadinq, ductinq 
10. Hybrid and monolithic integrated circuits 
(EE 4433- U. S. Citizenship and Secret Clearance Required) 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
John Bo ul dry 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To develop an under sta nding of basic radar theory by studyinq the radar 
ranqe equation in its expanded form; To ca rrel ate basic radar theory with the 
re sults obtained in the radar 1 aboratory from transmitter, receiv er, radar · 
cross-section and pulse compression measurements; To develop a capability to 
design a basic radar system and predict its performance and to analyze systems 
util izinq modern concepts of synthetic aperture, track-while- scan and ~ectron­
ic steering. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Pulse Radar Fundamentals: System functions 
(transmitter, receiver, antenna and indicator) 
1 hr 
b. Radar Range Equation: Noi se fiqure, matched filter pro- 4 hrs 
babil ity of detection, probability of false alarm, ta r get cross-section 
antenna parameters, system losses, propagation effects 
c. CW Radar: Doppler effect, dop~er discrimination, ranqe hy 
FM- CW 
d. MTI and Pulse Doppler Radar: Delay 1 ine cancelers, hl ind 
speeds, clutter, improvement factor, ranqe qates and filters, rliqital 
signal processin g (FFT 1 s) airborne systems 
e. Tracking Radar: Conical scan, monopul se (ampl itude and phase 
comparsion) track-while-scan (ADT), Kalman fil terinq 
f. The Ambi qui ty Function : Waveform desi qn, knife edqe; thumb-
tack, bed of spikes classes of ambiguity diagrams 
g. Linear FM P~ se Compression: Time bandwidth products qreater 
than one, matched filter s (SAW devices), ranqe sidelobe reduc t io n 
h. Pseudo-random Binary Coded Waveforms: Barker codes, 1 i near 
maximal sequences, compressi on ratios 
i. Advanced Topics: Multiple unit steerabl e arrays, computer 










The laboratory qoal s are to dev~op an underst anding of radar system per-
formance by taking actual measurements of basic radar parameters and cor rel at-
ing these with classroom theory. 
a. Select two lab radars such as AN/SPS-10 surface scan and 14 hrs 
MK-25 conical scan. Take measurements with appropriate i ns t rumen-
tation of peak power of transmitter, PRF, frequency soectrum of 
pulse noi se bandwidth, noise fiqure and minimum discernible signal. 
b. UPS-1 Radar: Take measurements of sub-clutter visibility 1 hr 
and cancel lation ratio. 
c . AN/SPS-40 radar: Analyze co herent radar architecture 
measure compression ratio 
6 hrs 
d. Calibrate MK 25 Tracking Radar: Take measurement nf RCS 1 hr 
of standard non-fi uctuatinq tarqet; measure RCS of airborne tarqets 
of opportunity and compare them for different aspect anql es with 
handbook tabular results. 
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___ Eng.i need ng __ ScJence.:.___3,5 .. cred tts or_"'"85% 
Engineering Design: 0.5 credit or 15% 
EE 4451 SONAR SYSTEMS ENGINEERING (4-1) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Mathemati cal development and discussion of fundamental principles that 
pertain to the design and operation of passive and active sonar systems. 
Topics from complex aperture theory, array theory, and sif]nal processing are 
covered. 
2. TE XT 
Instructor's Notes 
P.RINCIPLES OF UNDERWATER SOUND FOR ENGINEERS, Urick, McGraw-Hill, 1975 
SHERMAN, WINDER and MARSH, "Underwater Sound--A Review", IEEE Transactio ns 
Sanies and Ultrasonics, Vol. SU-22, No.5, pp. 281-335 (1975) 
HARRI S, "On the Use of Windows for Harmonic Analysis with the Discr ete 
Fourier Transforms", IEEE, Vol. 66, No. 1, pp. 51-83 (1978) 
KNIGHT, PRIDHAM, and I<AY, "Oigital Siqnal Processinq for Sonar", Proc. 
IEEE, Vol. 69, No. 11, pp. 1451 -1506 (1981) 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Familiarity with the passive and active sonar equations 
2. Fundamentals of underwater sound propaqation 
3. Fundamentals of signal processing and random processes incl udinq Fou-
rier transform theory, amplitude, phase, and frequency modulation, match-
ed filters, carrel ators, ensemble averages, and carrel at ion functions 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Lawrence Ziomek 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To become familiar with the basic theoretical prinicipl es and concepts that 
govern the design and operation of passive and active sonar systems. In addi-
tion, to become aware of the consequences and design tradeoffs associated with 
altering important sonar sys tem parameters. 
6 . COURSE CONTENT 
a. Introduction- backqrounrl disc ussion: the ocean medium as 4 hrs 
an underwater acoustic communication c hannel ; introrluct ion of 
following co ncepts and associaterl notation : complex apertu res, rl irectivi~y 
fu nctions, spatial frequencies, 1 inear time-variant space-variant filters 
h . Derivation of near-field and far-field directivity function s 
for vol ume apertures 
4 hrs 
c. Linear apertures: amplitude windows, far-field beam patterns 
beamwidth, beam steering, near-field beam patterns, beam steerinq and 
aperture focusing 
6 hrs 
d. ~anar apertures: far-fi~d beam patterns, beam steering, 6 hrs 
separable functions in rectanqular and polar coordinates, rectangular 
and circular pistons, near-field beam patterns, beam steering and aperture 
focusinq, directivity index 
e. Linear arrays: product theorem, am~ itude shading, far-fi~d 8 hrs 
beam patterns and the OFT, ph~sed array, near-field beam patterns, beam 
steering and array focusing, grating lobes, array gain 
f. Planar arrays: product theorem, far-field beam pattern anrl the 4 hrs 
OFT, -r>hased array, near-field beam pattern, beam steeri nq and array 
focusing 
g. FFT beamforming for planar arrays: estimation of tarqet bearing 2 hrs 
and spectral 1 ines 
h. Complex envelope notation, derivation of auto-ambiguity 6 hrs 
function and interpretation, time compression/stretch factor, round-
trip time delay and Doppler shift expressions, basic transmit si gi nal types 




The laboratory periods are devoted to using equipment in the Sonar Systems 
Laboratory and the Sonar Signal Analysis Laboratory. 
a. Sum and difference beam patterns 
b. Field trips to MJffett Field, Fleet ASW School, Naval 
Ocean Systems Center, Point Sur Naval Facility {when 
availabl e 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 4.0 credits or 80% 
Engineering Des iqn: 1.0 credit or 20% 
1 hr 
EE 4452 UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC SYSTEMS ENGINEERING {4-1) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Mathematical development and discussion of fundamental principles that per-
tain to the design and operation of passive and active so nar systems. Topics 




PRINCIPLES OF UNDERWATER SOUND FOR ENGINEERS, Urick, McGraw-Hill , 1975 
SHERMAN, WINDER and MARSH, "Underwater Sound--A Review", IEEE Transactions 
San ies and Ultrasoni cs , Vol. SU-22, No. 5. {1975) 
HARRIS , ''On the Use of Windows for Harmonic Analysis with the Discrete 
Fourier Transform", Proc. IEEE, Vol. 66, No. 1, pp. 51-83 {197R) 
KNIGHT, PRIDHAM, and KAY, "Diqital Signal Processing for Sonar", Proc. 
IEEE, Vol. 69, No. 11, pp. 1451-1506 (1981) 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Fund amentals of signal processing and random processes incl udinq 
Four ier transform theory, amplitude, phase, and frequency modulation, 
matched filters, carrel ators, ensemble averaqes, and carrel at ion 
functions. 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Lawrence Ziomek 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To become familiar with the basic theoretical principles and concepts that 
govern the des ign and operation of passive and active sonar systems. In addi-
tion, to become aware of the co nsequences and design tradeoffs associated with 
alterinq important sonar system parameters. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Passive and active so nar equations 
b. The ocean medium as an underwater aco ust i c communication 
channel; introduction of the foll owinq co ncepts and asssociaterl 
notation: compl ex apertures, directivity functions, spat ial fre-
quencies, 1 inear time-variant space-variant filters 
4 hrs · 
4 hr s 
c. Derivation of near-fiel d and far-field directivity 
functions for val ume apertures 
4 hrs 
d. Linear apertures: am~ itude windo ws , far-fiel d beam 6 hr s 
patterns, beamwidth, beam steering, near-fi eld beam patterns beam 
steering and aperture focu sing 
e. Pl anar apertures: far-fiel rl beam patterms, beam steering, 6 hr s 
separable functions in r ecta ngular and polar coordinates, r ec tanqul ar 
and circular pistons, near-field beam patterns, beam st eering and 
aperture focusing, direc tivity index 
f. Linear arrays: product theorem, am~ itude shading, far-fiel d 8 hr s 
beam patterns and the OFT, pha sed array, near-field beam patterns , 
beam .steering and array focusinq, grating l obes , array gain 
g. Pl anar arrays: product theorem, far-field beam pattern and 4 hr s 
the OFT, phased array, near-field beam pattern, beam steering and 
array focusing 
h. FFT beamforminq fo r planar arrays: estimation of tarqet 
bearing and s pectral 1 ines 
i. Compl ex envelope notation, derivation of auto-ambiguity 
function and interpretation, time compression/stretch factor, round-




6 hr s 
44 hrs 
The laboratory periods ar e devoted to us inq the equipment in the So nar Sys -
tems Labor atory and the So nar Si gnal Analysis Laboratory, and completing perti-
nent computer-based projects. 
a. Sum and difference beam patterns 2 hr s 
b. Computer problems as desc ribed i n Sect ion 8 bel ow 8 hr s 
8. ESTIMATED ABE T CATEGORY CO NTENT 
Engineerin g Science: 4.0 credits or 80% 
Engineering Desiqn: 1.0 credit or ~0% 
EE 4460 PRINCIPLES OF SYSTEMS ENGINEERING (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
An introduction to the concepts, principles, methodology, and techniques of 
the design of large scale systems. Lecture topics include the systems ap-
proach; the system 1 ife cycle and system design process; determining system re-
quirements from operational requirements; system effectiveness, reliability, 
maintainability, safety, and logistic support considerations; test and eval ua-
tion; and cost as a design parameter. Ap~ ications to Navy ~ectronics systems 
are used to illustrate the subjects covered. A detailed case study an~ysis of 
a specific Navy system is performed by the students. 
2. TEXT 
Class notes 
Outside reading material in existing systems enqineering texts and the 
periodical 1 iterature 
Case study material 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Consent of instructor 
Probability and statistics 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Me 1 v i n Kl i n e (AS) 
5. COURSE GOALS 
The goals of the course are to have the students understand the concepts 
and principles underlying the systems approach to tot~ system des ign and their 
application to Navy electronic systems, provide an awareness of the role of 
systems disciplines in addition to electronics enqineering which are imoortant 
in the design of ~ectronics systems, and to provide an understanding of how 
operational needs are transformed into systems desi qn parameters i ncl udi nq 
reliability maintainabil it.Y and loqistic support considerations. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Concepts of systems enqineering 
b. The system life cycle, user-producer r~ ationships anrl the 
system acquisition process 




d. Conceptual phase methodology, determininq system requirements 
from operational needs 
e. Decision Analysis 
f. Concepts of system effectiveness 
q. Reliability, and safety considerations 
h. Maintainability and logistic support considerations 
i. Cost as a desi gn parameter 
j. Case study 
7. LABORATORY 
NONE 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 1 credit or 25% 









EE 4481 ELECTRONIC WARFARE TECHNIQUES AND SYSTEMS (3-3) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Active and passive countermeasure techniques are considered, incl udinq siq-
nal representation, siqnal analysis, and siqnal interception. Important para-
meters of radar and communications systems are defined. Denial and dec eptive 
jamminq techniques are considered ~onq with countermeasure and counter-coun-
termeasure techniques. Signal intercept systems are treated. Acoustic, radio-
frequency, infrared, and optical countermeasures are discussed. 
2. TE XT 
ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES, Boyd, Harris, Kinq, Welch, Peninsula Publish-
ing, 1978 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. EE 4433, SECRET clearance and US citizenship 
2. Radar systems 
3. Analysis of random signals 
4. Microwave enqineering 
5. Communications theory 
6. Math through calculus 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Lo n n i e W i 1 so n 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To familiarize the student with the basic principles of Electronic Warfare 
Systems. These include : Electronic Support Measures (ESM) receivers, prepro-
cessors, and processors for several different applications, Electronic Counter-
measures (ECM) systems usinq denial and deceptive jamminq techniques, chaff anrl 
decoys, other deceptive techniques and Electronic Counter-Countermeasures 
(ECCM) techniques. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Introduction to EW: hi story, terminal ogy threat 
b. E91 Systems: antennas, receivers, preprocessor s , processors, 
theory 
c. Denial ECM Systems: theory, jamminq equations, spectrum of 
siqnal s, look throuqh consi<1erations, types 
7 hrs 
6 hrs 
d. Deception ECM Systems: theory, ,iamminq equations, rleception 
of range tracking systems, deception of angle tracking systems, cover 
pulse deception 
e. Chaff and Decoys: chaff characteristics, utilization and 
problems, reflectors and absorbers 
f. EW Systems: ESM systems, ECM systems 
q. ECCM: theory, techniques and ap~ ication 
7. LABORATORY 
Study the design and operation of ESM and ECM equipment. 
1. ALQ-X System Experiment 
2. ULQL-6B System Experiment 
3. DLQ-3 System Experiment 
4. WLR1G System Experiment 
5. SLQ-12 System Experiment 
6. A comprehensive systems design, evaluation or 
problem study of student's choice 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 3 credits or 67% 












EE 4482 SIGNALS INTE LLIGEN CE {SIGINT) SYSTEMS ENGINEERING {2- 2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Airborne, shipboard, and ground based intercept and clirection findinq sys-
tem techniques used against s impl e and sophisticated electromaqnetic radiation 
systems. Among the topics covered are current state-of-the-art for wicleband 
and direction~ antennas, wideband RF pream~ ifiers, scanninq ancl chirpinq re-
ceivers , displays, recorders, pattern recoqnizers and siq nal analysis devices . 
The laboratory periods are larg~ y devoted to the specification and block rlia-
qram of systems to hancll e specified SIG INT tasks. 
2. TEXT 
None 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
US Citizenship and SECRET clearance is required. A course in communica-
tions, radar or EW or permission of the instructor based on operation~ or 
eng ineering maturity 
4. FACU LTY CONTACT 
Steve Jauregui 
5. COURSE GOALS 
The goals of t his course are to enable the student to go from a set of op-
erational requirements to a Black Box desiqn of a SIGINT system to satisfy 
within re source constraints (time, cloll ars, risk) these operational require-
ments. Thi s enta ils the understanclinq of specifications for Black Boxes such 
as receivers, antennas, amplifi ers, filters, mul ticoupl ers , recorders, siC)nal 
analyzers and displays as well as top ics such as propaqation mode ancl s i qnal s 
analysis . 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a . General SIGINT systems2 hrs 
b. Propagation and noise 2 hrs 
c . SIGINT system components 4 hrs 
d. The SIGINT system des i gn problem 2 hrs 
e. Acquisition system 3 hrs 
f. OF systems 3 hrs 
g. Signal analysis system 
h. Examples of US shore-based, shipboard, submarine, and airborne 
SIGINT systems. 
7. LABOR/\TORY 




1. Guest speakers, from both government and industry on a variety of SI-
GINT areas including R & 0, system designs, management of systems and 
testing. 
2. Black Box design of a SIGINT sys tem baserl on operational requirements 
from an operations scenario. Four 1 ab hours are rlevoted to oral repo rt s 
by class members on their portion of the design effort. 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 1.5 credits or 50% 
Engineering Design : 1.5 cred its or 50% 
EE 4483 PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRONIC WARFARE (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
For students who do not have U.S. citizenship. The objectives are to rle-
fi ne EW signals and system parameters, and establ ish i nterrel ationshi ps of these 
parameters for active and passive EW systems. Topics studied are siqnal 
waveforms and spectra, receivers, signal processinq and display, .iamminq tech-
niques, direction finding, deception and confusion techniques. Laboratory 
exercises apply the basic principles of jamming and CCM to radar systems. 
2. TEXT 
APPLIED ECM, VanBrunt, EW Engineering, 1978 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Principles of Radar Systems, Analysis of Random Signals, Microwave 
Engineering 
2. Basics of antennas 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Lonnie Wil son 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To familiariz.e the student with the hasic principles of Electronic Warfare 
Systems. These include: Electronic Support Measures (ESM) receivers, prepro-
cessors, and processors for several different applications, Electronic Counter-
measures (ECM) systems usi nq denial and deceptive jammi nq techniques, chaff and 
decoys, other deceptive techniques and Electronic Counter-Countermeasures (ECCM) 
techniques. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Historical evolution of electronic warfare 
b. The use of derterministic and statistic~ methods for 
determinable signal characteristics, siqnal environment, counter-
measures techniques when siqnal s are exactly known or have a hiqh 
degree of uncertainty 
2 hrs 
4 hr s 
c. Intercept receiver parameters and how they affect the intercept n hrs 
prob ab il i ty 
d. Psychol oqical factors and their influence on intercept proha-
b il i ty 
2 hrs 
e. Direction finding tec hniques incl udinq t he antenna ~ystem 
display methods 
f. Bas i c types of jammers used for masking, decoyinq, co nfusion, 
effectiv eness of various jamming s ignal s aqainst common pulse radar 
3 hrs 
4 hr s 
q. The effect that the geometry ha s upon the effectiveness of jam- 4 hr s 
rninq systems 
h. Basic EW repeater s--transponder s , characteri sti cs of chaff 
other kinds of reflector s 
3 hrs 
i. Commu ni cat ion countermeasures methods incl udinq el ementary code 2 hr s 
t echniques 
j. Infrared and acoustic EW techniques 
7. LABORATORY 
1. Study of the AN/GPA-98 EW Environments 
synt hesizer and AW/UPS-1 radar 
2. St udy and operation of CFAX-I deception and 
r epea ter system 
3. St udent project i nvolving the design, buildinq, 
t esti ng and evaluation of a jamminq system 
agai nst a radar 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science : 3 credit s or 75% 
Engineering Desiq n: 1 cr edit or 25% 
2 hr s 
2 hr s 
14 hrs 
3 hr s 
33 hr s 
' 
EE 4550 DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DE SCR IPTION 
This course discusses some of the advantages and limitations of diqital 
communications systems, to include: common modulation formats, matched-filter 
receivers, probability of error cal culations, non-coherent receivers, carrier 
synchronization, frame and bit synchronization, telephone line modems, inter-
symbol interference and adaptive equalizers, wide-band modems, exchanqe of band-
width and signal-to-noise ratio, diversity combining, maximum-1 ikel ihood and 
maximum aposterior probability receivers, and channel capacity and finite-rate 
communication with arbitrarily few errors. 
2. TEXT 
PRINCIPLES OF COMMUNICATIONS, Ziemer & Tranter, Houghton-t~iffl in, 1976 
DIGITAL AND ANALOG COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, Shanmuqam (recommenrled), Wiley & 
Sons, 1979 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Discrete, uniform and Gaussian probability density functions 
2. Joint ancf conditional probabilities; Bayes Rule 
3. Fourier transform and its application to analysis of linear systems 
4. Wide-sense stationary random processes ; autocorrelation function s and 
power spectral den s ity. 
5. Conventional analog communication systems (AM, FM, PM) and their per-
formance in terms of siqnal-to-noise ratio 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
John Wozencraft 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To acquire a quantitative understanding of the performance characteristics 
of digital communications, and the capabil itv to specify the values of systems 
parameters required to achieve specified performance objectives. To determine 
the sensitivity of alternate system realizations to common vagaries of orooa-
0ation, impl ementati on anrl interference, and to analyze the trade-offs amonq 
s ignal-to-noise ratio, error rate, information rate, bandwidth, complexity and 
robustness. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Minimum probability of error and maximum lik~ ihood receivers 5 hrs 
h. PRK, FSK, ASK receivers 6 hrs 
c . Effects of unknown phase, carrier synchronization tech-
niques 
d. Bit and word synchronization via pseudo - noise; AJ and LPI 
attr ibutes 
e . Mul tipath and diversity combininq 
f. Inter symbol interference and adaptive transversal equalizers 
g. Tropospher ic and ionospheric scatter chan nels 
h. M-ary siqnall ing: PSK and FSK 
i. . Duobinary and minimum shift keying modems 
7. LABORATORY 
NONE 
8 . ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science : 3 credits or 75% 









EE 4560 COMMUNICAT IONS ECCM (3-2 ) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Methods of reducing the effects of jamming on rad io commmunications systems 
are considered. ~~atc hed filter and carrel ator theory anrl application to spreaci 
spectrum techniques of digital data transmission are treated. Synchronization 
problems and techniques are presented. Codes for error correction are briefiy 
co nsid ered. Frequency hoppin g, time hoppinq and hybrid systems are studied in 
addition to direct sequence spreac1ing . Use of steerable null antennas is de-
sc rib ed. 
2. TEXT 
SPREAD SPECTRUM COMMUNICATIONS, Dixon, Wiley, 1976 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Math through calculus, random signal analysis, principles of communication 
theory, noise analysis of analog and di ~ital communication systems 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Glen Myers 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To acquaint the student with the various methods of radio communications 
ECCM. To provide an understanding of the principles of the various forms of 
spread spectrum radio communications. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Review of energy spectra, power spectra, matchec1 filter theory 3 hrs 
b. Direct-sequence spreading 15 hrs 
c . Frequency hopping 4 hrs 
d. Time hopping 2 hrs 
e . Hybrid systems 2 hrs · 
f. Cadi ng 3 hrs 
g. Antenna beam forming 2 hrs 
h. Power management 2 hrs 
33 hrs 
7. LABORATORY 
A goal of the 1 aboratory is to provi de the student an oppor tuni ty to ex -
plore in detail that part of the cou r se material of particular personal in ter -
est . Experimental proj ects are encouraged . 
Th e laboratory co nsist s of demonstrations and proiects . Emp has is i s on 
circuits: operation, design and eval uation . Possible areas are direct 
sprearling, frequ ency hoppinq, time hopping, error rletection and cor rection 
coding and adaptive anten na s. 
3. ESTIMATED ABET CATE GORY CONTENT 
Engi neeri ng Sc i ence: 2 credits or 50% 
Engineering Des ign : 2 credits or 50% 
EE 4565 HIGH FREQUENCY TECHNI QUES (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
The high frequency path from transmitter mul ticoupl er input to receiver 
mul t i coupl er output is examined . Topics include HF propaqatio n, propaCJation 
prediction, sounders, nuclear effects, ionospheric noise and interference, 
dynamic range problems, antenna and site effects, anrl target location tech-
niques. 
2. TEXT 
IONOSPHERIC RADIO PROPAGATION, Oavies, National Bureau of Standards 
(·Ref: used for the ionospheric and propagation portion) 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Si mpl e antenna theory 
2. Maxwell's equations for free space conductive infrared 
3. Gaussian noise as a basis for expansion to HF noise 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Stephen Jauregui 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To acquire the capability to design simple HF systems for both communica-
tions and ESM . The emphasis will be on the HF path via skywave as compared to 
1 i ne of sight paths . 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. HF path description 2 hrs 
b. The ionosphere 4 hrs 
c. Sounders 2 hrs 
d. Nuclear effects on HF 2 hr s 
e. Propagation prediction using mi ni prophet 4 hrs 
f. HF noise and interference 4 hrs 
g. HF antennas and simul atio ns 4 hr s 
h. Mul t i couplers 2 hr s 
i. HF OF techniques 
Line of bearing 4 hrs 
Single station 1 ocation 2 hrs 
Time difference of arriv~ 2 hr s 
Differential doppler 2 hrs 
j. Meteor burst tee hni ques 1 hr 
k. HF radar 1 hr 
l. HF communi cat ions system design 4 hr s 
m. Tests, holidays, review 4 hr s 
44 hr s 
7. LABORATORY 
NONE 
8 . ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Enqineering Science: 2 credits or 50% 
Engineering Design: 2 credits or 50% 
EE 4572 DECISION AND ESTIMATION THEORY {4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Priniciples of optimal signal processing techniques for detecting signals 
in noise are considered. Topics include Maximum-Likelihood, Bayes Risk, Neyman 
Pearson and Min-Max criteria and calculations of their asociated error probabil-
ities (ROC curves) for signals in Gaussian noise. Priniciples of Maximum-1 ike-
Likelihood, Bayes Cost, MMSE and Maximum-Aposterior estimators are introduced. 
Asymptotic properties of estimators and the Cramer-Rao hound are developerl. 
The estimator-carrel ator structure is derived for detection of siqnal s with un-
known parameters. This structure is illustrated by devel opment of the radar 
(sonar) ambiguity function and matchec1 filter processing systems. State esti-
mation and the Kalman filter are derived anc1 related to MM SE estimators. 
Emphasis is on dual dev~opment of continuous time and discrete time ap-
proaches, the latter being most suitable for diqital signal processinq imple-
mentations. 
2. TEXT 
DECISION & ESTIMATION THEORY, Mel sa & Cohn, McGraw-Hill, 1978 
STATISTICAL THEORY OF SIGNAL DETECTION, H~ strom (REF) 
DETECTION, ESTIMATION AND MODULATION THEORY, PART I, Van Trees (REF) 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Probability Theory 
2. Theory of Random Processes 
3. Corr~ation and Spectr~ An~ysis of Random Processes 
4. Matched filters and Weiner Filters 
5. tvbdul ation- Analoq and Digital 
6. Linear Al qeqra 
7. Linear Systems Theory 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Paul tvbo se 
5. COURSE GOALS 
Being an advanced course, the objectives are somewhat dependent on the in-
structo r and the interests of the students. Some objectives normally associated 
with the course are: To develop the noise model of Rice and its applications. 
To deri ve probability of error versus siC)nal-to-noise ratio for various diqital 
data communications methods. To consider statistical desc ripti ons of the out-
put of selected nonlinear devices. To develop the amhiqu ity rliaqram. To under 
sta nd the principles and enqineerinq applications of decision theory (parameter 
est imation, siqnal detection). 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Detec ti on theory 
b. Estimation theory 
c. Siqnal resolution, ambi guity functions, and other examples 
as time permits 
7. LABORATORY 
NONE 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineer ing Science: 3 credits or 75% 
Engineering Design : 1 credit or 25% 
16 hrs 
20 hrs 
8 hr s 
44 hrs 
EE 4581 INFORMATION THEORY (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Concepts of information measure for discrete and continuous siqnal s. Fun-
damental theorems rel atinq to codinq and c hannel capacity. Effects of noise on 
information transmission. Coding methods for error co ntrol in digital communi-
cation systems. S~ected ap~ ications of the theory to systems. 
2. TEXT 
CODING AND INFORMATION THEORY, Hamming, Prentice-Hall, 1980 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Coverage of calculus and sufficient background in communications principles . 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Richard Hamminq (CS) 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To define and develop concepts relating to information measures . To 
develop the theorems qoverninq communication systems . To introrluce the funrla-
mental concepts of channel and source coding . 
6 . COURSE CONTENT 
a . Error detecting and correcting 5 hrs 
b . Hoffman (variable length) codes 3 hrs 
c . Miscellaneous codes 5 hrs 
d. Entrophy and Shannon ' s first theorem 4 hrs 
e. Channel and mutual infor mation channel capacity 7 hrs 
f. Mathematical preliminaries 3 hrs 
g. Shannon's main theories 3 hrs 
h. Al qebraic codinq R hrs 
i. Sampl i ng theorem and bandwidth 2 hrs 




8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engi neer in g Sc i ence: 3 credits or 75% 
Engineer in g Desi qn : 1 credit or 25% 
EE 4591 COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEM ENGINEER I NG (3- 0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Communication satellite systems incl urlinq the satellite and user terminals . 
Subjects include orbits, power so urces, antennas, stabilization, 1 ink cal cul a -
tions, m~ ti~ e access techniques, mod~ation and demodul ation schemes, phase -
locked loops , coding, transponder intermorlulation anrl harrll i miti nq , receiver 
design, spread spectrum in SATCOM for multiple access, antijam and covert com-
munications . 
2. TEXT 
DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS BY SATELLITE, Spilker, 1st Edition, Prentice-Hall 
1976 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Basic principl es of communication theory--analog, diqital and statist ical 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Kenneth Gray 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To become familiar with basic concepts of satellite communications : this 
includes acquiring expertise in making 1 ink cal c ulati ons; an understanrlinq of 
modulation and demodulation schemes used in satellite communi cat ion s ; and 
familiarity with several s pecific systems. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a . Overview 1 hr 
b. Link cal culations 4 hrs 
c • Multiple Access 8 hrs 
d. t-bdul ation and rlemodul ation ? hrs 
f. Transponders 6 hrs 
g. Rece iv er Oesign 6 hrs 




8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2.5 credits or 60% 
Engineering Design : 1.5 credits or 40% 
EE 4623 ADVANCED ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY (3-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
An introduction is providerl to advanced mathematical and numer ical tech -
niques of importance in the solution of electromagnetic orobl ems. Applications 
of military interest in the areas of antennas and microwave theory are covered . 
These include radiation and scattering from wires anrl surfaces and wave 
propagation on structures used in microwave integrated c ircui try . 
2. TEXT 
TIME-HARMONIC ELECTROMAGNETIC FIE LOS, by R. F. Harrington, McGraw-Hill , 1961 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Vector Calculus incl udinq differential and i ntegral operations 
2. Partial Differential Equations i ncluding separation of vari ables 
3. Fourier and Laplace Transform Theory 
4. Fortran and/or Basic Computer proqramminq experience 
5. Workinq knowledge of fundamental co ncepts in el ectromaqnetic theory 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Michael Morgan 
5. COURSE GOALS 
The objective of this co urse is to present mathematical methods for the an-
alyti cal and numerical solutions of electromagnetic radiation, scattering and 
1'/ave propaqation problems . It is also intended fo r students i ntere sted in pur-
s uing and/or monitoring research in electromag neti c theory. 
6 . COURSE CONTENT 
a. Rev iew of basic concepts in ~ ectromaqnetics 6 hrs 
b. Electromagnetic theorems and principles fi hrs 
c. Mathematical methods in el ectromaqnet ic s 6 hrs 
d. Variational and perturbational methods 3 hrs 
e . Linear spaces and basis function expansions 3 hrs 
f. Moment methorl sol uti o ns 3 hr s 
q . Finite el ement and finite rlifference solutions 6 hrs 
33 11rs 
7. LAB ORATORY 
NONE 
8 . ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 3 credits or 100% 
EE 4823 ADVANCED DIGITAL ARCHITECTURES (4-0) 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
A study of advances in computer architecture. Computer descriptive 
lanquaqes . Memory system is sues. Mini-computers and bit-~ ice microcomputers. 
High performance computers: pipeline supercomputers, array processors, 
multi processors. Data flow architectures. Fault tel erant and mil i tary 
architectures. 
2. TE XT 
COMPUTER STRUCTURES: PRINCIPLES AND EXAMPLES, Si ewiorek, Bell and Ne well , 
McGraw-Hill , 1982 . 
Extracts from current 1 iterature. 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Switching circuit desiqn, both combinational and sequential (EE 2811, 12) 
2. Computer data representation incl udinq binary, octal, hexadecimal, 
one's and two's complement number systems (EE 2811, 12) 
3. Microcomputer architecture, proqramminq and interfacinq (EE 3800) 
4. Programming knowl edqe and experience in a hiqh 1 evel 1 anquage such as 
ADA, PASCAL or FORTRAN 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Herschel Loomis 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To develop an under standing of techniques for desc ribing computer archi-
tectures and to study representative computer system components and archi-
tecture incl udinq commercially available, resear ch and military architectures. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Computer Descriptive Lanquages 2 hrs 
b. Mini-computer Architectures 5 hr s 
-- PDP-11, VAX-11/780 
c . Bit-slice microprocessor arc hi tee tures 3 hr s 
d. Memory systems and architectures 
e. Pipeline supercomputer s 
CDC 6600 , 7600 
-- CDC STAR , TI-ASC 
-- CRAY-1 
f. Array Processors - Ill i ac 
q. Mul t i processors 
LLNL-S1 
-- BSP 
h. Data Flow Arc hitecture 
i. Fault tolerant mac hines 
-- STAR (Self Testing And 
-- TANDEM 
j. Mil i tary Arc hi tee tures 





Repa ir ) 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineerin g Sc i ence : 3 cred its or 75% 




4 hr s 





EE 4845 PRINCIPLES OF DIGITAL FIL TE RS (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCR IPTION 
Des ign a nd implementation of d i gital s ignal process inq algorithms . In-
cluded are a r ev iew of FI R a nd IIR 1 inear filter desiqn techniques wi t h empha-
sis on s truc t ur es, i mplementatio ns, and quantization effects (finite register 
1 e ngths, correlated a nd uncorrel ated noi se) . Lea s t s quare estimat i on filte r s 
incl udinq discrete Heiner fil t e rinq (stochastic deconvoluti on), 1 inea r predic-
tion, autoregr ess ive moving ave r age processing, Levin so n' s al go rithm a nd 1 at -
tice str uctures, and self-adaptive filters. Multidi mensio nal fil t e r i nq with 2-
D transforms and recursive algorithms. 
2. TE XT 
Class note s and curre nt literature and texts 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPI C 
1. Discrete Fourier and Fast Fouri e r Tra nsforms 
2. Z transformation 
3 . Anal oq filter s 
4. Analysis of random signals 
4 . FACULTY CO NTACT 
Sydney R. Parker 
5 . COURSE GOALS 
To develop techniques for the desiqn of 1 inear estimators, and adaptive 
di g ital filters for the processinq of discrete s ignals in one or more dimen-
sions with applicatio n including signal modell inq, system modell inq, rarlar , 
so nar, imaging processing and other temporal a nd snati al applications . 
6 . COUR SE CONTENT 
a. Digital filte r design and implementation; direc t, cascade, 8 hr s 
paral l el 1 adde r hybrid forms, canon i c sect ions; seal i nq and overflow 
problems; fi ni te regi ster lengths effects 
b. Quantization effects; finite preci sio n arithmet i c; unco rre- 10 hrs 
lated noise; correl a ted noise; li mi t cycles; siqnal- to -noise calcula-
tio ns; overflow oscil l ations; fixed anct fl oat ing point er r o r anal ys i s . 
c . Least squares estimatio n filters; rliscrete Weiner stoc hastic 14 hrs 
deconvolutio n, 1 inear pr ed icti o n, ARMA process inq, Levin so n' s algo ri t hm, 
l att i ce (reflec tio n coeffi c i e nt structures ), self-adapt ive fi l ters-
recurs i ve and non-recursive wi th random sear c h. 
d. Multidimensional fil terinq; two dimensional transforms; recur- 12 hrs 
s ive and non-recursive 2-0 processi nq; half plane and quarter plane 
filtering; multidimensional stability. 44 hrs 
7. LABORATORY 
NONE 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2 credits or 50% 
Engineering Design : 2 credits or 50% 
EE 4875 VLSI SYSTEMS DESIGN (3- 2) 
1. CATALOG DESCR IPTION 
An introduction to the technology and design of very-large- scale-inteqrated 
systems . Emphas i zin g NMOS dev i ces anrl circuits, a str uctured approach to sys -
tem de sign is developed. The approach is based upon t he use of repet itive cel l 
structures and highly regular topologies . A complete VLSI system example is 
presented in detail . Project \'Klrk is oriented to system and layout planning of 
a small system. 
2 . TEXT 
fNTRODUCTION TO VLSI SYSTEMS, C. Meac1 and L. Conway , Addiso n-Wesley, 
Latest Edition, Addison-Wesley, 1979 
SPICE Version 2 G, User ' s Guide , UC Berkeley 1981 
ILOGS Vers i on 2, User ' s Manual, 1982 
CLL - A Chip Layo ut Language , Stanford Univer sity 1982 
3. PREREQUISITE S BY TOPIC 
1. Basic digital circui ts and loqic design 
2. Sequent ial circuits and finate state machines 
3. Microcomputer organi zat ion and architecture 
4. Basic semiconductor device phys ic s 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Mitchell Co tton 
5. COURSE GOA LS 
A goal i s the st udy of the characteri sti cs and desi qn methods assoc i a t ed 
with c ircuits used in VLSI systems . A com~ ete VLSI rles i gn exam~e ill ustrat-
in g princ iples of structured , hi erarchical design is pr esented as par t of the 
goal of desc ribing issues ra i serl by the potenti~ for h iq~ y co ncurr ent archi-
tecture s . 
6 . COURSE CONTENT 
a . NMOS Logic Ci rc ui ts - Load inq, Ti minq , Cl ock ing - Scale Effects 3 hrs 
b. System Fab r icat io n- NMOS Process - Yield Considera t ions -
Des i gn Rul es 
c . Approach to Str uctured Design - Sub -Systems - PLA ' s and FSM ' s 
d. Implementation - Systems an ct Layout ~1 anninq - Gra phic Aids -




e. Data Path Design - ALU - Reqi ster Array - Barrel Shifter - Bus 
I/F 
f. Cantrall er Design - Microprogramming- Sequencers - Stac ks -
PLA•s 
g. System Timing- Sinql e and Multiply-Clocked Systems - Self-
Timinq Protocols 
h. Concurrent Architectures - Pipel ining - Processor Arrays 
i. Communication in VLSI Structures- Bus Hierarchies anrl Com-
munication Costs 







5 hr s 
33 hrs 
The 1 aboratory involves the use of CADtools, circuit and logic simulation, 
and IC layout using an interactive qraphics work station. 
a. Cell design using AGL and CLL. 
b . Digital simulation of NMOS l oqic usinq SPICE . 
c . Subsystem and system layout. 
d . Logi c simulation usinq !LOGS. 
8 . ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Design: 4 credits or 100% 
CS 2811 FOR TRA N PROGRAMMING (2- 0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTI ON 
The properly documented soluti on of sc i ent ifi c anrl engineering problems us -
; ng structured FORTRAN is studied. Computer pro.iec ts of i ncreas i nq rli fficul ty 
ar e assigned. 
2. TEXT 
PROGRAMMING WITH FORTRAN, Lipschutz and Poe, McGraw-Hi ll , 1978 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
CS 2810 must be taken co ncurrently or have previousl y com~eted CS 2810 or 
a structured programming course 
4. FACU LTY CONTACT 
Gordon Br adl ey 
5. COURSE GOALS 
The ab ility to devel op an al go ri thm usinq Stepwi se Refinement and to con-
vert the al gorithm into structur ed FORTRAN. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Prog r am or ganizat ion 2 hrs 
b . Ar ithmetic statements 2 hrs 
c . Numerical input/output 2 hrs 
d. Sel ect ion statements and l oqical variabl es 2 hrs 
e . Looping statements 2 hrs 
f. Arrays 5 hrs 
g. Functions and subrouti nes 3 hrs 
h. Programming techniques 3 hrs 
i. Character manipul ation 1 hr 
22 hr s 
7. LABORATORY 
This is a laboratory course. Eight projects involv i nq t he design and co d-
inq of a FORTRAN program are assigned. These programs are of increasinq diffi-
culty and are designed to give the student a wide range of experience in 
FORTRAN and on the NPS computer. All projects are assiqned on an indivirlual 
basis. 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 1.0 credit or 50% 
Engineering Oesiqn: 1.0 credit or 50% 
CS 3112 OPERATING SYSTEMS (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
This course is an introduction to the fundamental concepts needed to des ign 
and understand operating systems and the proqrammin q o f co ncu rrent processes. 
To pi cs discussed include mul tiprogrammed systems, vir tual memory, resource 
s haring, and process synchronization. Additional design i ssues involved in 
timesharing and real-time systems, process scheduling, system communication, 
and resource management areal so briefly reviewed. The 1 aboratory consists of 
programming projects in a modern, high-level lanqua qe whi ch il lustrate some of 
these concepts. 
2. TEXT 
OPERATING SYSTEM ELEMENTS, Peter Cal inqaert One of The se 
AN INTROOUCTION TO OPERATING SYSTEMS, H.M. Deitel 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Ability to code and debug algorithms using a high-order programming 
1 anguage 
2. Understanding of ~ementary data structures incl ud inq arrays, recor ds , 
pointers, 1 inked 1 i s ts, and stacks 
3. Exposure to the functions of common ut iliti es incl udinq t ranslators, 
1 i nkers, and 1 oaders. 
4. Familiarity with the operation of CPU and typic al per ipheral devices at 
the register-architecture lev~ (i.e., ass embl y 1 anquaqe pr og ramm ing) 
for some "typical" system. 
5. Familiarity with the concept and implementat io n of an interrupt. 
6. Exposur e to the machine imol ementation of recur sive procedure cal ls 
with arguments. 
7. Familiarity with a variety of hardware addressing techniques, such as 
direct, absolute, indirect , etc. 
8 . General familiarity with elementary digital components: i.e. 
registers, coders/decoders, adders, etc. 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
David Hsiao /Dushan Badal 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To acqu ire the ability to analyze the rlesiq n of an operatinq system in 
te rms of i ts str uc ture, its bas i s in pertinent theory , its specif ic approaches 
t o resource manaqement, t he technical t rade-offs i t r epresents , anrl the harc:i-
wnr e ca pab iliti es required to implement it, and to then use t hi s analysis to 
predict the su itability of the design for a particul ar appl icat i on. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Introduction and historical overview of operatinq system 
concepts 
b. Introduction of I/0 cantrall ers, channels and the use of 
interrupts 
c. The fundamental idea of "process", introduction to multi-
programming 
d . Static 1 inking and loading of program modules, mana9ement of 
physical memory 
e. Virtual memory mana9ement techniques 
f. Procedure and data sharinq 
q. Process schedul i ng issues and algorithms 
h. Synchronization and communication between processes 














The basic qoal of the laboratory is to provide students with siqnificant 
experience in the field of "system", i.e. machine- rlependent, proqramminq, while 
ill ustratinq several of the basic theoret i cal concepts presented in the lecture 
periorl. 
Lab content has varied significantly from quarter to quarter . The latest 
laboratory project is described (Fall, 1982), which consisterl of inrlividual 
term projects. 
a. Introduction and description of term project 1 hr 
b. Statistical analysis of operatinq systems performance 1 hr 
c . Conceptual desiqn of a memory management simulation 4 hrs 
(Phase I of term project 
d. Detailed desiqn of a memory management simul ation 6 hrs 
(Phase II of term project) 
e . Codin9 and testing of a memory mana9ement simulation 6 hrs 
(Phase III of term project) 
f. Utilization of term project program to gather and 
analyze data (Phase IV of term project) Req uired 
g. Modification of term pro jec t program 
(Phase V of term paper) Optional 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Enqineerinq Science: 3 credits or 75% 
Engineering Desiqn : 1 credit or 25% 
2 hr s 
2 hrs 
CS 3550 COMPUTERS IN COMBAT SYSTEMS (3- 2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
This course describes the functions and the al gorithms of combat systems, 
the human interaction, and the systems• orqanization in terms of processes. 
The 1 aboratory component of the course allows students hands-on experience with 
the algorithms and input/output devices. Incl urled are: naviqational, trackinq 
and ballistics functions, display control, and the use of wakeup and block 
pr i rni t ives in process control • 
2. TEXT 
DISTRIBUTED MICRO/MINICOMPUTER SYSTEMS, Cay Weitzman, Prentice-Hall, 1980 
3. PREREQUISITIES BY TOPIC 
1. Dev~opment of computer ~gorithms 
2. Design and testing of computer programs 
3. Digital circuits 
4. Computer orqani zation 
5. Processor architecture 
6. Input output interfaces 
7. Interrupt servicing 
8. Assembly language proqramminq 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Uno l<odres 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To acquire the abil it.Y to describe functionally a complete combat computer 
system incl udinq sensor subsystems, weapons delivery and contr0l, naviqational 
sub systems, communications sub systems, system interfaces, human interfaces. An 
understanding of sensor errors and their propaqation throuqhout the calcula-
tions in a combat computer system . An understandina of multiprocessor archi -
tectures, their syncronization and control in solvinq tactical problems. A 
knowledge of methods for performance analysis of uniprocessor and multiproces-
sor sy s tems. Advantage s of parall el or pipeline processinq . 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Overview of computer based combat systems 1958 - present SAGE, 3 hrs 
NTDS, P3-C, A6-E, A7-E, 53-A, AEGI S 
b. The functions and al aorithms of combat ~ystems. Navigation: 3 hrs 
Inert i a l n a v i gat ion a 1 , do p p l e r , a i r r1 at a 
c. Tracking algorithms . Least squares method using orthoqonal 
polynomials 
d. Errors and error propagation in cal cul at ions 
e. Ballistics algorithms. Guns, borrts, rockets 
f. Use of displays for communication 







h. Communication between processes. Use of common memory, paral - 3 hrs 
1 el interfaces, serial interfaces 
i. Mul tiprocessor - multicomputer systems. Inter-computer com-
mu nications 
j . Real time performance analysis and prediction us ing simula-
tions 







a. Conversion of analog data into a form consistent with ari thmetic userl 
in the system. 
b. Use of the real t i me clock for scheduling of periodic functions . 
c. Use of di splays for control and decision. 
d. Use of signal and wait primitives for process control . 
e . Communicati on between processes in a m~ticomputer system . 
f. Usin g the signal and wait primitives to put modules in an inertial 
navigational system together for an operational system. 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTE NT 
Enqi neerinq Sc ience: 2.0 credits or 50% 
Engineering Design: 2. 0 credits or 50% 
CS 4500 SOFTWARE ENGINEERING (3- 2) 
1. CATALOG DE SCR IPTION 
The techniques for design, development, and manaqement of large scale soft-
ware systems/projects is the focal theme of this course. Spec i fie to pi cs to be 
covered include: the nature of software development; software specification 
and the use of formal specification tools . Software corlinq; proqramminq metho -
doloqy, 1 anguage support , and program maintenance . Software evaluation; per -
formance prediction, validation, testing, And verification. 
2. TEXT 
Lecture Portion: None- Reproduced a coll ection of papers fr om the open 
1 iterature and collected reprints such as Cl assics 
in Softwa re Enqineerinq, E.N. Yourdon, and 
TUtorial on Software Desiqn Techniques, P. 
Freeman anct A.I. Wasserman. 
3. PREREQUISI TES BY TOPIC 
None- Formal prequisite is any 3000-l ev~ computer science course 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Charles R. Arnold/Gordon Bradley 
5. COURSE GOALS · 
To provide the student with software engineering methodol oqies for the de-
velopment of quality, cost- effective, sc hedul e -meetinq software. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a . Historical overview: the software crisis 4 hr s 
b. The nature of 1 arqe so ftware systems 4 hrs 
c . The software enq in eerinq process, principles, and qoals 4 hrs 
d . Req uirements analysis a nd s pecification techni ques 2 hrs 
e . Ar ch i tectu r al (or hiqh-level) design tec hn iques 4 hrs 
f . Deta il Rd desiqn techniques 4 hr s 
q . Data and object abstraction techniques 4 hrs 
h. Pr oqramminq l anquage issues 3 hrs 
i. Coding and prog ramminq style 
7. LABORATORY 
4 hrs 
33 hr s 
The goal of the laborato ry portion i s to expose the student to some of t he 
programmer team co ncepts and function~ ity. 
The new DoD standard programming languaqe Ada is taught in the earl y l abo-
ratory sessions . Subsequently, the students (in qroups of 2-5) use the Arla as 
a prog ram des ign language {POL) to specify a deta il ed des iqn of some so f t -
ware system of their own choosing. Pro ject empha s i s i s on t he earlier phases 
of the software 1 i fe -cycle. 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Sc ience: 2. 0 credits or 50% 
Engi neering Desi gn: 2. 0 credits or 50% 
MA 1115 SINGLE VARIABLE CALCULUS (5-0) 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
1. Review of analytic geometry and trigonometry, functions of one variable, 
1 imits, derivatives, continuity and differentiability; differentiation of al qe-
braic, trigonometric, logarithmic and exponential functions with applications to 
maxima and minima, rates, differenti~s; product rule, quotient rule, chain 
rule; antiderivatives, integrals and the fundamental theorem of calculus; defi-
i nite i nteqral s, areas, 1 engths of curves and physical appl i cat ions; special 
methods of integration. Prerequisite : precalculus mathematics (may be taken 
through Continuing Education as mini-courses MA 1131-36). 
2. TEXT 
CALCULUS AND ANALYTIC GEOMETRY, Thomas and Finney, 5th Edition, 
Addison-Wesley, 1979 
Maurice D. Weir, STUDENT SELF-STUDY MANUAL, to accompany Thomas/Finney 
C~culus, Addison-Wesley, 1979 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. College algebra 
2. Euclidean geometry 
3. Elementary trigonometry 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Ma u r i c e D • We .i r 
5. COURSE GOALS 
This course is designed to present the basic elements of differentiation and 
integration with applications to engineerinCJ and science students. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Rate of change of a function: functions, 1 imits, continuity, 
and the derivative 
b. Formal differentiation of elementary al C)ebraic and trigo-
nometric functions 
c. Applications of the derivative, incl udinq curve sketchinq, 
optimization problems, related rates, and limits of indetermine forms 





7 hr s 
e. Appli cati o ns o f the integral, including area, volumes, arc 
length, s urface area and applicat ions to physi cs 
f. Study of inver se trigonometric, logarithmic , and exponential 
functions 
g. Techniques of integration, includin g trigonometric sub st itu-
tions, integratio n by parts, partial fractio ns and impro per integr al s 
Also learn to use i ntegral tables 
h. Study of hyperboli c functi ons 
i. Tests 
7. LABORATORY 
Optional l aboratory/ problem solvin g co ur se is offered: MA 1117 
5 hrs 
5 hr s 
6 hrs 
2 hr s 
5 hr s 
55 hr s 
MA 1116 MULTI-VARIABLE CALCULUS {5-0) 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
1. Review of calculus of one variable; vector algebra and calc ul us , direct ional 
derivative, gradient and integral theorms; maxima and minima of funct ions of two 
independent variables, total differential; double and triple inteqrals, cylin-
drial and spherical coordinate systems; infinite series, convergence tests, uni-
form convergence and Taylor series. Prerequisite: previous course in calculus. 
(May be taken through Continuing Education as mini-courses MA 1137-40 and 
1150.) 
2. TEXT 
CALCULUS AND ANALYTIC GEOMETRY, Thomas and Finney, 5th Edition, 
Addison-Wesley, 1979 
Maurice D. Weir, STUDENT SELF-STUDY MANUAL, to accompany Thomas/ Finney 
Calculus, Addison-Wesley, 1979 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Functions, 1 imits and continuity for one independent variable 
2. Ability to differentiate algebraic, trigonometric, logarithmic and 
exponential functions 
3. Interpret the derivative as a rate of change or slope, and apply those 
ideas to optimization problems 
4. Calculate limits using L 'Hospital's rules 
5. Find indefinite integr~ s (antiderivatives) by the methods of sim~e 
substitution, integration by parts, and partial function decomposition. 
Be able to use integral tables 
6. Use the definite integral to calculate area, arc length , work and 
distance traveled by a moving particle. 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Ma u r i c e D • We i r 
5. COURSE GOALS 
This course is designed to give engineering and science students the funda-
mental methods of calculus for 2 and 3 variables, i ncl udi ng vecto r s, space 
curves, partial derivatives and multiple integrals. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Polar coordinates and graphs 




c. Parametric equations; 1 ines and planes in space; cylinders and 
quadric surfaces 
d. Curves in space: position vectors. Velocity, tangential and 
normal components of acceleration 
4 hrs 
5 hrs 
e. Partial derivatives, the gradient, directional derivatives, 10 hrs 
tangent planes, total differential , hi qher order derivatives, the chain 
r~ e and exact differentials 
f. Optimization of functions of several variables: relative and 5 hrs 
absolute extrema; method of Lagrange multipliers. Derivatives of in-
tegral s 
g. Mul it~e intregrals: double and tri~e integrals, computations 7 hrs 
in polar and cylindrical or spherical coordinates. The Jacobian 
h. Series and sequences of constants; elementary convergence 
tests 
i. Power and Taylor series; convergence and applications 
7. LABORATORY 
Optional laboratory/problem solving course is offered: MA 1118 




MA 2047 LINEAR ALGEBRA AND VECTOR ANALYSIS (4-0) 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
1. Solutions of linear systems of equations, algebra of matrices, determinants. 
Linear vector spaces, 1 inear dependence and independence, subspaces, bases and 
dimension. Inner products, ortho-normal bases and Gram-Schmidt process. Eigen-
vectors and eigenvalues. The algebra and calculus of vectors in R2 and R3• 
Del operator, direction~ derivative, gradient, divergence and curl with ap~ i-
cations. Line, surface, and volume inte9ral s, Green's Stoke's and divergence 
theorms. Prerequisite: MA 1116 (may be taken concurrently.) 
2. TEXT 
ELEMENTARY LINEAR ALGEBRA, 3rd Edition, John Wiley, 1977 
-CALCULUS AND ANALYTIC GEOMETRY, 5th Edition, Addison-Wesley, 1979 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
The integral and differential calculus as given in MA 1115, MA 1116, the 
1 atter may be taken concurrently, as the area integral is needed, and will 
be covered in MA 1116 by the time it is needed. 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Gordon. E. Latta 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To provide the basic concepts of 1 inear systems and vector integral calculus 
for applications to various degree programs. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Systems of linear algebraic equations, Gaussian elimination, 
sol uti on sets 
b • Matrix a 1 g eb r a 
c. Determinants, Cramer's rule, cofactor-expansion 
d. Vectors in 2-space, 3-space, n-space, subspaces 
e. Linear independence of vectors, basis, dimension rank of a 
matrix 







g. Eigenvalues, eigenvectors 
h. Seal ar and vector fields 




formula, Gauss• divergence 
4 hrs 
8 hrs 
theorem, Stoke•s theorm 8 hrs 
2 hrs 
38 hrs 
MA 2125 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS {3-0) 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
1. An abbreviated version of MA 2121, without Laplace transforms. Prerequi-
s it e : MA 1116 , MA 2 0 4 7 • 
2. TEXT 
ELEMENTARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS, Boyce & 
DiPrima, 3rd Edition, John Wiley & Sons, 1977 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Skill in differentiating and integrating the basic algebraic anrl 
trigonometric functions 
2. Ability in calculus techniques incl udinq topics such as the chain rule 
and infinite series, especially power series 
3. Skill at expressing systems of equations in matrix form and sol vinq 
ei genv al ue problems 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Donald Trahan 
5. COURSE GOA LS 
This is a fir~t course in ordinary differential equations, primarily for 
students in the physical sciences and engineering. The student should develop 
computatio nal skills needed in l ater co ur ses . 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. First order differential equations - l i near and non-1 i near 6 hrs 
b. Vector spaces , 1 inear dependence, the Wronskian 2 hrs 
c . Second order differential equation s . Equations with co nstant 9 hr s 
coefficients, variation of parameters, free and fo r ced oscillations 
d. Systems of differential equations, first or der systems, matrix 8 hrs 
methods , character isti c equat i ons , e igenvalues, non-homogeneous problems 
e . Taylo r series solution .at an ordi nary point: Euler•s equation 
f. Exams and holi days 





MA 2151 INTRODUCTION TO COMPLEX VARIABLES AND NUMERICAL METHODS (4- 0) 
CATALOG DESCRIPT ION 
1. Analytic functions, Laplace 's equations, rational functions; line integrals 
in the plane, Cauchy ' s integral theorem, indefinite integration, Caughy ' s inte-
gral formula . Taylor series, finite differences, roots of equations, 1 inear 
equations, numerical integration. Prerequis i tes: FORTRAN proqramminq and MA 
111 6. 
2. TEXT 
COMPLEX VARIABLES AND APPLICATIONS, Churc hh ill , Br own & Verhey, McGraw-Hill , 
3rd Edition, 1974 
APPLIED NUMERICAL ANALYSIS, Gerald, Addison - Wesley, 2nd Edition, 1970 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Skill in the techniques of Cal culus-- especially integration differen -
tiation, and infinite series . Also , Simpson's rule and er ror estimates 
fo r finite approximations to infinite series 
2. Programming -- Fortran or some other programming language 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Donald Trahan 
5. COURSE GOALS · 
A brief introduction to complex function theory: the algebra of the complex 
~ane, el ementary functions, analytic functions , Cauchy's Theorem, Cauchy's In -
tegral Formula· and residue theory . A brief introduction to numerical methods: 
methods to solve non-1 inear equations , finite difference methods, interpolations, 
numerical integration . 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a . Algeb ra and geomet ry of the complex numbers 3 hrs 
b. The el ementary functions 4 hrs 
c . The Cauc hy-Riemann equatio ns, anal yt ic functions 3 hrs 
d. Line integrals and Cauchy ' s Theorem 4 hrs 
e . Cauchy • s Integral Form~a and residue t heory 4 hrs 
f . Solutions of nonlinear equations 6 hrs 
g. Computational erro r s 4 hrs 
h. Fini te difference methods 4 hrs 
i. Numerical integrati on 4 hrs 
j. Problem sessions - laboratory sess ions 4 hrs 




PH 1011 BASIC PHYSICS I - MECHA NICS (4- 2) 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
1. Vector algebra, particle kinematics in one and two dimens i ons; Newton's 
Laws, particle dynamics; work, kinetic and potential energy, conservation of 
energy; conservation of 1 inear momentum; oscillations; qravitation; rotati onal 
kinematics and dynamics, conservation of angular momentum. 
2. TEXT 
FUNDAMENTALS OF PHYSICS, Halliday & Resnick, Wiley, 2nd Edit i on 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
A course in cal culus or concurrent registration in a calculus co urse 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
G. W. Rodeback 
5. COURSE GOALS 
An elementary understanding of the basic principles of classical mechanics. 
6 . COURSE CONTENT 
a. Measurement and vectors 2 hrs 
b. Kinematics 6 hrs 
c • Par t i c 1 e dy n ami c s 8 hr s 
d. Energy 6 hrs 
e . Linear momentum 4 hrs 
f. Oscillations 4 hrs 
g . Gravitation 4 hrs 
h. Rot at i anal and dynamics 6 hr s 
i. Review and examinations 2 hrs 
44 hr s 
7. LABORATORY 
The laboratory is normally used for problem sess i ons, testinq and demonstra-
tions . 
PH 1012 BASIC PHYSICS II -ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM (4-2) 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
1. Electric charge, Coulomb•s law, electric field and potential, Gauss•s law, 
capacitors and dielectrics, current and resistance, s i mple circuits, EMF, maq-
netic field, Ampere•s and Faraday•s laws, induc tance, el ectromaqnetic oscilla-
tions and waves. Maxwell• s equations. 
2. TEXT 
FUNDAMENTALS OF PHYSICS, Halliday & Resnick, Wiley, 2nd Edition 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
A course in calculus based vector mechanics 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
G. W. Roedback 
5. COURSE GOALS 
An elementary understanding of the basic principl es of class i cal elec t ricity 
and magnetism including a statement of Maxwe11•s equations and a br ief look at 
electromagnetic waves. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Charge and matter 
b • El ec t ric f i e 1 d s 
c. Gauss • s 1 aw 
d. Elec tric potential, electric potential energy 
e . Capacitance and dielectrics 
f. Current and resi sta nce 
g. EMF and circuits 
h. The magnetic force on a current, ciefi nit ion o f the maqnetic 
f i el d 
i. Biot Savart 1 aw, Ampere• s 1 aw 
3 hrs 
4 hr s 







j. Faraday's law, Lenz•s law 3 hr s 
k. Inductance, LR circuits 3 hrs 
1. LC oscillations, electromagnetic oscillations, displacement cur- 4 hrs 
rent, Ma xwell • s equations 




The laboratory is normally used for problem sessions, testing and demonstra-
tions. 
PH 2241 MODERN PHYSICS FOR ENGINEERS (4-0) 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
1. An introductory course intended to impart a broad background in mdern phy-
sics. The course begins with a brief review of classical mechanics and electro-
magnetism, followed by atomic and molecular structure and spectra. Black body 
radiation by atoms and molecules, and the enerqy banrl architecture of sol ids 
1 ead to an introduction to applications in 1 asers, semiconductors, and microwave 
devices. Applications may be tailored to suit the interests of the instructor 
and the class. Prerequisites: Elementary calculus and a course in basic phy-
s ics, or consent of the instructor. 
2. TEXT 
MODERN PHYSICS, Sproul & Phillips 
MODERNS PHYSICS, Schaum Outline, Reference 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Mathematics through ordinary differential equation 
2. Basic courses in mechanics and electromagnetism 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
R. L. Armstead 
5. COURSE GOALS 
Thi s course is des i gned to introduce electrical engineeri ng students to the 
physical principles underlying modern elect ronic devices and to apply these 
principles to a selection of specific devices. 
6. COURSE CON TENT 
a . Basic mechanics and electri city and magnetism 
b. Atomic and molec~ ar structure 
c . Black body radiation, photoelectric effect, Einstein coeffi -
c ients, molec~ ar spectra 
d. Band structure of sol ids; conductors, insulators, semi conduc-
tors 
e . Intrinsic and extrinsic semiconductors, pn junctions, junction 






f. Physical electronics, including charged-particle root ion, ther- 8 hrs 
mionic emission, phototubes 37 hrs 
7. LABORATORY 
NONE 
OS 2102 INTROD UCTION TO APPLIED PROBABILITY FOR ELECTRICAL ENGINE ER ING (4 -1) 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
1. First course in probability desi gned to develop the bas i c tools of probab il-
ity for use in specialized EE courses. Emphasis on random variables and contin-
uous distributions. Includes cal cul at ions with probability density functions, 
joint, marginal, conditional, tranformat ions or random variables, mean and 
covariance matrix of random vectors. Bas ic probability di stributi ons are intro-
ducted in connection with physical and engineering model s where they typically 
arise. Random vectors and random functi on of time are introduced together with 
scalar random variables. Problem session is used in part to refresh and rein-
f orce necessary calculus topics. 
2. TEXT 
PROBAB ILITY MODELS IN ENGINEERING SC IENCES VOL. 1, Shu bert and Larson, John 
Wiley, 1979 
3. PREREQU ISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Familiarity with the use of symbol s in math ematics 
2. Working knowledge of calculus including infinite series and multipl e 
integrals . (MA 111 6) 
3. Elementary set theory and matrix algebra 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Bruno Shubert 
5. COURSE GOALS 
Und er stand probability and elementa ry stochast ic processes, and be able to 
deal with important el ectri cal engi neering concepts (particularly noise) in pro-
bab ilisti c terms. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Concepts of r andom var i able , vector, process as col l ect i ons 4 hrs 
of sampl e values (paths); events , operations and relations; probab i l ity 
l aw as an idealized relative frequency distr i but ion 
b. Probab il ity ax i oms, heuri stic or i gin, s imple conseq uences and 3 hrs 
cal culatio n 
c . Specifi cation of a probab ility l aw of a random variable vi a 4 hrs 
probab ility density (p .d. f.) ; di screte and mixed cases via ~ - function, 
model ling, uniforms and Cauchy laws as exampl es; distribution fu ncti on 
(c .d.f.) 
d. Joint p.d.f. for random vectors, marqinal s, conditioning as 5 hrs 
restriction and renormal ization; conditional probabilities and independ-
ence- use in modelling; Bayes formula; specifications of probability 
laws for a random process 
e. Expectation and variance, interpretation, estimation, basic 4 hrs 
properties; change of scale and origin 
f. Bernoulli and binomial processes; rel aterl 1 aws: Bernoulli, bi- 4 hrs 
nomial, geometric, negative nomial, properties, applications; Bernoulli 
random walk 
g. Oerivation of Poisson process as 1 imit from binomial process 
Poisson white noise; related laws: Poisson, exponential, Erlang, pro-
perties, appl icat ions 
h. Sketch of derivation of the Wiener process as a 1 imit of symmet-
ric random walk; Gaussian white noise; Gaussian law, properties, calcu-
1 at ion (tab 1 e s ) 
i. Physical justification of the central limit theorem, (e.q. via 
Maxwell•s derivation of Gaussian law); Gaussian approximation formula, 
applications Rayleigh probability 1 aw. (Chi-square optional). 
j. Transformations of random variables; seal ar-scal ar: general 
formula, monotone functions, 1 inear transformation; vector-seal ar: 
general formula, method of conditioning; series of independent r.v.•s, 
convol ut ion; vee tor-vector: invertible trans format ion, especially 1 i near 
k. Expectation of a function of r.v.•s; properties of expectation 
and variance; approximate calculation for nonlinear functions co-
variance; Chebyshev and Schwarz inequalities; expectation and variance 
of 1 inear combinations, mean vector and covariance matrix, 1 inear 
transportation 
1. Multivariate Guassian 1 aw; derivation as 1 inear transforma-
tion; marginal s, 1 inear transformation, whitening transformation; bi-
variate in detail, p.d.f., conditioned p.d.f., conditional mean and 
variance 
SUPPLEMENTARY COURSE CONTENT (Coverage dependent on need) 
a. Set-theoretical and functional notation and operations 
b. Infinite series, geometric, exponential 
c. Delta function, basic properties 
d. t~ultiple integrals 
e. Permutations, combinations, binomial coefficients 
f. Leibnitz formula for differenti an of an integral 
g. Laplace ' s integral, Gamma function 
h. Matrix algebra 
7. LABORATORY 
NONE 
AS 3501 PROJECT MANAGEMENT (4- 2) 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
1. This course provides the student with an understandinq of the underlying 
philosophies and concepts of the systems acquisition process and the practical 
application of the project manaqement methodologies within th is process . Top ics 
include the evol ution and current state of systems acquisition management; the 
fiscal cycle and PPBS; the defense systems acqu i sition cycle; user-producer ac -
quisition management disci~ ines and activities; and project ~anning, or~aniza­
tion, staffing, directing, and cantrall inq. The course includes participation 
in Defense Management Simulation, a system 1 ife cycle, computer -based simulation 
laboratory exercise . (Open only to students not enrolled in Administrative 
Sciences; Telecommunication Systems Manaqement, or Informa tion Systems Manaqe-
ment turricula .) 
2. TEXT 
None 
Miscellaneous course handouts are used incl uding: 
U. S Navy, RDT&E Management GUIDE 
General Dynamics , FISCAL AND LIFE CYC LE OF DEFENSE SYSTEMS 
Defen se Management Simulation Exercise 
Lecture Notes 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPI C 
None 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
M. B. K1 i ne 
5. COURSE GOALS 
Thi s course is des i gned to qiv e technical curri cula students an understand-
ing of the systems acquisition process, including the concepts, techniques and 
problems of project management and how to make procurement and desiqn tradeoffs 
to include performance, cost and schedule. The OMS exercise provides a 1 abora-
to ry vehi cl e for the planning, development and production of a mi ssile sys t em . 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a . The acquis ition environment 3 hrs 
b. System acquisition process and system 1 ife cycle 3 hrs 
c . Requirements determination 2 hrs 
d. RDT&E and systems engineering 2 hrs 
e . System effect iveness-reliability, maintainability, logi stic 2 hrs 
support 
f. Procurement princi~es 6 hrs 
g. Planning, programrni ng, budgeting system 4 hrs 
h. Management functions and principles 4 hrs 
i. Project organization structures 2 hrs 
J. Project planning and control 10 hrs 
k. Exams 4 hrs 
42 hr s 
7. LABORATORY 




FACUL1 Y t~EMBERS 
• 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. N a.'Tle Date of Birth 
John M. 8o t.ildry 8 Septemb@r ~1917 
2. Academic R~~k 
Associ ate rrofe!iSOr 
3. Degrees_, Fie!ds, Institutions. Dates 
B.S. - Eiectric ~l Engineerinq, Northeastern university, 1941 
M.S. - (~gineerinq, Brown University, 1956 
4. Years Ofl tiPS Facu l ·!:,l 
TI1 irty-se•J•m (3 7) years 
Date of original appointment: 1946 
Promotion ·t :> As sociate: 1956 
5. Related Exoerience 
a. Desig1 Electrical Engineer, Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co ., Boston , MA, 
194"1 - 1943 
b. ActivE Duty U.S. Naval Reserve, 1943 - 1946 and 1951 - 1955 
6. Consu lt ina _____ .... 
a. Litto~ Industries, Monterey, CA, 1967 - 1971 
7. State Registratiorr 
None 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
Various technical reports 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a. Senior Member, IEEE 
b. Member AOC {Electronic Warfare) 
10. Honors and Awards 
a. Region 6, IEEE, Outstanding Award, 1980 
11. Courses Tauqht This Year 
Fall Quarter 1981 
EE 4484 - Electronic Warfare Systems, 3 lecture hours, 2 laboratory 
hours, 2 sections 
Winter Quarter 1982 
Intersess ional 
Spring Quarter 1~82 
EE 3689 - Antennas and Electronic Warfare, 2 lecture hours 
EE 4432 -Radar Systems, 3 lecture hours, 2 laboratory hours, 2 
sections 
EE 4433 -Radar Systems, 3 lecture hours, 2 laboratory hours, 2 
sections 
Summer Quarter 1982 
EE 4434 - Microwave Dev ices and Radar, 4 lecture hours, 2 
laboratory hours, 2 sections 
12 . Other Assiqned Duties 
a. Chairman, EW Academic Group (extra compensation) 
b. Various Department Committees 
c. Member Naval EW Advi sory Group 
d. Short Course Coordinator 
e. Taught short courses in Radar (NSWC, Dahlqren, VA) and Electronic 
Warfare (NSWC, Dahlqren, VA and White Oak, MD) durinq 
intersessional 
13. ·Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Proqrams 
Twenty-sixth Annual Tri-Service Radar Symposium, 1982, Wriqht-
Patterson AFB, Dayton, Ohio 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not applicable 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
Ste-phen Breida 11 December 1930 
2. Academic Rank 
Associate Professor 
3. Degrees, Fields, Institutions, Dates 
B.S. - Electrical Enqineerinq, Drexel Institute of Techno loqy, 1952 
M.S. - Electrical Engineering, Purdue University, 1954 
4. Years on NPS Faculty 
Twenty-four years 
Date of original appointment : 1958 
Promotion to Associate: 1964 
5. Related Experience 
a. Assistant Professor of Electronics, California Polytechn ic State 
University, San Luis Obisbo, CA 1957 - 1958 
b. Electronics Engineer, Convair, GDE, San Dieqo, CA, 1954 - 1957 
6. Consulting 
None 
7. State Reqistration 
None 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
None 
9. Scientific and Professional Soc iety Memberships 
None 
10. Honors and Awards 
None 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
EE 2623 -Accelerated Review of Electroni~ s. 4 lecture hours, 1 
1 aboratory hour 
Sprinq Quarter 1982 
Intersessional 
Summer Quarter 1982 
EE 2623 -Accelerated Review of Electromaqnetics, 4 lecture hours, 
2 laboratory hours 
EE 2721 - Introduction to Electronic Systems, 4. lecture hours, 2 
laboratory hours 
Fall Quarter 1982 
EE 2422- Communications Systems, 3 lectun~ ho llrs, 2 laboratory 
hours 
EE 3118- Communications Systems , 4 l~ctLwe hours, 2 laboratory 
hours 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. 
b. 
Department Curriculum Committee 
Kejman for CFC 
< 1 hr/lvl<. 
< 1 hr/'.'lk 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Proa~ams 
None 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not appl ic able 
FACULTY !~FORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
Daniel Bukofzer 26 June 1948 
2. Academic Rank 
Adjunct Professor 
3. Degrees (Fields, Institutions, Dates) 
B.S. -Engineering , ca·l ifornia State Univers ity , 1970 
M.S. - Engineerin g, University of California, 1972 
Ph.D . -Engineering, University of California, 1979 
4. Service on NPS Facul ·cy 
Two {2) yean 
Date of original ~ppointment: 1980 
5. Related Experience 
a. Mermer Technical Staff, Bel 1 Telephone Laboratories, Holmdel , NJ, 
1972 - 1973 
b. Teaching Assistant/Associate Professor, Electrical Engineerinq 
Department, Un iversity of California, Davis, 1973 - 1976 
c . Instructor/Acting Assistant Professor, Department of Electri cal and 
Computer En~ir.eerinq, University of California, Davis, 1979- 1980 
d. Electronics Eng ineer (Summer Program), Lawrence Livermore 
Laboratory .• J: ne 1974 - October 1974 and June 1975 - September 
1975 




7 . State Registration 
None 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
a. "Performance of Estimator Ca rrel ator Detectors," with t~ . A. Gardner, 
1979 International Symposium on Information Theory, Trieste , Italy 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
b. 110egree of Nonstationarity of Random Processes' II 19R2 International 
Symposium on Information Theory, Les Arcs, France 
c. 11 Performance Ev~uation of SubOptimum Estimator-Corr~ator 
Detectors for Gaussian Signals with Low Energy Coherence, .. with W. 
A. Gardner, submitted to IEEE Trans. Audio, Speech and Signal 
Processing 
d . ..Performance of a Carrel a tor Receiver for FS K Si qnal s in the 
Presence of Strong Multipath, 11 to be submitted to IEEE Trans. 
Antennas and Propagation 
e. 11 The Effect of a Nonstatio nary Jammer on Digital Communication 
Receivers, 11 to be sub,nitted ot IEEE Trans. on Aerospace and 
Electronic Systems 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Member ships 
a. Tau Beta Pi 
b. Eta Kappa Nu 
c . Phi Kappa Phi 
d. Sigma Xi 
e. IEEE (Information Theory, Communications, Automatic Control) 
10. Honors and Awards 
Awar ded three fellowships whi1 e at University of California 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
EE 3510- Communications Engineering, 3 lecture hours 
Spring Quarter 1982 
EE 3714- Introduction to Signals and Noise, 4 lecture hours, 2 
laboratory hours 
EE 3118 - Communications Systems, 4 1 ecture hours, 2 laboratory 
hours 
Summer Quarter 1982 
EE 3510 - Communications Engineering, 3 lecture hours, 2 sections 
EE 2401- Description of Analog Signal s, 2 lecture hours, 1 
laboratory hour 
Fall Quarter 1982 
Exchange Faculty HSBW Hamburg 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Member of Honors and Screening Committee, 10 hrs/quarter 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Proqrams 
None 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not applicable 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
Shu-Gar Chan 18 Auqust 1927 
2. Academic Rank 
Associate Professor 
3. Deqrees, Fields, Institutions, Dates 
B.S. - Electrical Engineering, University of Washinoton, 1952 
M.S. - Electrical Enqineerinq, Columbia University, 1954 
Ph.D. - Electrical Engineerinq, University of Kan sas~ 1964 
4. Years on NPS Faculty 
Eiqhteen (18) years 
Date of original appointment: 1964 
5. Related Experience 
a . lecturer, City College of New York, 1954 - 1958 
b. Instructor, University of Mich iqan, 1959 ·- 1960 
c . Instructor, University of Kans as , 1960 - 1963 
d. Visiting Professor, Chu-Hai Colleqe, Honq :<onq, ~) :..urrner~; 1973, 1974 
e. Acting Dean, School of Science, Chu-Ha i Colleqe, 1onq r:onq, 1981 
6. Consultinq 
Consulting Professor, Chu-Hai Colleqe, Honq Konq , 1975 - 1980 
7. State Reqistration 
None 
8 . Principal Publicatibns of last Five Years 
None 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a. IEEE 
b. Siqma Xi 
10. Honors and Awards 
None 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
EE 2107 - Introduction to El ectrica1 Engineering, 4 1 ecture hours, 
2 1 aboratory hours 
EE 2500 - Communi cations Tt•eory, 4 1 ecture hours, 2 1 aborat(jry 
hours 
Sprin~ Quarter 1982 
EE 2101- Circuit Anclysis I, 3 lecture hours, 2 laboratory hours 
EE 2212- Electronit:s Engineering II, 4lecture hours, 3laboratory 
hours 
Summer Quarter 1982 
EE 2102- Circuit Andlysis II, 3lecture hours, 2laboratory ho urs 
EE 4121 - Adv anced i'let.\'IOrk Theory, 4 1 ecture hours 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
None 
13. Participation in Specific Splf-Improvement Programs 
None 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not appl i cab 1 e 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Narr.e Date of Birth 
Mi tct1ell L. Cotton 2 December 1923 
2. Academit Rank 
Assoc.iate Professor 
3. De9rees {Fields, Institutions, Dates) 
B. S. - Electrical Engineering, Cal i forni a Institute of Technology, 1948 
M. S. - Electrical Enqi neer ing, Wa"Shinqton Universi ty , 1952 
E. E. -Electrical Engineering, University of Cal iforni a at Berkeley, 
1954 
4. Service on NPS Faculty 
Twenty- four (24) years 
Date of origin~ appointment: 1953 
Prom<,t ion to Associate: 1959 
5. R~ated Exper ience 
a. Research Associ ate, E1 ectri cal Engi neeri nq, Uni versi t.v of 
California, Berkeley, 1950- 1953 
b . Lst Lieutenant, Siqnal Co rps, U. S. Army, 1943 - 1946 
6. r:onsul t ·i ng 
a. Naval Torpedo Station, Keyport, Washington, 1975- 1976 
7. State Registration 
None 
' 8 . Princ ipal Publications of Last Five Years 
None 
9 . Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a . Institute of Navigation 
10. Honors and Awards 
None 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
EE 4875 -Advanced Digital Methods, VLSI Systems - Technology and 
Issues, 3 lecture hours, 2 laboratory hours 
Spring Quarter 1982 
EE 3800- Microprocessor-Based System Design, 3 lecture hours, 2 
1 aboratory hours 
EE 3850 - Data Conmunication Methods, 3 1 ecture hours, 2 1 aboratory 
hours 
Fal 1 Quarter 1982 
EE 2812- Logic Design and Microprocessors, 3 lecture hours, 2 
1 aboratory hours 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Honors and Scree~ing Committee, 1/ 2 hr/wk 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Proqrams 
None 
• 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not appl i cab l e 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
John H. Duffin 18 June 1919 
2. Academic Rank 
Professor 
3. Deqrees, Fields, Institutions, Dates 
B.S. -Chemical EnqineP.ring, Lehiqh University, 1940 
Ph.D. Chemical Enqineering, University of California at Berkele.v~ 
1959 
4. Years on NPS Faculty 
Twenty-one (21) years 
Date of oriqinal aopointment: 1962 
5. Related Experience 
a. Chairman , Dept. of Material Science and Chemistr_y, f\IPS, !·lo nter«~Y. 
CA, 1969 - 1972 
b. Assistant Professor, Chemical Enqineerinq, Comouter Cente1 
Director, San Jose State Colleqe, San Jose, CA, 1959 - 1932 
c. Graduate Student, Teachinq Assistant, Instructor , Uni ve~·..; ity of 
California at Berkeley, CA, 1954 - 1959 
d. Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio, 1952 - 1954 
e. Allied Chemical and Dye Corp., Buffalo, NY, lq46 - 1952 
f. Tennessee Eastman Corp, Oak Ridqe, Tennessee, 1944 - 1945 
q. Hercules Powder Co., Kenvil, NJ, and Bacchus, Utah, 1940 .. 1944 
6. Consultinq 
a. Various Naval Installations, Environmental Problems, 1970- present 
b. IBM, 1962 - 1970 
c. Glass Container Research Institute, 1962 - 1966 
7. State Registration 
State of New York 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
See attached list. 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a. American Institute of Chemists, Fellow 
b. Sigma Xi 
c. American Institute of Chemical Engineers 
d. New York Academy of Sciences 
10. Honors and Awards 
a. Sigma Xi 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
Intersess ional 
Spring Quarter 1982 
EE 2812- Logic Design, 3 lect1zre hc,urs, 2laboratory hours 
Summer Quarter 1982 
EE 2812- Logic Design, 3lectL:re h(lurs, 2laboratory hours 
EE 3910 - Applications of Digital Computers, 4 1 ecture hours 
F~l Quarter 1982 
EE 2411 - Control Systems, 4 1 ectur!! hours, 2 1 aboratory hours, 2 
sections 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Part Time Assistant to Chai1· man of t he Electrical Engineering 
Department. Approximately 2-3 hour!; per week. 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Programs 
None 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not appl i cable 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
Gerald D. Ewing 6 January 1932 
2. Academic Rank 
Associ ate Professor 
3. Degrees 1 (f~elds, Institutions, Dates) 
B.S. - El ect1·ical Engineering, University of California at Berkeley, 
1957 
M.S. - Engin1~eri n9, University of Cal iforni a at Berkeley, 1959 
E.E. - Elect:·ical Engineering, Oregon Stc.te University, 1962 
Ph.D. - El ect1·i cal Engineering, Oregon State University, 1964 
4. Years on NPS FacJl ty 
Twenty {20 } y~ars 
Date of origi ·1al appointment : 1963 
5. Related Experien~ 
a. Inst:-ucto·, Electrical Enqineerinq, Qreqon State University , 1961 -
1963 
b. SupP.:visor, Application Engineering, Shockley Transistor, Palo 
Jl.l to, CA, 1961 
c. Lecturer, Electronics, Foothill College, Mountain View, CA, 1958 -
1961 
d. St!mi-Conductor Application Engineer, Rheem Semiconductor Corp., 
r"our:tain View, CA, 1960 
e. Electronics Engineer, Sylvania Electric, Mountain View, CA, 1958 
6. Cons u 1 tin g 
a. Behavioral Sciences Institute, Monterey, CA, 1969- 1970 
b. Coastcom, Division of Scott-Buttner Corp., Concord, CA, 1970 - 1972 
7. State Registration 
None 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
a. A New High Efficiency Turn-Off Switchinq Aid for Power Transistors 
in Switching Requl ators, IEEE Journal of Solid-State Circuits, Dec . 
1982 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a. IEEE 
10. Honors and Awards 
a. Signa Xi 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
EE 2111 · - Introduction to Avionics Communication, 4 lecture hours, 
2 laboratory hours 
EE 2211 - ~lectronics Enqineerinq I, 4 lecture hours , 2 laboratory 
hours 
Spring Quarter 1982 
EE 2212 -Electronics Enqineerinq II, 4 lecture hours, 3 l aboratory 
hours 
EE 4900 - Special Studies 
Summer Quarter 1982 
EE 3431 - Priniciples of Radar Systems, 4 lecture hours, 2 
1 aboratory hours 
EE 3910- Solid State Power Converters, 3 lecture hours 
Fall Quarter 1982 
Inter session a 1 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Thesis Student Supervision {6 students approx. 12 hours) 
b. Nominating Committee (approx. 1/2 hour) 
c. Screeninq and Honors Selection Committee (aoprox. 1/2 hour ) 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Proqrams 
a. Audited EE 3431 at NPS. 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not app 1 icab 1 e 
FACULTY INFORMATI ON 
1. Name Date of Birth 
Edward F. Fischer 4 October 1946 
2. Academic Rank 
Instructor 
3. Degrees, Fields, Institutions, Dates 
B.S. -Naval Science/Electrical Science, U.S. Naval Academy, 1968 
M.S. -Physics (Ordnance Engineering/Electrooptics a Laser Technoloyy) , 
Naval Postgraduate School , 1975 
4. Years on NPS Faculty 
One (1) year 
Date of original appointment: 1982 
5. Rel ated Experience 
a. U. S. Navy Surface Warfare Officer, USN, 1968 - present 
b. - Instructor, U.S. Naval Academy, Course Coordinator in Dept. af 
Weapons and Systems Engineering, 1978 - 1980 
6. Consulting 
None 
7. State Registration 
None 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
None 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
None 
10. Honors and Awards 
Navy Achievement Medal for service as course coordinator at U.S. Naval 
Academy, 1980 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Summer Quarter 1982 
EE 2107 - · Introduction to Electrical Engineering, 4 lecture hours, 
2 laboratory, 2 sections 
Fall Quarter 1982 
EE 2107 -Introduction to Electrica ·~ Engineering, 4 lecture hours, 
2 1 aboratory 
EE 2212 -Electronic Engineering ll~ 4 lecture hours, 3 laboratory 
hours 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Electrical Engineeing Laboratory Coutnittee (1 hr/ wk) 
b. NPS Scouting Liaison Officer (1 hr/wk) 
c. National Engineers Week Committee EE Representative 
13. Participation in Specifi c Self-Improvement P rogram~. 
a. Introduced use of t he circuit simulation prcgram SPICE to EE 2212 
students. SPICE has also been made avei l able for general use by 
the students and faculty 





1. Name Date of Birth 
Alex Gerba, Jr. 14 June 1922 
2. Academic Rank 
Associate Professor 
3. Degrees, Fie~ ds, Ir.stitutions, Dates 
B.S. -Electri cal En ~1ineering, University of Louisvil1e, 1947 
M.S.- Electrical En~Ji neering, University of Illinois, 1957 
4. Years on NPS Facu1 ty 
Twenty-four ( 2~· ) year·s 
Date of originai appointment: 1959 
Promotion to M ~oc i ate: 1962 
5. Related Experienr.e 
a. Argonn~ Nat : onal Laboratory, Lemont, Il li nois, 1957- 1959 
b. Process Eng i neer, General Motors, LaGrange, Illino is , 1949- 1957 




7. State Registratic~ 
State of Illino i s 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
None 
9 . Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a. IEEE 
b. American Association of University Professors 
c. National Soc iety of Professional Engineers 
10. Honors and Awards 
None 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
EE 2400 -Linear System Analysis, 4 lecture hours, 2 laborabory 
hours 
EE 2150- Accelerated Review, Circuits/Systems, 4 lecture hours, 2 
laboratory hours 
Spring Quarter 1982 
EE 2810 -Digital Machines, 3 lecture hours, 3 laboratory hours 
EE 2400 -Linear System Analysis, 4 lecture hours, 2 laboratory 
hours 
EE 4900 -Special Topics in Electrical Engineeri ng, 3 lecture 
hours 
Summer Quarter 1982 
Intersessional 
Fall Quarter 1982 
EE 2411 - Control Systems, 4 lecture hours, 2 l aboratory hours 
EE 2401 -Description of Analog Signals, 2 lect ure hours, 1 
laboratory hour, 2 sections 
EE 4900- Special Topics in Electrical Engineering, 3 l ecture hours 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Civilian Student Advisor, l /8 hr/ wk 
b. Chairman Screening and Honor Committee, 1/ 10 hr/ wk 
13.. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Programs 
Attended seminars/workshops 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not applicable 
FACULTY INFORMAT ION 
1. Name Date of Bi r t h 
Kenneth G. Gray 20 June 1948 
2. Academic Rank 
Associate Professor 
3. Degrees, Fields, Institutions, Dates 
B.S. - Electrical Engi neering, University of Houston, 1970 
M. S. - Electrical Engineering, University of Houston, 1971 
Ph.D. - Electr ica l Engi neer ing, University of Illinois (Urbana), 1974 
4. Years on NPS Facu l ty 
Five (5) years 
Date of original appointment : 1978 
Promotion to Associate : 1981 
5. Related Exper ience 
a. Assistant Professor, University of Il linois, 1975- 1978 
6. Consulting 
None 
7. State Registration 
None 
8. Pri ncipal Publications of Last Five Years 
See attached list 
9. Scientific and Professiona l Soc iety Memberships 
a. IEEE 
b. URS I 
10. Awards and Honors 
None 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
lntersess i ona1 
Spring Quarter 1982 
EE 4591 - Corrrnuni cation Sa tell ite Systems En1H!eeri nq, 3 1 ecture 
hours 
Summer Quarter 1982 
EE 3610 - Microwave Engineering, 3 1 ecture ho,;rs, 2 1 aboratory 
hours 
Fa 11 Quarter 1982 
EE 3625- Electrom'aqnetic Radiation, Scattering and Propaqation, 4 
1 ecture hours, 2 1 aboratory hours 
EE 3600- Electromagnetic Radiation, Scatterinq and Propaqation, 3 
lecture hours, 2 laboratory hours 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Research, 20 hr s/wk 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement P ro gram~ 
None 
14. Co -op Faculty Duties 
Not a p p 1 i cab l e 
Attachment #1 
Principal Publications of Last Five 'fears 
a. "The Impulse Response of Cold Stratified P1 asma in the Presence of 
Collisions and Vert ical l~agnetic Field," (with S. Bowhi11 ), Aug 83 
URSI Conf. in Boulder, CO 
b. "t>'onte Carlo Nethods in Electrical Engineering," Spring and Summer 
1977 Monte Car'lo Workshop, Math, Ed. Department, University of 
Illinois at Urbana 
c. "An Analytic Solution for the Brewster Phenomenon When a Transient 
TM Plane Wave is Refl ect 1~d from a Dispersive Di electric lid1 f 
Space," the Jun 77 URSI lnternationa1 E1ectromagnetics Symposium at 
Stanford University 
d. "Transient Waves Jlld Their Interaction with P1 asmas," Oct 77 Annual 
Review of E1 ectronics, University of Illinois at Urbana 
e. "Cold Plasma Diagnostics Using Electromagnetic Impulses," (with S. 
Bowhill), Radio Sc ience, Dec 77, pp 891-894 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
Klaus Hall a 23 February 1949 




Degrees (Fields, Institutions, Dates) 
Diplom-lngenieur (Dipl.Ing) - Elec~rical Enqineering, Communicatons 
Engineering, Rheinisch Westfal ische Technische Hochschule Aachen, West 
G~rmany, 1974 
Dr.-Ing. - Electrical Enginee1·ing, Picture Processing and Pattern 
Recognition, Hochschule der Bundeswehr, Hamburg, 1982 
4. Service on NPS Faculty 
One hal f (1/2) year 
Date . of original appointment: October 1982 
5. Related Experience 
a. Teaching and Research, Wissenschaftl icher Mitarbeiter (Assistant), 
Hochschule der Bundeswehr, Hamburq, Dec. 1974- Sept. 1982 
0 . Consulting 
None 
7. State Registration 
No ne 
8. Pri ncip~ Puhl ications of Last Five Years 
a. Digitale Bildverarbeitung und Mustererkennunq, in Symposium 
Fachberei ch E1 ektrotechni k, HSBW Hamburg, June 1979 
b. Vorverarbeitung von Bil ddaten durch ein Augenmodell , in B. Rad i q, 
t-bdelle und Strukturen, OAGM Sympo si um, Harrburg, Oct. 1981, 
Springer-Verlag 
c. Gegenfarben al s 2-dimensional es Herkmal bei der Verwendung eines 
Modell s der er sten Stufen des menschl ichen visuellen Systems zur 
Vorverarbeitung von Farbbilddaten, Dissertation, Fortschritts-
Ber. VDI-2. Reihe 10, No. 19, 1982 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
d. Opponent colors as a 2-dimensional feature within a model of the 
first stages of the human visual system, 6th ICPR, Munchen, Oct. 
1982 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a. VDE - Verei n Deutscher E1 ektrotechni ker 
b. NTG- Nachrichtentechnische Gesell schaft 
10. Honors and Awards 
None 
11. Course~ Tau~ht This Year 
Fall Quarter 1982 
EE 3425- Communication System Analysis, 3 lecture hours, 1 
1 aboratory hour 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
None 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Programs 
None 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not appli cable 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
Stephen Jauregui, Jr. 30 June 1925 
2. Academic Rank 
Adjunct Professor 
3. Degrees, Fields, Institutions, Dates 
B.A. -Mathematics, University of California at Be r k~ ~y, 1956 
M.S. - Mathematics, Nav~ Postgraduate School, 1960 
Ph.D. - Engineering Electronics, Naval Postgraduate Sc hcol , 1962 
4. Years on NPS Faculty 
Twelve (12) years 
Date of Original Appointment: 1971 
Associate Professor, NPS, Monterey, CA, 1971 - pr esent 
5. ·Related Experience 
a. U. S. Navy, 1942- 1970 
6. Consulting 
a. Sanders Assoc., Nashua, New Hampshire, 1970 - present 
b. ESL, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, 1970- present 
c. Teledyne Micronics, San Diego, CA, 1971 - 1980 
d. PME-107, Wa shington, D.C., 1973 - present 
e. NSA, Washington, D.C., 1971, 1976 - 1978 
f. I<'Dllmorgen Corp., North Hampton, MA, 1972 - 1980 
g. ATI Division of ITEK, Sunnyvale, CA, 1973 - 1982 
h. IEC Division of ATO, Anaheim, CA, 1974 - present 
i. SRI International , Menlo Park, CA, 1980 - pr esent 
7. State Registration 
None 
8 . Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
a. Time and Frequency-Domain Characteristics of Man Made Radio No ise 
Effecting HF-Communications," IEEE Trans. Eng. Vol 21 No 3 , Auq 79 
(with E. Wimmini and W. R. Vincent) 
b. Temporal and Spectral Properties of Powerl ine," Nov 1980, IEEE 
International Symposium on Electromagnetic Camp. (with D. Smith and 
W. R. Vincent) 
9. Scientific and Professionai Soc iety Memberships 
a. IEEE 
b. Mathematical Association of Amer·:ca 
10. Honors and Awards 
a. Sigma Xi 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Fall Quarter 1981 
EE 4540 - Telecorrmunicatior.s Networks, 1/ 2 lecture hour 
Winter Quarter 1982 
EE 4482- Signals Intelli gence S:rstems Engineering, 2 lecture 
hours, 2 laboratory hours 
EE 4900 - Special Top·ics in El ec-:rical Engineering 
Spring Quarter 1982 
EE 4565 - HF Techniques , 4 1 ectu ·e hours 
Summer Quarter 1982 
EW 3454 - Signals Intell ige:1ce S.fstem, 2 1 ecture hours 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Research- 3/ 4 time, Fall; l /2 time, Spri ng, Summer and \~inter 
b. Assisted in data co 1 lecti~n and lnalysis for HF time difference 
of arrival system 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Programs 
None 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not applicable 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
Donald E. Kirk 4 April 1937 
2. Academic Rank 
Professor 
3. Degr·ees (Fie'lds, Institutions, Dates) 
B. S. - E'i ectrical Engineering, ~/orcester Polytechnic Institute, 1959 
~1. S. - E'l ectrical Engineering, Naval Postgraduate School, 1961 
Ph.O.- E'l ectrical Engineering, University of Illinois at 
U··bana- Champa i gn, 1965 
4. Service on NPS Faculty 
Seventeen (17) years 
Date of o··iginal appointment: 1965 
Promotion to Associate: 1969 
Prumotion to Professor: 1976 
Promotion to Chairman: 1976 
5. Related~rience 
a. MIT Lincoln Laboratory (Sabbatical Leave) , Jul y 1981 - J une 1982 
b. Instructor, Electrical Engineering, Univers i ty of Illinois at 
UrbanJ-Champaign, 1962 - 1965 
c. Instructor, Electrical Engineering, Naval Postgraduate School, 1959 
- 196:~ 
d. Sangamo Electric Co., Springfield, IL, Summers 1962, 1963 
e. Grumman Aircraft, Bethpage, NY, Summers 1955 - 1958 
6. Consulting 
a. MIT Lincoln Laboratory, 1982 
7. State Registration 
None 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
a. "Distributed FFT Algorithms With Data Transfers Overlapping 
Computation," with A. E. Filip and G. L. Ken y , Proceedings of the 
16th Asilomar Conference on Circuits, Systems and Computers, 5p. 
8. Principal Pub l ications of Last Five Years (cont•d) 
11 Engineering Mathematics - Who Should Teach It and How? 11 with R.D. 
Strum, IEEE Trans. Education, Vol, E-22, No. 2, 1979, pp. 85-88. 





d. Sigma Xi 
e. Tau Beta Pi 
f. Eta Kappa Nu 
Honors and Awards 
a. Grumman Aircraft Scholar, 1955 - 1959 
·b. Collins Radio Instructor Fellow, 1963- 1964 
c. RCA Fellow, 1964- 1965 
d. ASEE-Dow Chemical Company Young Faculty Award, 1969 
e. Selected for ASEE-Ford Foundation Program of Residencies i n 
Engineering Practice, 1971 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter and Spring Quarters 1982 
Sabbatical Leave 
Summer Quarter 1982 
EE 3400 - Introduction to Diqital Siqnal Processinq, 3 lecture 
hours 
Fall Quarter 1982 
Administrative Duties 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Chairman, Electrical Engineering Department, 40+ hrs/wk 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Programs 
a. NASA-ASEE Summer Faculty Fellow in Systems Enqineerinq , Stanford 
University, Summer 1967 
b. NASA-ASEE Summer Faculty Research Fellow, Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, Summer 1968 
c . NASA-ASEE Summer Faculty Fellow in Systems Enqineering, Stanford 
University, Summer 1970 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not applicable 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
Clarence F. Klamm, Jr. 31 May 1921 
2. Academic Rank 
Professor 
3. Degrees, Fields, Institutions, Dates 
B.S. - Electrical Engineering, Washington University , 1943 
M.S. - Electrical Engineering, Washinqton University, 1948 
4. Years on NPS Faculty 
Thirty-two (32) years 
Professor, Electronics, NPS, Monterey, CA, 1959 - present 
Associate Professor, Electronics, NPS, Monterey , CA, 1954 - 1959 
Assistant Professor, Electronics, NPS, Monterey, CA , 1951 - 1954 
5. Related Experience 
a. Assistant Professor, Electrical Engineerinq, Washinqt cn Un iver ~ ity , 
1948 - 1951 
b. Research Engineer, Electrical Enqineering Dept ., Washinqton 
University, 1946 - 1948 
6. Consulting 
a. Cubic Corp, San Diego, CA, 1968 - 1971 
b. Tensor Corp., Monterey, CA , 1968- 1971 
c. Litton Systems, Inc ., Mellonics Division, Monterey, CP., 1969 .. 
1971 
d. NAVELEX, Washington, D.C., 1973 
e. Naval Command and Control and Communi cations Architect, Washin•jton, 
D.C., 1975 and 1976 
7. State Registration 
None 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
None 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a. IEE 
b. American Mathematical Society 
10. Honors and Awards 
None 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
EE 2621 - Introduction to Fiel ds ar.d Wave·s, 4 1 ecture hours 
Spring Quarter 1982 
EE 3111- Avion ic Systems, 4 1ecture hours, 21aboratory hours 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
None 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Proqrams 
None 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not appl i cable 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
Jeffrey B. Knorr 8 May 1940 
2. Academic Rank 
Profess0r 
3. Degrees, Fields , Institutions, Dates 
B.S. - Ele•:trical Engineering, Pennsylvania State University, 1963 
M.S. - Eler.trical Engineering, Pennsylvania ~tate University, 1964 
Ph.D. - E1ectrical Engineering, Cornell University, 1970 
4. Years on NPS Faculty 
Thirteen (13) years 
Date of original appointment: 1970 
Promotion to Associate: 1975 
Promotion to Professor: 1982 
5. Related ExperiP.nce 
a. Research Assistant, Electrical Engineering, Cornell University, 
Ithaca , NY, 1968- 1970 
b. Teac hi ng Assistant, Electrical Engineerinq, Corne ll University, 
Ithaca, NY, 1967- 1968 
c. Instructor, Electrical Engineering, NPS, Monterey, CA, 1964 - 1967 
d. Teachinq Assistant, Electrical Engineerinq, Pennsylvania State 
Univer5ity, Cniversity Park, PA, 1963 - 1964 
e. C-Cor Electronics, State College, PA, 1964 
f. El ectrica l Enqineering, Pennsylvania State University, University 
Park, PA, 1963 
g. General Electric Missile and Space Vehicle Depart ment, 
Philadelphia, PA, 1960- 1961 
6. Consulting 
a. Litton Mellonics, Monterey, CA, 1971 - 1972 
7. State Registration 
None 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
See attached list 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a. IEEE 
b. Associaton of Old Crows 
c. Si qma Xi 
10. Honors and Awards 
a. Outstanding Young Men of America, 1976 
11. Courses Taught Last Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
EE 3431 - Principles of Radar Systems, 4 lecture hours, 2 
1 aboratory hours 
Spring Quarter 1982 
EE 2624 -Electromagnetic Theory, 4 lecture hours, 1 laboratory 
hour 
Fall Quarter 1982 
EE 3610 - Microwave Engineering, 3 lecture hours, 2 laboratory 
hours 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Research -
1/2 time Winter Quarter 1982 
1/2 time Spring Quarter 1982 
2/3 time Summer Quarter 1982 
b. Short Course: Technology Review {Microwave and Millimeter Waves) 
1 day Fall Quarter 1982 
c. Electronic Warfare Academic Group (1 hr/wk) 
d. Space Education Committee 
e. Electrical Enqineering Department Recruitinq Committee 
f. Electrical En9ineering Department Curriculum Committee 
g. Electrical Engineering Department Laboratory Committee {Chairman) 
h. Microwave and Antenna Laboratory {Faculty Administrator) 
i. Sigma Xi Admissions Committee 
12. Other Assigned Duties (cont'd) 
j. IEEE Student Branch Counselor 
k. Thesis Supervision 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Proqrams 
a. Attended Space Technoloqy Short Course 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not applicable 
Attachment #1 
Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
a. "Effectiveness of Soviet "Click" Jammers Against U.S. Naval Radars : 
General Considerations" (U), Technical Report NIC-1732R-001-78, 
Naval Intelligence Command, Washington, D.C., August 1978 
(SECRET/NOFORN). 
b. "A Radiowave Propagation Data Acqui sit·ion System," Technical Report 
NPS 62-79-001, Nav~ Postgraduate School, MJnterey, CA, October 
1978. 
c. "A tobdel for the Estimat io n of Radiowave A(;qui sition Receiving 
System Intercept Probability," Technical !~e port NPS 62-79-005, 
Naval Postgraduate School, tobnterey, CA, June 1979. 
d. "A Dual Channel Radiowave Propagation Dar.a Acquisition and 
Transmission System," Technical Report NPS-62-79-010PR, Naval 
Postgraduate School, tobnterey, CA, Septer:1ber 1979 . 
e. "Noise Quality Measurements for Soviet Cl ~ ck Jarrmer Waveforms" (U), 
Technical Report NIC-1732-R-002-80, Naval Intelligence Command, 
Washington, D.C., June 1980 (SECRET/NOFORN). 
f. "Millimeter Wave Fin-L·ine Characteristics," IEEE Transactions on 
Microwave Theory and Techniques, July 1980. ----
g. "Equivalent Reactance of a Shorting Sept:!m i n a Fi n-Line: Theory 
and Experiment," IEEE Transactions on Micr ·:-- wave Theory and 
Techniques, November 1981 
h. "Methodology for the Co mputation of the Po\-,er Distribution of 
Signals Propagated through Elevated Tr-opc :: pheric Ducts," Technical 
Report NPS 62-82-044PR, Naval Postgraduate School , tobnterey, CA, 
Sept. 1982. 
i. "A Simple tobdel for the Computation of Height Gain in the Presence 
of 8evated Tropospheric Ducts, " Technic~ Report NPS 62-82-045PR, 
Naval Postgraduate School , tobnterey, CA, Sept. 1982 
j. "Radiowave Receiving System Intercept Probability Model," IEEE 
Transactions on Aerospace and Electronics Systems, Nov. 19~ 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
Chin-Hwa Lee 18 August 1947 
2. Academic Rank 
As sociate Professor 
3. Degrees (Fields, Instit:..utions, Dates) 
Ph.D. - Electri cal F.ngine,:!ring, University of California at Santa 
Barbara, 1975 
4. Service on NPS Faculty 
Less than one (1) yedr 
Date of origind1 appointm:!nt: May 1982 
5. Related Experience 
a. Associate Professor, Syracuse University, 1975- 1982 
6 • Co n s u 1 t i n g 
a . IBM, Watson Resea r ch Center, Yorktown Heights, NY, 1978 - 1980 
b. DEFT Laboratori~s . Inc., East Syracuse , NY, 1981 - 1982 
7. State Regist rat ion 
None 
8 . Principal Publ icat·lons of Last Five Years 
See attached ·1 i st 
9. Scientific and ProfessiJnal Society Membersh i ps 
a. IEEE 
b. ACM 
10. Honors and Awards 
None 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Summer Quarter 1982 
EE 2810 - Di gital Machine, 3 1 ecture hours, 3 1 aboratory hour s 
11. Courses Taught Th}s Year (cont'd) 
Fall Quarter 1982 
EE 3800- Microprocessor-Based System· Design, 3 lecture hours, 3 
laboratory hours 
12. O~her Assigned Duties 
a. Manning and ev~ uation of various courses and laboratories 
b. Report back to the Digital Group Meeing in the Department 
lJ. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Programs 
a. Attended a 3-day lecture on TELLAGRAF and DISSPLA software held by 
ISSCO in NPS, July 7-9, 1982 
b. Attended the c3r, MIT/NOR Workshop on Sept. 23-27, 1982 
c. Attended the works hop on Database Machine on Oct. 20, 1982 at NPS 
d. Attended the internal tal ks on VM/CMS, XEDIT, and EXEC2 
e. Attended the WESCON 1982 in Anaheim, CA on Sept. 14-16, 1982 
f. Attended the EHF SATCOM Technology Workshop Nov . 30-Dec. 2, 1982 
g. Attended the ASILOMAR Conference Nov. 8-10, 1982 
h. CIE Annual Conference, Jan. 22, 1982, Santa Oara, CA 
i. Navy Micro-computer Conference, Jan. 11-14, 1983 
j. c3 r Conference, Feb. 1-3, 1983 
14. C)-0p Facu\ty Duties 
Not applicable 
Attachment #1 
Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
a. "tlodel ing of Two Distributed Schemes for Data Synchronization in a 
Computer Network," (with R. Shastri), The Eleventh Annual 
Simulation Symposium Proceedings; March 15-17, 1978. 
b. "Adaptive Lockout Synchronization of Multiple-copied File Access in 
a Network," Proceedings of the Hawaiian International Conference on 
Systems Science; January 5-7, 1978. 
c. "Queueing Analysis· of Lockout Synchronization Schemes of Multiple 
updati ngs," Proceedings of the Twelfth Annual Conference on 
Information Science and Systems; March 29-31, 1978, The Johns 
Hopkins University, Baltimore. 
d. "A Regenerative Queueing Model for a Loc ko ut Synchronization Scheme 
for Multiple Copied Fi1 es," Proceedings of the Distri buted 
Processing, Trends and Applications, 1978 , N.B.S., May 18 , 1978 . 
e. "Reconstruction of Oblique Viewing Plane from Tr ansaxial Scann i ng 
X-ray Tomographic Data," with P. C. Hsi, Proceedinqs of the Pattern 
Recognition and Image Processing, 1978, May 31 - June 2, 1978. 
f. "The Effect of the Weighted Integral Sampling of a CT Scanner , " 
Proceedings o f the 1979 Co nference on Information Science and 
Systems , March 28 - 30, 1979 , The Johns Hopkins Univer sity, 
Bal timore. 
g . "Curvel inear View Generation from CAT Scanned Data ," Proceed ings of 
the Sixth Co nference on Computer in Radiology, June 18 - 20 , 1979. 
h. "Ortho gonal Cut View Generation for CT Scanned Data," Pro ceedings 
of the 1979 Computer Software Application Conference, Nov . 6 - 8, 
1979. Invited paper. 
i. "Queueing Analysis of Global Locki nq Synchronization Schemes for 
Mul tipcopy Databases," IEEE Transactions on Computers, Vol • C- 29 , 
No • 5 , May 1980 • 
j. "A Hierarchical Sto rage Scheme with Movin g Display Window fo r 
Interactive Image Processi ng," Proceedings of the 5th International 
Conference on Pattern Recognition on December 1 - 4, 1980. 
k. "Hierarchial Sto rage Scheme for Interactive Image Processing ," 
Proceedings of the International Computer Sympos ium 1980, Dec . 
16-18, 1980, Taipei, Taiwan. 
1 . "Reliability Analysis of Interconnection Networ ks for Local 
Cl usters of Computers," Proceedings of t he Four teenth Hawaiian 
International Conference on Systems Sciences, January 8 - 9, 1981. 
Principal Publications of Last Five Years (cont'd) 
m. "The Need for an lterati ve Region Finding Scheme, u Proceedi nqs of 
Image Processing and Pattern Recognition Conference, October 5-7, 
9 
n. "l'lodified Cubic 8-Spl ine Interpolation," Proceedings of ·:he IEEE, 
Vol. 69, Nov. 12, December 1981. 
o. "Iterative Region Segment.ation," Proceedinqs of Image Processing 
and Pattern Recognition Conference, June 21 - 24, 1q~ 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date! of Birth 
Hung-Mou Lee J.O January 1949 
- 2. Academic Rank 
Assistant Professor 
3. Degrees (Fields, Institutions, G ates ~ 
Ph.D. - Physics, Harvard University, 1981 
4. Service on NPS Faculty 
One half (1/2) year 
Date of original appointment: September 1982 
5. Re lated Experience 
a. Postdoctoral Research Fellow, Division of Applied Sciences, Harvard 
University, 1981 - 1982 
6. Consulting 
None 
7. State R egi strati on 
None 
8 . Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
• 
a. Double Series Expansion of the Green's Function for a Perfectly 
Conducting Tubular Cylinder of Fini te Length, Radio Science, 1983 
9. Scientific and Professional S oc~~emberships 
a. IEEE 
b. Antennas and Propagation Society 
10. Honors and Awards 
None · 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Fall Quarter 1982 
EE 2622 -Electromagnetic Engineering, 3 lecture hours, 2 
laboratory hours 
12. Other Ass igned Duties 
a. Honors and Screening Comnittee 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Programs · 
None 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
i-!r t appl icabl e 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
Herschel H. loomis, Jr. 31 May 1934 
2. Academic Rank 
Navelex Chair Professor (Adjunct Research Professor) 
3. Degrees (Fields. Institutions, Dates) 
B.S . -Electrical Engineering, Cornell University, 1957 
M.S. - Electrical Engineering, University of Maryland, 1959 
Ph.D. -Electrical Engineering, M.I.T., 1963 
4. Service on NPS Faculty 
One (1) year 
Date of original appointment: 1981 
5. Related Experience 
Teaching Experience: 
a. Cornel l University, Department of Electrical Engineering, 1956 -
1957 
b. University of California, Davis Department of Electrical and 
Computer Engineering, 1962 - 1981 
Industrial and Research Experience: 
a. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (Summer employment various 
summers) 
b. Consultant, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 1963 - present 
c. Consultant, Signal Science, Incorporated, 1979 - present 
d. NAVELEX Chair Research Professor, Naval Postgraduate School, 1981 -
present 
Administrative Experience: 
a. Chair, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, U.C. 
Davis, 1970 - 1975 
6. Consulting 
a. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Computer Aided Oesign, 1963 
- present. 
b. Signal Science, Inc., Santa Clara, CA, Computer architectures for· 
signal processing, 1979 - present 
7. State Registration 
State of California (Electrical Engineer) 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
See attached list 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a. Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers Computer Society 
b. Association for Computing Machinery Special Interest G rou~ on 
Design Automation 
c. Tau Beta Pi 
d. Eta Ka ppa N 
e. Sigma Xi 
f. Phi Kappa Phi 
10. Honors and Awards 
a. Best paper award , IEEE Education Group for, 
H. H. Loomis, Jr., and H. Brandt, TELEVIS ION AS A TOOL IN O::F 
CAMPUS ENGINEERING EDUCATION, IEEE Transactions on Education, E- L6, 
No. 2, pp. 101-109. 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
EE 3822 - System Applications of Computers, 3 lecture hour~. 2 
1 aboratory hours 
Summer Quarter 1982 
EE 4823 -Advanced Digital Architectures and App l ications, 3 
1 ecture hours, 2 1 aboratory hours 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
None 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Programs 
None 




Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
Patents 
a. A. Ross and H. H. Loomis, Jr. COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN OF 
MICROPORCESSOR BASED SYSTEMS. Proceedings of Fifteenth Design 
Automation Conference, June 1978, pp. 227-230. 
b. H. H. Loomis, Jr. DATA REPRESENTATIONS. Chapter 2 of INTRODUCTION 
TO COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE. Haroid Stone, Editor, SRA (Second 
Edition). 
c. A. Ross, H. H. Loomis, Jr., and G. Poll"ock. AN APPROACH TO COMPUTER 
AIDED DESIGN OF HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, PROCEEDINGS of the twentieth 
Allerton Conference on Communcations, Control , and Computing, 
University of Illinois, October 1982, pp. 557-566. 
a. R. H. Wyman and H. H. Loomis, ,Jr. CLOCK DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS FOR 
DIGITAL COMPUTERS. U.S. Patent No. 4,253,065 . (Assiqned to the 
United States Department of Enerqy) 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
Kenneth L. r.t:>ore 5 January 1950 
2. Academic Rank 
Instructor (Military Officer, USAF) 
3. Degrees (Fiel ds, ]nstitutions, Oates) 
B. S. - Electri cal Engineering, Oklahoma State University, 1973 
M.S. - E1 ectric:al Engineering, Air Force Institute of Technology, 1980 
4. Service on HPS Faculty 
Two and one hal f years (2 1/2) years 
Date of original appointment : 1980 
5. Related E xpP.rienc· ~ 
a. Projec t En •Jineer for the Saturation Countermeasures Simulator, Air 
rorce Avio11ics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson, AFB, OH 
b. Chief, Hardware Evaluation at the Automated Tactical Air Command 
and •.:ontro·. (TACC) Center test sight for E1 ectronics Systems 
Di v i ~ ~ on, ~ir Force Systems Command 
6. Consul ti nq 
None 
7. State Reg i stratio~ 
No ne 
8. Princ i pal Publications of Last Five Years 
a. Mo.ster's Thesis, "Aircrew Infl iqht Physiological Data Acquisition 
System" 
9 . Scientific and Professional Society Merrberships 
a. Eta Kappa Nu 
b. Armed Forces Communication & Electronics Associ at ion (AFCEA) 
10. Honors and Awards 
None 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
EE 3800- Microprocessor-Based System Design, 3 lecture hours, 2 
1 aboratory hours 
EE 2721- Introduction to Electronic Systems, 4 lecture hours, 2 
1 aboratory hours 
Spring Quarter 1982 
Inter ses s i anal 
Summer Quarter 1982 
EE 2721 - Introduction to Electron ic Systems, 4 1 ecture hours, 2 
1 aboratory hours 
EE 3800- Microprocessor-Based System Desiqn, 3 lecture hours, 2 
1 aboratory hours 
Fall Quarter 1982 
EE 2721 - Introduction to Electronic Systems, 4 1 ecture hours, 2 
1 aboratory hours 
EE 2811- Digital Machines, 3lecture hours, 2laboratory hours 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Merrber of Digital Committee 
b. C3 Seminar Coordinator, 1/ 2 hr/wk 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Programs 
a. Seminar on robotics given by IEEE 
14. Co-op Faculty Dut i es 
Not appl i cable 
FACUlTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
Paul H. MJose 22 July 1938 
2. Academic Rank 
Associate Professor 
3. Degrees (Fields, Institutions, Oates) 
B. S. -Electrical Engineering, University of Washington, 1960 
M.S. -Electrical Engineering, University of \~as h inqton, 1965 
Ph.D.- Electrical Engineering, University of Washinqton, 1970 
4. Service on NPS Faculty 
Two (2) years 
Date of original appointment: 1980 
5. Related Experience 
a. Design Engineer, Supervisory Engineer, Honeywel1 Marine Sys tems~ 
1960 - 1970 
b. Staff, University of Washington Applied Phys ics lab, 1970- 1971 
c. Division Head, Department Head , Tech. Directo r 's Staff, Nava1 
Undersea Center, San Diego, 1971 - 1977 
d. NPS Dept. of Physics, Adjunct Professor, 1977 - 1980 
6. Consulting 
None 
7 . State Registration 
None 
8 . Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
a. "Experimental Observations of Magneto-Acoustic Fields," J. of 
Acoust . Soc. of Am . (-w9fflft.t-ed"}, 1983 
.5t..(J .}-_ 
b. "The Gradient Magneto-Tell uric Method at the Sea F1 oar," IEEE 
Trans. on Geosci and Remote Sensin g, 1981 
c. "An Instrument for Recording ELF-ULF Geomagnetic F1 uctuations 
Measured by Optically Pumped Magnetometers," IEEE Trans. on 
Geoscience Electronics, 1979 
d . "Dynamics of Modern Military Conflicts," Operations Research, 
(submitted as a full paper and now under review, April 1983 ) 
9. Scientific and Profess ional Society Membershi ps 
a. IEEE 
b. HJ<N 
10. Honors and Awards 
a. Tau Beta Pi, 1959 
b. Phi Beta Kappa, 1960 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Spring Quarter 1982 
EE 2400 - 4 1 ecture hours, 1 1 abor~tory he ur 
Summer Quarter 1982 
EE 2500 - Communi cations Theory, 4 lecture· hours, 2 1 aboratory 
hours, 2 sections 
Fall Quarter 1982 
EE 3714 - Introduction to Si qnal s and Noi ~ : e, 4 1 ecture hours, 1 
1 aboratory hour 
EE 4572 - Statistical Communication Theor~ ' , 51 ecture hours 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Academic Associate for c3, 4 hrs/\"k 
13. Participation in Specific Sel f-Impr·ovement .) roqrams 
a. c3 Academic Group 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not applicable 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
Michael A. Morgan 8 July 1948 
2. Academic Rank 
Associate Professor 






- ElE:ctroni c s Technology, East Los An9eles Colleqe, 1968 
-Electroni cs En~ ineer i nq, Cal. State Polytechnic Univ., 1971 
- Mathem~tics, Cal. State Polytechnic Univ., 1971 
- Electrical Engineering & Computer Science, U.C. Berkeley, 1973 
- Electri ca l Engineering & Computer Science, U.C. Berkeley, 1976 
4. Service on NPS Faculty 
Three (3) year s 
Date of oriqinal appoirtment: 1979 
Promotion to As soci ate : 1982 
5. Related E xperienc~ 
a. Assistant Professor, Electrical Enqineerinq, University of 
Missis ~;i ppi , l 977 -· 1979 
b. Research Engineer, Stanford Research Institute, 1976- 1977 
6. Consulting 
None 
7. State Regist ration 
None 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
a. "Basic Statistical Concepts for Analysis of Random Cable Coupl inq 
Problems," IEEE Trans. EM Compatibility, Feb 1978 with F.M. Tesche. 
b. "Finite Methods in Electromagnetics," Chapter in Electromaqnetic 
Scattering, Academic Press, 1978 with K. K. Mei. 
c. "Finite Element Computation of Scatterinq by Inhomoqeneous 
Penetrable Bodies of Revolution," IEEE Trans. Antennas & Prop, 
March 1979 with K. K. Mei. 
d . "Finite Element Analysis of Microwave Scatteri nq by Raindrops," 
Radio Science, November 1980. 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years (cont'd) 
f. "Finite Element Computation of Microwave Absorption by the Cranial 
Structure," IEEE Trans. on Biomedical Enqineerinq, October 1981 . 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a. IEEE : Antennas and Propagation Society, Microwave Theory & 
Techniques Group 
b. URSI (International Union or Radio Science) Commission B 
c. Electromagnetics Society 
d. Sigma Xi 
e. Eta Kappa Nu 
10. Honors and Awards 
a. 1971 Bournes Scholarship Recipient 
b. 1971 Graduate Summa Cum Laude, B. S. in Mathematics 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
EE 3600 -Electromagnetic Radiation, 3 lecture hours, 2 laboratory 
hours 
EE 4432/ 33- Radar Systems, 3 lecture hours, 2 laboratory hours 
Spring Quarter 1982 
EE 2622- Electromagnetic Engineering, 3 lecture hours, 2 
laboratory hours 
Summer Quarter 1982 
EE 3600 -Electromagnetic Radiation, 3 lecture hours, 2 laboratory 
hours 
Fall Quarter 1982 
Intersessional 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Alternate Faculty Council Member, 1/ 4 hr / wk 
b. Alternate Academic Council Member, 1/4 hr/wk 
c. Search Committee, 1 hr/wk 
d. Curriculum Committee, 1 hr / wk 
e. Master's Thesis Supervision, 6 hrs/wk 
f. Sponsored -Research, 30 hrs/wk 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Programs 
None 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not applicable 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
Glen A. Myers 11 November 1934 
2. Academic Rank 
Associate Professor 
3. Degrees (Fields, Institutions, Dates) 
B.S. -Electrical Engineering, University of No r th Dakota, 1955 
M.S. - Electrical Engineering, Stanford University , 1956 
Ph.D.- Electrical Engineering, Stanford University, 1965 
4. Service on NPS Faculty 
Eighteen (18) years 
Date of origin~ appointment: 1965 
5. Related Experience 
a. Research Assistant, Applied Electronics Laborat ory, Stanford 
University, Stanford, CA, 1962 - 1965 
b. Project Engineer, Phil co Corp, Palo Alto, CA , 1961 1965 
c . Project Engineer, Philco Corp, Pal o Alto, CA, 1960 - 1961 
d. Engi neer , Varian Associates, Palo Alto, CA , 1959 - 1960 
e. Scientist, Lockheed Missil es & Space Co ., Pal o Alto-Sunnyvale , CA , 
1956 - 1959 
6. Consulting 
a. Litton Mellonics, Monterey, CA, 1967 - 1977 
b. ESL, Inc . Sunnyvale, CA, 1976- 1977 
7. State Registration 
State of California 
8 . Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
a. "Interval t>bdulation of Si nu soidal Carrier Waves, " SIEEEM, 
Monterrey, Mexico, Sept. 1977. 
b. "Integrated Ci rcuit Frequency Demodulators," S IEEEM, Monterrey, 
Mexico, Sept. 1977. 
8. Principal Publications of Last Fi ve Years (cont'd) 
9. 
10. 
c. "New IC's for Telecommunicati on Systems -- An Overview," Sess i on 38 
Paper, WESCON, 1978. 
Scientific and Professional Society Membershi es 
a. IEEE 
b. Sigma Xi 
c. Tau Beta Pi 
Honors and Awards 
a. DoD award for assisting Vietnam refugees 
b. Letter of recognition for excellence as a teach~r· , 1975 
c. Letter of recognition for excellence as a teacher·, 1977 
d. Letter of recognition for excellence as a teacher, 1973 
e. Teaching award, 1980 
11. Courses Tau ght This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
EE 4572 - Decision Theory, 3 l ecture hours, 2 1~b oratory hours 
Spring Quarter 1982 
EE 2215- Applied Electronics, 2 lecture hours. 4 laboratory hours 
EE 3500 Analysis of Random Signals , 4 1ectu;~ hours 
Summer Quarter 1982 
EE 4560- Communications ECCM, 3 lecture t10u r5 , 2 l aboratory hours 
Fall Quarter 1982 
EE 2101 - Linear Circuits, 3 lecture hours~ 2 laboratory hours 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Member of Committee for Teachin9 Award, 1 hr /wk 
b. Secretary, Si gma Xi, 1 hr j wk 
c. Electrical Engineering Department Cu rri culum Comm it tee Chairman, 1 
hr/ wk 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Programs 
a. Attended course on ECM and ECCM in Digital Communications 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not applicable 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Jate of Birth 
Rudol f Panhol zer 28 October 1928 
2. Academic Rank 
Professor 
3. Degrees (Fie1 ds, Institutions, Dates) 
Dipl. Ing. - E1 ectric~l E:ngineering, Technische Hochschul e, 1953 
D. Sc. -Electrical Engineering, Technische Hochschule, 1961 
M.S. El ectrica1 ::ngineering, Stanford University, 1955 
4. Service on NPS Faculty 
Eighteen (18) years 
Date of original appo i ntment: 1964 
Promotion to Professor : 1977 
5. Related Experience 
a. Acting Assistant Pro f~ssor, Electrical Engineering, Stanford 
University, CA, 1957 - i964 
6. Consulting 
a. Fairchi ld Semiconductor, ~ountain View, CA, 1967- 1970 
b. Cintra, l>buntain Vieo,..;, CA, 1969- 1971 
c. Tektroni x Inc . , B~av~rton, OR, 1971 - 1974 
d. National Semico nductor, Sunnyvale, CA, 1976 - 1979 
e. Ohaus Seale Corp , Fee rham Park, NJ, 1978 - present 
7. State Registration 
None 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
None 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a. IEEE 
b. ASEE 
10. Honors and Awards 
a. Si gma Xi 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
1 •) 
~'- · 
EE 2810 - Digital Machines, 3 1 ecture hours, 3 1 aboratory hours 
Spr1ng Quarter 1982 
EE 2810- Digital Machines, 3 lecture hours, 3 laboratory hours 
EE 2215 - Applied E1 ectronics, 2 1 ecture hours, 4 1 aboratory hours 
Sumo1er Quarter 1982 
Inter session a 1 
Fall Quarter 1982 
3 Short Courses: 2 at China Lake on Digital Systems and Co mputers 
and 1 at NP S on Technology Review 
Other 1\ssigned Duties 
a. EE 2812 course development 
13. ?art i c ipation in Specific Self-Improvement Programs 
Nont! 
14. Cu-op Faculty Duties 
Not appl i cab 1 e 
1. Name 
Sydney R. Parker 
2. Academic Rank 
Professor 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
Date of Birth 
18 Apri 1 1923 
3. Degrees (Fields, Institutions, Oates) 
B.S. - E1ectrical Engineering, City College of New York, 1944 
M.S. -Master of Science, Stevens Institute of Technology, 1948 
Ph.D. -Doctor of Science, Stevens Institute of Technology, 1964 
4. Service on NPS Facu1ty 
Sixteen (16) years 
Date of original appointment: 1966 
5. Related Experience 
a. Dean, College of Engineering, Rutgers University, New Brunswic k, 
NJ, 1975 - 1976 
b. Professor, Department of Electrical Engineering, University of 
Houston, Houston, TX, 1965 - 1966 
c. Assoc iate Professor, Department of Electrical Engineering, City 
College of New York, NY, 1956 - 1965 
d. Supervising Project Engineer, Advanced Development Group, Radio 
Corporation of American, Camden, NJ, 1951 - 1956 
e. Sen ior Research Engineer, International Resistance Co ., 
Philadelphia, PA, 1950 - 1951 
f. Instructor, Department of Electrical Engineering, City College of 
New York, NY, 1946 - 1950 
g. First Lieutenant, U. S. Army Signal Corps. Radar School - Harvard 
and M.I.T. Communications Officer and Company Commander, 1944-
1946 
6. Consulting 
a. University of California, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Signal 
Processing, 1977 - present 
b. North American Rockwell Corp., Advanced Analysis and Research 
Group, 1968 - 1975 
6. Consulting (cont'd) 
c. Automation Dynamics Corporation, Nor th vale, NJ, 1957 - 1965 
d. Editor, Systems Series, MacMillan CompanyF 1963 - 1964 
e. Editor, Electrical Engineering Series, Per gammo n Press. ~L962 ·-
1963 
f. Lecturer, National Science Foundation, Utah State University, 
Sunmer 1963 
g. United Aircraft, Norden Division, 1960 - 1961 
h. Budd Company, Phil a del phi a, PA, 1958 - 1960 
i. North American Rockwell , Advanced Anal ysis Group, Sumrnet 1956 
j. Philadelphia Testing Laboratories, Doylestown, PA, 19'56 - 1953 
7 . State Registration 
States of New Yo r k , New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Cal ifo r ~ i 3 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Year s 
See attached 1 ist 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a. IEEE 
b. American Association for the Advancement of Science 
10. Honors and Awards 
a. Fell ow, Institute of Electrical and Electronic Eng i neer s , 1975 
b. Sigma Xi , Research Award, Naval Postgraduate School , 19i7 
c. Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu, Si qma Xi 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter Quart er 1982 
EE 4845- Principles of Digital Filters, 4lectures hours 
Spring Quarter 1982 
EE 3400 - Introduction to Digital Signal Processing, 3 1 ecture 
hours 
Summer Quarter 1982 
Research 
11. Courses Taught This Year (cont'd) 
Fa 11 Quarter 1982 
EE 4845 - Principles of Digital Fil t ers, 4 1 ecture hours 
Nine Thesis Students- 7 M.S., 1 E.E., 1 Ph.D. 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Cur riculum Committee 
b. Research Committee 
c. Eta Kappa Nu Student Adviso r 
d. Exchange Coordinator - .Jap ~ RP.f . Acodemy 
13. Participation in Speci fic Self-Improvement Programs 
a. Technical Progr am Cha irman of t he 1984 IEEE International 
Conference on Acoustics, Speech ~~ Sign al Processing, San Dieqo , CA 
b. Member of Technical Comnittees of t l1e 1983 IEEE International 
Symposium on Circuits & Systems 
c . Co-Guest Editor, Special Joint Issu ~ of IEEE Transactions on 
Acoustics, Speech and Si qnal P:·0ces ;i ng anr.t IEEE Transactions on 
Circuits and Systems on Adaot~'! e Si lnal Processing, 1981 
d . Co-Editor, International Jour'1 al on Ci r cuits, Systems and Siqnal 
Processing, Birkhauser Bost~~. 1981 - present 
e . Member, Technical Review Committee ·)f the Joint Services 
8ectroni cs Program (J SEP), 1979- Jresent 
f . Member of IEEE Fields Awards Commit tee on Control & System 
Sciences, 1980 - present 
g . Member IEEE Ocean Engineeri!lg Council, 1980 - present 
h. Member of Eta Kappa Nu Out$tanding Young Enqineers Awarc1 Board, 
1981 
i. Member Engi neering Education Accreditation Committee (ECPD), 1975 
- 1980 
j. Chairman, Pri ze Paper Awards Commi ttee , IEEE Circuits and Systems 
Society, 1978, 1979 
k. President of Eta Kappa Nu, Honorary 8ectrical Engineering Society, 
1980 - 1981 
1 . Member, Eta Kappa Nu, Board of Directors, 1976- 1979 
m. Associate Editor, IEEE Transact ions on Circuits and Systems , 1975 -
1977 
13. Participation in Specific Se1f-Improvement Programs (cont• d) 
n. IEEE Delegate to Popov Society Convention, 1975 
o. Editor, ASEE Journal on Computers in Education, 1975 
p. President, IEEE Circuits and Systems Society, 1974 
q. Member, IEEE Educational Activities Board, 1973 - 1977 
r. ~1ew.ber, IEEE Technical Activities Board, 1974 
$. Vice President, IEEE Circuits and Systems Society, 1973 
t.· Member cf Administrative Committee, IEEE Circuits & Systems 
Society, 1972 
u. Chairmar, Short Course Committee- IEEE Educational Activities 
Board, 1974 
v. Merr.ner, IEEE National Educational Activities Board, 1972 - 1975 
w. Me>rrber c,f COMMET, IEEE Committee on Medical Education and Traininq, 
:974 
x. Di~ector Zone IV, (Pacific Northwest, Rocky Mountains, Pacific 
Sovthwe! t), ASEE Computers in Education Division, 1973- 1974 
y . Adhoc Vi siting Accreditation Team Member, Engineers Council for 
?rcfess i onal Development (ECPD), 1974 
z. Vice Ch~. irman, IEEE International Symposium on Circuits and 
Systems , San Francisco, CA, 1974 
aa. Chairman, IEEE International Symposium on Circuit Theory, Los 
Angeles . CA, 1972 
ab . Pac ific Regional Representative, IEEE International Symposium on 
Electrical Network Theory, London , 1971 
ac. Associate Editor of Special Issue on Computer Aided Desiqn, IEEE 
Tr~ nsactions on Circuit Theory, 1971 
ad. Menber of Computer Aided Network Desiqn (CANOE) Committee, IEEE 
Circuit Theory Group. Editory of CANOE Program Information Pool, 
1969 - 1973 
ae. Founder of the Asilomar Conference on Circuits and Systems in 1967. 
Served as Conference Chairman 1967, 1968, 1969. Steerinq Committee 
Chairman 1970 through 1974. Editor, 11 Record of the Asilomar 
Conference on Circuits and Systems, 11 1967 throuqh 1974. 
af. Organizer and Chairman, AlEE, Automatic Control Group, Houston, TX, 
1975 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Programs (cont•d) 
a~ . Merrber Cosine (Computers in Electrical Enqineering) Commi ttee of 
the Commission on Education of the National Academy of Enqineerinq, 
representative for the Naval Postgraduate School 
ah. Merrber of Membership Committee, AlEE, Philadel phi a , PA , 1951 
14. fo-e~ Faculty Duties 
Not applicable 
Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
1. Journal Publications: 
Attachment #1 
a. On the Analysis & Identification of Nonlinear Moving Average 
Systems," Thomas/Parker, submitted of IEEE Transactions on Circui ts 
and Systems, Jan. 1983. 
b. "FIR Filter Design Over a Discrete Powers -of Two Coefficient 
Space," with Y.C. Lim, IEEE Transactions on Acoustics, Speech and 
·signal Processing, to be published June 1983. 
c. "Finite Wordlength FIR Filter Design Using Integer Proqramminq Over 
a Discrete Coefficient Space," with Y.C. Lim and A.G. 
Constantinides, IEEE Transactions on Acoustics, Speech and Siqnal 
Processing, Vol. ASSP-30, No.4. Aug. 1982, pp. 661-664. 
d. "Discrete Coefficient FIR Digital Filter Desiqn Based Upon an LMS 
Criteria," with Y.C. Lim, IEEE Transaction on Circuits and Systems, 
to be published Oct. 1983. 
e. "Efficient FIR Filter Implementation Usi nq Microprocessors," -witi1 
Y.C. Lim, Under Review, IEEE Transactions on Acoustics , Speech ann 
Signal Processing, Auq. 1982 . 
f. "On the Synthesis of Lattice Parameter Digital Filters," with Y.C. 
Lim, Submitted, IEEE Transactions on Ci rcuits and Systems, June 
1982. 
g. "Transition Formulas for Zero-Pole Modelinq," with F.A. Perry, 
Submitted , IEEE Transact ions on Acoustics, Speech and Signal 
Process ing, Feb. 1982. 
h. "Block Implementation of Adapti ve Filters ," wi th G.A. Clark and 
S. K. Mitra, IEEE Transactions on Circui ts and Systems, Vol . CAS-28, 
No . 6 , June 1981, pp. 744-752. 
i. "A Discrete ARMA Model for Nonlinear System Ident ifi cation , " with 
F.A. Perry, IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems, Vol. CAS- 28, 
No. 3, March 1981 , pp. 224-233. 
j. "Edi torial -Joint Specia l Issue on Adapt ive Siqnal Processing ," 
with L.J. Griffiths, IEEE Transactions on Ci rcuits and Systems, 
Vol. CAS-28 No. 26, June 1981, p. 465 , IEEE Transaction on 
Acoustics, Speech and Si qnal Processinq, Vol. AASP-29, No.3, Par t 
III, June 1981, p. 625. 
k. "Synthesis of No-Dimensional Recursive Di gital Filters by Tay lor 
Series Expansion," wi t h L. Souchon , IEEE Transactions on Circuits 
and Systems, Vol. CAS- 24, No. 1, January 1977, pp. 28- 34 . 
Principal Publications of Last Five .Years (cont•d) 
2. Conference Publications: 
a. "On the Synthesis of Lattice Parameter Digital Fil te r s ," 
Lim/Parker, 1983 IEEE Int. Conference on Acoustics , Speech ~ nrl 
Si gnal Processing, Boston , MA. 
b. "Efficient FIR Filter Implementation Usinq Microprocessors ,,. 
Lim/Parker, May 1983 IEEE Int. Conference on Acoustics., Speech and 
Signal Processing, Boston, MA. 
c. "A Decimation Technique for Optimal Data Trans fer in One and 
Two-Dimensional FIR Digital Filter Impl ementati ons ," 
Lim/Parker/Kayrari, April 1983 IEEE Int. Symposium on Circui t s & 
Systems, Newport Beach, CA. 
d. 11 Filter Design Over a Discrete Powers-of-Two Coeffici ent S 11.~ ce," 
Lim/Parker, April 1983 IEEE Int. Sympos ium on Ci ~cuits & Systems, 
Newport Beach, CA . 
e. "Modeling Nonlinear Systems with a Discrete Volterra Ser i es 
Expansion , .. with J.J. Thomas. Proceed i nqs of t he 25 t h M i d~est 
Symposium on Circuits and Systems, Aug. 1982 . 
f. "Diqital Lattice Filter Design Using a Fr-equency Doma in f·1ul~ lin q 
Approach, .. with Y.C. Lim. Proceedings of t he IEEE Inter nati onal 
Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Si gnal Process i nq , 1982 Paris , 
France, pp. 282-285. IEEE #82 Ch 1746-7 Vol. 1. 
g. ,.Eff i ci ent Real i zat i on of Adapt i ve Diqital Fil t ers i n the Ti me and 
Frequency Domains," with G.C. Clark and S. K. Mit r a, Proce2-:Ji nqs of 
the IEEE International Conference on Acoustics , Speech, and Si qnal 
Processing, 1982 Paris, France, pp. 1345-1348. 
h. "A Discrete Coeffi cient FIR Diqital Fil ter Desiqn Baserl JDon an LMS 
Cri t eria, .. with Y.C. Lim. Proceedings of t he IEEE Inter:-~a t ional 
Symposium on Ci rcuits and Systems, Rome , It al y 1982. pp. 796- 799, 
IEEE #82 Ch 1681-6 Vol . 3. 
i. "An Adaptive Kalman Identifier and Its Appli cation to Linear and 
Nonlinear Modeling," Proceedinqs of the 16th Annua l Confer ence on 
Information Sc i ences and Systems, Princeton, NJ 1982, 6 oaqes. 
j . "Multichannel Lattice Analysis and Synthesis Model s , " Internationa l 
Federation of Automatic Control Symposium on Theory and Application 
of Digital Control, New Delhi, India, January 1982. 6 paqes. 
k. "Discrete Signal Processing Applied to the Macroscopic Moctellinq of 
Linear and Nonlinear Circuits and Systems," Proceedinqs of t he 1981 
European Conference on Circuit Theory and Design, Delft University 
Press, North Holland Publishing Co., Auqust 1981, pp. 127-131. 
Principal Publications of Last Five Y~ars (cont'd L 
1. "Transitional Formulas fo r Zer1> jjole ~lodelling," with F.A. Perry, 
Proceedings of the Internati ona l ConfE!rence on Diqital Siqnal 
Processinq, Florence, Ita ·iy, September- 1981, pp. 734-741. 
m. "A Corm ined Random and Grac!ient Search Algorithm for Recursive 
Adaptive Filters," with U. Ben -Yakov, Proceedings of the IEEE 
International Symposium on Cir-r:uits and Systems, Chicago, IL, April 
1981, pp. 428-431. 
n. "The Use of lattice Modelling for Lar ~1e Scale Linear and Nonlinear 
Filters," with F.A. Perry and M. Romeo, Proceedinqs of t he IEEE 
International Conference on Cirt:uits <tnd Computers, Rye, NY, 
October 1980 , pp. 800-803. 
o. "An Autorepressive Average (AR~If\) Discrete Nonlinear Model," 
Proceedinqs of the 1980 Internat ~ onal Symposium on Circuits and 
Systems, Houston, TX, April 1980 ~ pp. 918-920. 
p. "Adaptive Solution of Mult i channel Lattice Models for Linear and 
Non linear Systems," with F.A. Perry, Proceedinqs of the 1980 
International Symposium on Circt•its arrd Systems, Houston , TX, April 
1980, pp. 744-747 . 
q. "A Comparison of Simplified Gra ~~ "ient !:stimations for Non-Recursive 
Adaptive Filters," with U. Ben-Y~~ov, Proceedinqs of the 1980 
International Symposium on Circ:uits artd Systems, Houston, TX, April 
1980, pp. 371-374. 
r. "Block Adaptive Filtering," with G.A. Clark and S.K. Mitra, 
Proceedinqs of the IEEE Internat i onal Symposium on Circuits and 
Systems, Houston, TX, April 1980, pp. 384-387. 
s. "Recursive Solutions fo r Zero Pcle Modellinq," with F.A. Perry, 
Proceedings of the Asilomar Conference on Circuits and Systems, 
March 1979, pp. 509-51 2. 
t. "An In-Depth Study of the Sens it ·lvity of Wave Diqital Filters," 
with M. Sanai-Fard, Proceedinqs of the Asilomar Conference on 
Circuits and Systems , March 1979, pp. 245-247. 
u. "Computer Modelling of Vocie Signals for Adjustable Pitch and 
Format Frequencies," with G.T. Hall, Proceedings of the Asilomar 
Conference on Circuits and Systems, March 1979, pp. 158-161. 
v. "Adaptive Filters Using Simplified Gradient Estimations," with U. 
Ben-Yakov, Proceedings of the Workshop on Applications of Adaotive 
Control, Yale University, August 1979, pp. 61-67. 
w. "Hidden Limit Cycles and Error Bonds in Wave Diqital Filters," with 
F. Perry, Proceedings of the IEEE International Symposium on 
Circuits and Systems, Tokyo, July 1979, pp. 372-373. 
Principal Pub l ications of Last Five Years (cont 1 d) 
y . 
11 A Two-dimEmsional Adaptive Recursive Di qital Filter in Image 
Processing, .. with S.J. Ko, Proceedinqs of the IEEE International 
Symposium on Circuits and Systems, May 1978, pp. 308-312. 
"Modeli ng 1'or Fault Tolerance, .. National Security Industrial 
.1\s sociation. Industry/Joint Services Automati c Test Conference 
Proceedings, San Diego, CA, April 1978, pp. 82-83. 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
John P. Powers 28 December 1943 
2. Academic Rank 
Professor 




-Electrical E;lgineering , Tufts University, 1965 
-Electrical Engineering, Stanford University, 1966 
-Electrical Engineering, University of California, Santa 
Barbara s 1970 
4. Service on NPS Fac~ty 
Twelve ( 12) years 
Date of original appointment: 1970 
Promotion to Associate: 1976 
Promotion to Professor: 1982 
5. Related Experience 
a. Exchange Scientist, University of Paris VI, Laboratoire de 
Micamique, St. Cyr l'Ecole, France, 1974 - 1975 
b. Research Assistant, University of California, Santa Barbara, 1967-
1970 
6. Consulting 
a. Sigma Research, Richland, WA, 1982- present 
b. Howard A. Sams, Inc., Indianapolis, IN, 1982- present 
7. State Registration 
None 
8. Pri ncip~ Publications of Last Five Years 
See attached 1 ist 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a. IEEE 
b. Acoustical Society of America 
c. Optic~ Society of American 
d. Society of Photo-Optic~ Engineers 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Memberships (cont'd) 
e. Sigma Xi 
f. Tau Beta Pi 
g. Eta Kappa Nu 
10. Honors and Awards 
a. U.S.-France Scientific Exchange, 1974 - 1975 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
EE 4423- Electro-optic Systems and Countermeasures, 3 lecture 
hours~ 1 laboratory hour 
Spring Quarter 1982 
EE 3410 - Introduction to Electro-optic Engineering, 3 lec ture 
hours, 1 laboratory hour 
Summer Quarter 1982 
Intersessional 
Fall Quarter 1982 
EE 2215- Applied Electronics, 2 lecture hours, 4 laboratory hou rs 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Research, approximately 20 hrs/wk 
b. School committees, approximately 2 hrs /wk 
c. Department committees, approximately 4 hrs/wk 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Programs 
None 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not applicable 
Attachment #1 
Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
a. J. Powers, "IR/EO in Electronic Warfart:!: An J1ssessment of 
Technology," to be published in International Countermeasures 
Handbook, EW Conmunications Inc., Fa1o Alto, CA 
b. J. Powers, J. DeBlois, R. O'Bryon, and J. Patton, "A Computer Aided 
Ultrasonic Imaging System, 11 Acoustical Imaging, Vol. 8, A.F. 
Metherell, Ed., (Plenum Press, New Y01·k)~ pp :~35-248, 1979 
c. J. Powers, R. Carlock, and R. Colton, "Dc,ta Acquisition System for 
Computer Aided Acoustic Imaging~" Acoustical ::maqinq, Vol. 9, K. 
Wang, Ed., (Plenum Press, New York),pp o43-6!i2, 1980 
d. J. Powers, M. Economopoulous, E. Moon, and H. Vasquex, "Preliminary 
Results of Computer Aided Acoustic Ima~ i ng," t o be published in 
Acoustical Imaging, Vol. 11, J. Powers, Ed., •:Plenum Publishing, 
New York) pp 277-287, 1982 
e. J. Powers, Editor, Acoustical Imaging, Vol. 11_, Plenum Publishing, 
New York, 1982 
f. J. Powers and M. Davis, "A Fiber Optic V ·~ deo IJplink for Shallow 
Water Application," Fiber Optics in Adverse Environments (1981), 
Society of Photo-optical Instrumentation Engi11eers, Bellinham, 
Washington, pp. 234-239, 1982 
g. J. Powers, D. Smith, M. Carmody, and F. :~eqan, III, "A 
Computerbased Model of Space Integrating Acou :;to-optic Signal 
Processing," Proc. of the 1981 IEEE Ultrasoni •: s Symposium, IEEE New 
¥ork, pp. 585-590, 1982 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
George L. Sackman 15 March 1933 
2. Academic Rank 
Professor 





- Mechani C::ll 
- E1 ectr; ol 
- Electrical 
- Electrical 
4. Service on NPS Faculty 
Eighteen (18) years 
Engineering, University of Fl orida, 1954 
Engineering, University of Florida, 1957 
Engineering, University of Flor'da, 1959 
Engineering, Stanford University , 1964 
Date of original appointment: 1964 
Promotion to Professor: 1981 
5. Related Exper ie~ce 
a. lisiting Professor, University of California, Davis, 1982- 1983 
b. Research Engineer, Litton Electron Tube Division, San Carlos, CA, 
1963 - 1964 
c . Research Assistant, Stanford Electronics Research Lab, 1959- 1963 
6 • Co n s u 1 t i n g 
a. Lansmont Corp, Monterey, CA, 1971 - present 
b . Apquip Corp, Carmel , CA, 1979 
c. Cochran-Western Corp, Salinas, CA , 1970 
7. State Registration 
None 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
a. Sackman, G.L., R.L . Eyman, P.J. LaStrange, A.H. Seeman, "A 
Corner-reflector Parametric Transducer for Acoustic Imaging in 
Marine Sediment ," (Abstract), J. Acoust. Soc. Am . J.J.., S1, p. 98 
Nov. 1982 
8. Princip~ Publications of Last Five Years (cont'd) 
b. Sackman, G.L. and G.R. Vermander, "Acoustic Imaging in Marine 
Sediment: A Multiple Microprocessor Array Processor using the 
Trace Function," in ACOUSTICAL IMAGING, Vol. 11 (J.P. Powers, Ed) 
P1 enum Publ. Corp. 1982 
c. Sackman, G.L. and S.C. Shel ef, "The Use of Phase Difference Trace 
Functions for Bearing Estimation with Small Circular Arrays," IEEE 
Trans. Acoust. Speech and Signal Processing, ASSP-29 No. 3, June 
1981 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a. IEEE (Senior Member) 
b. Acoustical Soc. of America 
c. Sigma Xi Research Society of America 
10. Honors and Awards 
a. Sperry Fell ow, University of F1 ori da 
b. Phi Kappa Phi 
c. Eta Kappa Nu 
d. Sigma Tau 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
EE 4716 - Signal Processing Systems, 4 1 ecture hours, 1 1 aboratory 
hour 
EE 4451- Sonar Systems Engineering, 4 lecture hours, 1 laboratory 
hour 
Summer Quarter 1982 
EE 4716 - Signal Processing Systems, 4 1 ecture hours, 1 1 aboratory 
hour 
EE 2211 - Electronics I, 3 1 ecture hours, 2 1 aboratory hours 
Fall Quarter 1982 
ECE 132A- High Frequency Circuits, Systems , and Devices, 3 l ecture 
hours, 3 1 aboratory hours 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Research, Naval Undersea Warfare Engineering Station, Keyport, WA, 
40 hrs/wk 
b. Engineering Acoustics Academic Committee, 1 hr / wk 
c. ASW Academic Committee, 1 hr / wk 
d. NPS-NUWES Coordinating Committee, 1 hr / wk 
12. Other Assigned Duties (cont•d) 
e. Faculty Nominating Committee (Chairman) 
f. Electrical Engineering Department Digital Curriculum Committee 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Programs 
a. 11 Robotics 11 short course, George Washington University Extension , 40 
hrs 




1. Name Date of Birth 
Abraham Sheingold 17 February 1917 
2. Academic Rank 
Distinguished Professor 
3. Degrees (Fields, Institutions, Dates~ 
B.S.- Physics, College of the City of New York, 1936 
M.S.- Physics, College of the City of New York , 1927 
4. Service on NPS Faculty 
Thirty-six {36) years 
Date of original appointment: 1946 
Promotion to Associate: 1949 
Promotion to Professor: 1954 
Promotion to Distinguished: 1972 
5. Related Experience 
a. Instructor, Electrical Engineering, ~1.I.T. Ra>io.r School, 1943 -
1946 • 
b. Instructor, New York City Secondary Schoo·: Syst t~ to, 19:36 - 1943 
c. Dean of Academic Administration, NPS, 1977 - 1962 
d. Manager, NPS Continuing Education Self-Study Cou~ses, 1974 - 1977 
e. Academic Associate, Electronics/Communi cat ions ~ Jrricula, 1966 -
1977 
6. Consulting 
a. WEMA Organization, Palo Alto, CA , 1976 
7. State Registration 
None 
8. Priniip~ Publications of Last Five Years 
None 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a. IEEE 
10. Honors and Awards 
a. Navy Superior Civ~11 an Se!'Vice Award, 1982 
b. Designated Distinguished Professor, 1972 
c. Phi Beta Kappa 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Fall Quarter 1982 
EE 2213 - Accel er.JteL~ Rev ··ew of Electronics Engineering, 4 1 ecture 
ho urs, 3 1 aboratory hours 
Winter and Spring QtHH't~rs 19H2 
Full time duties DP.i'!i1 of 1\cademic Administration 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Dean of Academic ,~jm i ni str-ations, 50 hrs /wk 
13. Participation in Specif i c :)e1 f-Inprovement Programs 
a. Workshop on campus -·,o~ i de cc•mputer management, Denver , CO, Feb. 1982 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not appl i cab 1 e 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
Vi-Chi Shih 8 February 1955 
2. Academic Rank 
Adjunct Professor 
3. uegree~ {Fields, Institutions, Dates) 
B.S. -Electrical Engineering, National Taiwan University, 1976 
M.S. -Electrical Engineering, University of Ottawa, 1980 
Ph.D.- Electrical Engineerinq, University of Texas at Austin, 1982 
4. Servic~ on NPS Faculty 
One half {1/2) year 
Oat ~~ of original appointment: September 1, 1982 
5. Relatej Experience 
a. Teaching and Research Assistant, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, 
Ontario, Canada, 1978- 1980 
b . Research Assistant, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, 
1980 - 1982 
6. Consul ti nq 
None 
7. State Registration 
None 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
See attached 1 ist 
9 . Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a. IEEE 
10. Honors and Awards 
None 
11. Courses Taught Th is Year 
F~l Quarter 1982 
EE 2107- Introduction to 8ectric~ Engineering, 4 lecture hours, 
2 laboratory hours 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Research, 20 hrs/wk 
· 13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Proqrams 
None 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not applicable 
Attachment #1 
Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
a. "The Accuracy of TLM Analysis of Finned Rect.angul ar Wav~gui de," 
IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., Vol . MTT-28, pp . 743-746, July 
1980, (Y. Shih and W.J.R. Hoefer). 
b. "Dominant and Second Order Mode Cutoff Frequencies i:1 Finl ines 
Calc~ated with a 2-D TLM Program," IEEE Trans. Mi crowave Theory 
Tech., Vol. MTT-28, pp. 1443-1448, Dec. 1980, (Y . Sh~h and W.J.R. 
Hoefer). 
c . "Analysis of Conductor-backed Coplanar Wavegui de , " Elec:tron. Lett. , 
Vol. 18 , No. 12, pp. 538-540, 10 June 1982, (Y . Shih a :-1d T. lto h) . 
d. "Analysis of Printed Transmi ss ion Li nes for ~bnol ithic Integra ted 
Circuits," Electron. Lett., Vol. 18, No. ·14, pp. 585- 566 , 8 ~uly 
1982, (Y. Shih and T. Itoh). 
e. "Co mputer-aided Design of Millimeter-wave E-plane Filters ," JEEE 
Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., Vol. MTT- 31 , Feb . 1983, {Y. Shih , T. 
Itoh, and L. Bui). 
Conferences 
a. "Cutoff Frequencies i n Finl ines Calculated with a 2-D TU·1 Pr e gram , " 
1980 Intl. IEEE MTT-Symposium, Washington D.C., May 25-29· (Y . Shih, 
W.J.R. Hoefer, and A. Ros). 
b. "Field Configuration o f Fu nd amental and Hig her Order rvb cies i r1 
Finl ines Obtained with TLM-method," NARSM and IEEE AP ·· S7 Quet·ec 
City, Quebec, Canada J une 2-6, 1980, (W. J .R. Hoefer and. Y. Shi h ) . 
c . "Directi ve Planar Excitation of an Imaqe- guide, '' 1981 jntl. ::EEE 
MTI-S, Los Angeles, CA , J une 15-19 , (Y . Shi h , J . Rivera, and T. 
Itoh). 
d. "Computer-aided Design of Mill imeter -wave E- pl ane Fi1 ters," 1. 982 
Intl. IEEE MTT-S, Dallas, TX, June 15-18, (Y. Shih , T. ; toh, and L. 
Bui) • 
e. "Analysis of Printed Tr ansmission Lines fo r Mono1 ithic Integrated 
Ci r cuits," 12th European Microwave Confer ence , Sept. 1982 , 
Helsi nki, Finl and , (Y . Shih and T. Ito h ) . 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
Donald A. Stentz 24 Ma:t 1919 
2. Academic Rank 
Associate Professor 
3. Degrees (Fields, Institutions, ~ate5) 
B.S.- Electri cal Engineering~ Duke Un ·iversity, 1949 
M.S. - Engineering El ectronic:s, i~aval Postgraduate School, 1958 
4. Service on NPS Faculty 
Thirty-four (34) years 
Date of original appointment: 1949 
a. Associate Professo r, El ectrir.al En~~ineering, NPS, Monterey, CA, 
1958 - present 
b. Assistant Profes sor, E1ectr ~cr1l En,1ineering, NPS, Monterey, CA , 
1949 - 1953 
c . Instructor and Assistant Pro fe ssor, U.S. Navy General Line School, 
NPS, Newport, RI, 1949- 1952 
5. Related Experience 
a. Instructor , U.S. Coast Arti~lery School {U.S. Army), Radar, Fort 
Monroe, VA, 1942 - 1946 




7 . State Registration 
None 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
a. F1 eet Operational Readiness Strongl y Inf1 uenced by the Calibration 
Co ndition of Surface Ship Weapon Systems {U ), NPS-62-82-041 PR, May 
1982 , 192 pages, Confidenti~ 





Honors and Awards 
None 
Courses Taught This Year 
Summer Quarter 1982 
EE 4483 - Electronic Warfare, 3 1 ecture i1ours, 2 1 aboratory hours 
E£ 4453 - Underwater Sound and Countermeasures, 3 lect ure hours, 2 
1Jbora~Jry hours 
Other Assigned Duties 
a . Full ti11e research for Research and Engineering Department, Naval 
Undersea Warfare Engineering Station, Keypo rt, viA, Apr il - June 
1982 
13. Parti cipat ion in Specific Self-Improvement Programs 
a. Ra~ge Studies Group, Research and Engineerinq Department, Naval 
Undersea Warfare Engineering Station , Keyport, WA, 1975 - 1982 
14. Co-c p Fa:ulty Duties 
Not appl icable 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
I. Name Date of Birth 
Robert D. Strum 23 Septerrb er 1924 
2. Academic Rank 
Professor 
3. Degrees (Fields, Institutions, Dates) 
B.S.- Electrical Engineering, Rose Polytechnic Institute, 1946 
M.S. - Electrical Engineering, University of Santa Clara, 1964 
4. Service on NPS Faculty 
Twenty-five (25) years 
Date of origin~ appointment: 1958 
Promotion to Associate: 1964 
Promotion to Professor: 1981 
5. Related Experience 
a. Instructor and Assistant Professor, Mecbanical and Electrical 
Engineering, Rose Polytechnic Institute, 1948 - 1958 
b. General t>'otors and Public Service Co. of Ind i ana, 1947 - 1948 
c . U.S. Navy, Engineering Officer, 1943 - 1946 
6. Consulting 
None 
7. State Registration 
None (formerly in Indiana) 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
a. R. D. Strum with D. E. Kirk, "Engineering Mathematics: Who Should 
Teach it and How?" IEEE Trans. on Education, E-22, 85- 88 (1979) 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Merrberships 
a. IEEE 
b. AAUP 
c . ASEE 
d. American Association for the Advancement of Science 
e. Association for Educational and Training Technology (British) 
-
I 
10. Honors and Awards 
a. Western Electric Fund Award (with J. R. Ward) , 1970- 197 1f Pacific 
Southwest Section, ASEE 
b . Fulbright-Hays Research Fellow, England, 1970- 1971 
c. Tau Beta Pi 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
EE 2403 -Discrete Systems, 2 lecture hours 
Spring Quarter 1982 
EE 2403 -Discrete Systems, 2 lecture hours 
Summer Quarter 1982 
EE 2402- Linear Systems, 2 lect ure hours 
EE 2403- Discrete Systems, 2 lecture hour s 
EE 3400 - Introduction to Digital Signal Processing, 3 1 r~c t~1r e 
hours 
Fall Quarter 1982 
EE 2402- Linear Systems, 2 lecture hours, 2 sect ions 
EE 2403- Discrete Systems, 2 lecture hours 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Acting Department Chairman, July 1981 -July 1982 (extr a 
compensation systems) 
b. Academic Associate E1 ectronics/Communications /Space Enqi neer ·i ll9/ 
Space Systems Operations, 20 hrs/wk 
c. Curriculum Committee (Dept.), 1 hr/wk 
d. Space Sys terns Advisory Cormli ttee (Schoo 1 ) , 1 hr / wk 
e. Chairman, Screening and Honors Committee (Dept. ) , 2 hrsjwk 
f. Library Liaison (Dept.), 1 hr / wk 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Programs 
None 
14. Co-op Faculty Dut i es 
Not appl i cab 1 e 
FACULTY INFORMAT ION 
1. Name Da t e of Bi rth 
Tien-Fan Tao 1 September 1932 
2. Academic Rank 
Professor 
3. Degrees (Fields, Institutions, Oates) 
B.S. - Electrical Engineering, Nat i cnal 7aiwan University , 1955 
M.S. -Electrical Engineerin9 , Uni ver s~ ty of Pennsylvania, 1958 
Ph.D. -Applied Physi cs, Harvard Un i ver si ty, 1963 
4. Service on NPS Faculty 
Twelve (12) years 
Date of original appointment: 1971 
Promotion to Profes sor: 1977 
5. Related Experience 
a. Acting Associate Professor, Elec t ; i c ·11 Eng ·:neering, University of 
C~ ifornia at Los Angeles , 1970 - 1971 
b. Assi stant Professor, Electri cal En9 :r.eerinq , Univ ers ity of 
Californ i a at Los Angeles, 1963 - 1970 
c. Instruct or, part-time, Nor theaster n : tniver ~; ity , 1959 - 1961 
d. Radio Corporation of Ameri ca, 1956 - 1958 
6. Cons u 1 tin g 
a. Army Ballistic Missile Defense Progrrm Off i ce, 1982 - pr esent 
b. McDonnell Douglas Astronauti cs Co ., 1979- pr esent 
7. State Registration 
None 
8 . Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
See attached 1 ist 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a. Ameri can Physical Society 
10. Honors and Awards 
a. Sigma Xi 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
EE 3800- Microprocessor-Based System Design, 3 lecture hours, 2 
1 abor'atory hours 
Spring Quar~er 1982 
EE 321C - l\dvanced Electronics Engineerinq with Signal Processinq 
Appl icati0ns, 3 1 ecture hours, 2 1 aboratory hours 
EE 4420- Electro-optics System Engineering, 3 lecture hours, 1 
1 aborn.tory hour 
Fall Quarter 1982 
EE 3822 - System Applications of Computers, 3 1 ecture hours, 2 
labor~tory hours 
12. Other Assign~? Duties 
a. Resea ~·ch - l/2 time, Fall Quarter, Winter Quarter 
13. Participation i~ Speci fi c Self-Improvement Proqrams 
None 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not a p p 1 i c ab 1 e 
Publications of Tien F. Tao since 1978: 
(1) "Statistical Nonrecursive Spatial Filters for Clutter Suppression, 
Target Enhancement and Detection" 
T. F. Tao, B. Evenor, D. BarYehoshua, J. Adkins and J. Jenkins 
Proceedings 6th DARPA Strategic Space Symposium, pp.28-1 to 28-13 
(1978) 
(2) "Focal Plane Processing Techniques for Background Clutter Suppre-
sion and Targe t Detection" 
T. F. Tao, B. Evenor, r . Hilmers and D. BarYehoshua 
Proceedings Society of Phto-Optical Engineers, Vol .l78, pp .2-12 
(1979) 
(3) "Processing of Infrared Images by Multiple Xicrocomput er Systems" 
R. Schell, U. Kodres, H. Amir, J. Wasson and T. F . Tao 
Proceedings of Society of Photo-optical Engineers, pp.267-278 
(1980) 
(4) "Fault Tolerant and Concurrent Computing Multiple Microcomputer 
(5) 
( 6) 
System Using Software Implemented Majority Voting" 
T. F. Tao, J. Jan, Mulyanto, K. Webb, C. Droz and R. Fedorak 
Digest of Technical Papers 1982 Government Microcircuit Applica-
tions Conference, pp. 196-200 (1982) 
Proceedings 7th DARPA Strategic Space Symposium 
s. Zakanycz and T. F. Tao, Editors 
(1981) 
Proceedings 8th DARPA Strat eg i c Spac·e Symposium 
s. Zakanycz and T . F. Tao, Editors 
(1982) 
Presentations of Tien F. Tao since 1978: 
(1) "Statistical Spatial Filter for Processing Infrared !!osai c Sensor 
Images" 
T. F. Tao. B. Evenor, D. BarYehoshua and J. Adkins 
22nd Annual SPIE Symposium, Session on "Modern Utilizat i on of 
Infrared Technology IV", August 30-31, San Diego, California 
(1978) 
(2) "Real Time Signal Processing -- Session Introdnction" 
T. F. Tao 
22nd Annual SPIE Symposium, Session on "Real Time Signal Process ing" 
August 28-29, San Diego, California (1978) 
(3) "Statistical Nonrecursive Spatial Filters for Clutter Suppresssion, 
Target Enhancement and Detection" 
T. F. Tao, B. Evenor, D. BarYehoshua, J. Adkins and J. Jenkins 
6th DARPA Strategic Space Symposium, Harch, Stanford Research 
Institute, Menlo Park, California (1978) 
(4) "Processing of Infrared Images for Target Acquisition" 
T. F. Tao, J. Jacobsen and H. Amir 
24th Annual SPIE Symposium, Session on "Image Proces s ing for 
Missile Guidance", July 29 to August 1, 1980, Dan Diego, California 
(1980) 
(5) "Processing of Infrared Images by Multiple Microcomputer Syste.:n" 
R. Schell, U. Kodres, H. Amir, J. Wasson and T. F. Tao 
24th Annual SPIE Symposium, Session on Real Time Signal Processi·.ng 
III", J.uly 29-30, San Diego, California (1980) 
(6) "Multiple Target Tracking" 
T. F. Tao and J . Morrison 
24 SPIE Symposium, Session on "Smart Sensors II", July 31-Augus t 1 
San Diego, California (1980) 
(7) "Comparison of Statistical and Deterministic Temporal and Spat i al 
Filter for Suppression of Infrared Background Clutter" 
T. F. Tao, H. Amir, J. Jacobson, D. BarYehoshua and B. Evenor 
24 Annual SPIE Symposium, Session on "Modern Utilication of I nfrared 
Technology VI", July 31-August 1, 1980 , San Diego, California (1980) 
(8) Processing of Infrared Images for Space Surveillance by ~Iul tip h~ 
Microcomputer System" 
T. F. Tao, H. Amir, R. Schell, K. Holmquist, J. Jan and D. Ra panztikos 
7th DARPA Strategic Space Symposium, November 12-14 (1980) 
(9) "End to End Infrared Image Proc essing Program for De tection of Dim 
Targets" 
T. F. Tao, T. Warner, J. Jacobson 
25th Annual SPIE Symposium, Session on "Process ing of Images and Data 
from OPtical Sensors" August 25-26 (1981) 
(10) "Tightly Coupled Multiple Hicrocorr.puter Syst.cm: Concurrent Computing 
and FAult Tolerance Performance" 
T. F. Tao, R. SChell, K. Holmquist, J . Jan. H. Amir, L. Schneider 
and K. Webb 
25th Annual SPIE Symposium, Session on " Real Tiem Signal Processing IV" 
August 25-28 (1981) 
(11) "Fault Tolerance and Concurrent Comput:ing }~ultiple Microcomputer 
System Using Software Implemented ~.ajority Vot ing" 
T. F. Tao, J. Jan, Mulyantc , K. ~.Jebb and R. T\~dora k 
GOMAC Conference, Florida, November 1-4 (198 2) 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
George J. Thaler 15 March 1918 
·2. Academic Rank 
Distinguished Professor 
3. Degrees {Fi elds, Inst i tutions, Oates) 
B. E. - E1 ectri cal ~r. ~1 neer ~ ng, Johns Hopkins University, 1940 
Dr.E.- Electrical Engi neer·.ng, Johns 1-bpkins University, 1947 
4. Service on NPS Faculty 
Thirty-two (32 ) year·s 
Date of original appo i ntment : 1951 
Promotion to Associate: 1953 
Promotion to Professor: 1955 
Promotion to Distinguished !'rofessor : 1972 
5. Rel ated Experience 
a. Lecturer, University ·of Santa C1 ara, 1961 - present 
b. Assistant ?rofessor, University of Notre Dame, 1947 - 1951 
6. Consulting 
a. IBM, San Jose, CA , 1961 - 1979 
b. Microcomputer Systems, Sunnyvale , CA, 1978 - present 
c. AOAC Laborator ies, Sunnyvale, CA, 1982- present 
d. Novocor Medica1 Corp., Oakland, CA, 1982- present 
7. State Registration 
States of Indiana and California 
8. Princip~ Publications of Last Five Years 
See attached list 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a. IEEE (Fell ow) 
b. ASEE 
c. Sigma Xi 
d. scs 
10. Honors and Awards 





IEEE - 1972 
Section (Paper #8,Bibl io) 
District (Paper #15 ,Bibl io) 
Section (Paper #15,Bib1 io) 
District (Paper #24,Bib1 io) 
Section (Paper #33,Bibl io) 
Industry, Applications Soc (Paper #80, 
Biblio) 
o. Sigma Xi Research Award, NPS, 1964 
c. · Harry Diamond Award, IEEE, 1965 
d. Fell ow Award, IEEE, 1967 
e. Distinguished Professor /\ward, NPS, 1972 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
EE 2411 - Controls Systems, 4 1 ecture hours, 2 1 aboratory hours 
EE 4415 - Design of Linear Control Systems, 4 1 ecture hours 
Spring Quarter 1982 
EE 3413 - Fundamentals of Automatic Control , 3 1 ec ture hours, ~ 
1 aboratory hours 
EE 4418- Ship Control Systems, 3 lecture hours, 2 l abo r at o ry 
hours 
Summer Quarter 1982 
Intersess ional 
Fa 11 Quarter 1982 
EE 4410 - Mathematical Models and Si mul at ion for Control Syst ems, 3 
lecture hours 
EE 4412 - Nonlinear Systems, 3 lecture hours, 2 1 aboratory hours 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Department Promotion and Tenure Committee, 7 hrs / wk 
b. Thesis Supervision, 10 hrs / wk 
13. Participation in Specific Se1 f-lmprovement Proqrams 
None 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not applicable 
Attachment #1 
Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
a. "An Automatic Pitch and Depth Control for Submarines," 
International Forum on Alternatives for· Linear Mul tivariabl e 
Control, Oct. 1977 
b. "Steady State Decou~ ing and Design of Linear Miltivariabl e 
Systems," International Journal of Control, Vol. 27 No. 4, 1978 
c. "Replenishment at Sea: An Automated System," Naval Engineer s 
Journal, Vol. 91, #6, 1979 
d. "Real-Time, Man Interfaced Motion Analysis of a 3,000 Ton Surface 
Effect Ship," Summer Computer Simulation Conference, 1980 
e. "Stability Analysis of Multirate Nonlinear Sampled Data Control 
Systems," IEEE International Conference on Control Audits 
Applications, University of Warwick, 1981 
f. "Automatic Control for Course and Station Keeping," Sixth Shi p 
Control System Symposium, Ottawa, 1981 
g. "Speed Control for a High Speed Motion Picture Camera," SP IE Proc. 
1982 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
Harold A. Titus 10 January 1930 
2. Academic Rank 
Professor 
3. Degrees (Fields, Institutions, Dates) 
B.S. -Mechanical Engineering, Kansas University, 1952 
M.S. -Civil Engineering, Stanford University, 1957 
Ph.D. - Engineering Mechanics, Stanford Univers ·ity, 1962 
4. Service on NPS Faculty 
Twenty (20) years 
Date of original appointment: 1962 
Promotion to Professor: 1972 
5. Related Experience 
a. Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physi cs , UCSD. La Jolla, CA, 
1969 - 1970 
b. USNA, Annapolis, MO, 1974- 1975 
6. Consulting 
a. Stanford Research Institute, Stanford, CA, 1975 - 19; 6, 1080 -
pr·esent 
b. Litton, t-nnterey, CA, 1970 - 1977 
7. State Registration 
None 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
See attached 1 ist 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a. Sigma Xi 
b. IEEE 
10. Honors and Awards 
None 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
EE 2411 - Control Systems, 4 1 ecture hours, 2 1 aboratory hours 
EE 24~8 - Control Systems, 2 1 ecture hours, 1 1 aboratory hour 
Spring Quarter 1982 
EE 2418 - Control Systems, 2 1 ecture hours, 1 1 aboratory hour 
EE 2411 - Control Systems, 4 1 ecture hours, 2 1 aboratory hours 
Fall Quarter 1982 
EE 4413 - Optimal Estimati t) n and Control, 4 1 ecture hours 
EE 4481/5 - E1 ectronic W~rfare, 3 1 ecture hours, 3 1 aboratory 
hours 
EE 4900 - Special Topics ~ n E1 ectrical Enqineerinq 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a . Seminar Co mmittee, 1 hr/wk 
b. ASW Corrmittee, 1 hr)mcn 
c. NADC Review Committee, 1 ~./2 hr ~ /wk 
d. Crossbow Co mmittee, 1 da_yjwk 
13. Participation in Specific Self- Improvement Proqrams 
a . Short courses in: 
Solar Enqineerinq r·licroprocessor·s 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not applicable 
Attachment #1 
Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
a. EA,;.61~ Mission Planning Program with Lt. Carl Beaudet and Capt. Ken 
Watt~; of the Twenty Fourth Annual Joint E1 ectronic Warfare. 
Conf,~rence, Naval Postgraduate School, t-'onterey, CA, 1535-1600, 
Wednesday, 4 May 1977. 
b. An Analysis of Optimum Methods of Decontrolling a Missile with 
Capt. R. Shumaker of the Twenty Fourth Annual Joint Electronic 
Warf.Jre Conference, Naval Postgraduate School , t-'onterey, CA, 
0905-0930 Wednesday, 4 May 1977. 
c. Non-:ommand Guidance Missile Scoring, June 1978. Crossbow 
Conf,:!rence on Radar and Missile Intelligence. 
d. Genet·ic SA-6 Missile Simulations, August 1978. Crossbow Con f erence 
on R3dar and Missile Intelligence. 
e. Effe,:ti veness 1\t:ldell ing of AGS in Con scan Radar, Dec. 1978. 
Cros5bow Conference on Radar and Missile Intell igence. 
f. A Conparison of Digital Image Filters and a Hybrid Smoother, with 
Jose Pereira. SPIE Conferene, August 1979. 
g. Inte·frame Image Processing with Application to Target Detection 
and Tracking with Jose Pereira, November 1979. 13th Asilomar 
Conference on Circuits and Systems. 
h. An Investigation of USMC Seismic/Acoustic Remote Sensor 
Surveillance with Capt. Charles Dublin, TriService Passive 
Surveillance Conference, WESA, Vicksburg Mississippi, 1980. 
i. Simulation of a Standard Missile in a Dual Target Blink i ng Jamminq 
Environment with Lt. Donald Gunn, TriService Electron i c Warfare 
Conference, Nav~ Postgraduate School, 1980. 
j. Torpedo Guidance and Control , Meeting No. 45 of SAE Aerospace 
Control and Guidance Systems Conference Naval Postgraduate School , 
March 19-21, 1980. 
k. Three short papers on Missile (SA-6, SA-11, SA-8 ) Intelligence. 
Tri-Service Missile Intelligence Committee. 
1. USMC- IAC (Intelligence Analysis Center) Fusion Algori t hms for 
Multi-Sensor Integration. 
m. USMC - TCO (Tactical Combat Operations ) Algorithms for Multi-Sensor 
Fusion. 
Principal Publications of Last Five Years (cont'd) 
n. Editorial Boards for International Journal of Computers and 
E1 ectrical Engineering, and for a special issue on Applications of 





Name Date of Birth 
John R. Ward 10 January 1929 
Academic Rank 
Professor 
Degrees (Fields t Institutions, Dates} 
B.Sc. - Physics and Mathematics, University of Sydney , 1949 
B.E. -Aeronautical Engineerin'g, University of Sydney , 1952 
Ph.D.- Electrical Engineering, University of Sydney , 1958 
4. Service on NPS Faculty 
Twenty (20) years 
Date of original appointment: 1962 
Promotion to Professor: 1969 
5. Related Experience 
a. Instructor, Brown University, 1958- 1962 
b. Lecturer, Aerodynamics, University of Sydney , 1957 - 1958 
c. Aerodynamicist, Vickers-Armstrong, Ltd., England, 1951 - '!. 952 
6 • Co n s u 1 t i n g 
a. General Electric, F1 ight Propul sian Dept., Minneapoli s , MN, 1959 
b. University of Minnesota, Rosemount Aero. Lab s , MN, 1960 
c . Avco, Wilmington, MA, 1961 
d. 01 in Mathieson Corp., New Haven, CT, 1961 
e. Convair, San Diego, CA, 1961 
7. State Registration 
None 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
None 
9. Scientific and Profess i onal Society Memberships 
a. IEEE 
10. Honors and Awards 
a. Sigma Xi 
11. Co urses Taught This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
EE 2102- Circuit Analysis I 1 31ecture hours, 2laboratory hours 
EE 2107 - Introduction to El ectr· ~cal En~ineering, 4 1 ecture hours, 
2 1 aboratory hours 
Spring Quarter 1982 
EE 2810- Digital Machines, 31ec-:ure h.)urs, 3laboratory hours 
EE 2130 - Review of Circuit An al y~is, 4 1 ecture hours, 2 1 aboratory 
hours 
Summer Quarter 1932 
Inter sessional 
Fa 11 Quarter 198 2 
EE 2130- Review of Circuit Analysis, 4 lecture hours, 2laboratory 
h·ours 
EE 2810 - Digital Machines , 3 1 l.!ct ure hours, 3 1 aboratory hours 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
None 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Programs 
None 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not appl i cab 1 e 
.FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
Lanni e A. wn son 16 July 1942 
2. Academic Rank 
Associ ate Pro fes :;or 
3. Degrees (Fiel n_s, In;ti.tutions, Dates) 
B.S. - E1,:~ctric .ll Engineering, Walla Walla College, 1965 
M.S. - El t?ctriol Engineering, University of California at Los 
A~ gel es, 1969 
Ph.D.- Engineering, University of Californi a at Los Angeles, 1973 
4. Service on NPS Facul ty 
Three and one half (3 1/2) years 
Date of original appointment: 1979 
5. Related Exptrience 
a. Brancl1 Head , Naval Weapons Center, 1966 - 1979 
b. Design Engin~er, Bonneville Power Admin., 1965 - 1966 
6. Consulting 
a. Hughes 1\i rcnft Co. 
b. Appl i ed Technology 
c . BETA CJrp . 
d. AEEF. 
e . Systems Control Inc. 
7. State RegistrJtio n 
None 
8 . Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
See attached 1 ist 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a. IEEE 
b. Associ at ion of 01 d Crows 
c. AIAA 
d. American Defense Preparedness Association 
10. Honors and Awards 
None 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
EE 4481- Electronic Warfare Systems, 3lecture hours, 3laboratory 
hours 
EE 4485 - Electronic Warfare Systems, 4 1 ecture hours, 1 1 aboratory 
hour 
Spring Quarter 1982 
Research 
Summer Quarter 1982 
EE 4481- Electronic Warfare Systems, 3 lecture hours, 3 laborato ry 
hours 
EE 4485 - Electronic Warfare Systems, 4 1 ecture hours, 1 1 aboratory 
hour 
EW 3020- Electronic Warfare Computer Applications, 3 lecture 
hours, 2 1 aboratory hours 
Fall Quarter 1982 
EE 4716 -Signal Processing Systems 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Research, 30 hrs/wk while teaching 
b. Research, 50 hrs/wk while in research status 
c. Registration Chairman of Asilomar Conf., Tri-Service Mi.ssile 
Targeting 
d. Workshop- Vice Chairman, Tri-Service CISC- 83 Conference Session 
e. Chairman, EW Academic Group Member, Electr ial Engineering 
Department Recruiting Advisory 
f. Committee Menber, E1 ectri cal Engineering Laboratory Corrmittee, 
Electrical Engineering Department 
g. Academic Coucil Representative, 8 hrs/wk 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Programs 
None 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not appl i cab 1 e 
Attachment #1 
Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
a. L. A. Wilson, "Radar and Radar Warning Receiver Sensors 
integration," preliminary white paper, June 1981. 
b. L. A. Wilson and N. E. Huston, "The Design and Tact i cal 
Implementations of a Sorting Parameter Tradeoff Study," Tarqet 
Identification Conf. Proc., October 1981. 
c. L. A. Wilson, "Unintentional Modulation of RF Em i t ters," NPS 
Technical Report, 62-82-040TR, April 1982. 
d. L.A. Wilson, "Missile Targeting Requirements/Problems," Tec hni cal 
Proceedings of the 1982 Tri-Service Missile Ship Targeting 
Workshop, August 1982. 
e. L. A. Wilson, and P. J. Nahin, "Modulation Artifacts in a 
Multi -Emitter CW Environment," 16th Asilomar Conference on 
Ci r cuits , Systems and Computers, November 1982. 
f. L.A. Wilson and N. E. Huston, Jr., "Shift and Scale Invarient 
Preprocessor," 16th Asilomar Conference on Circuits, Systems and 
Computers, November 1982. 
g. L. A. Wilson, J. K. Crosby and o •• Wehner, "Radar Imaqinq 
Technology," to be published in the 1982 U.S. DoD Tri-Serv ice 
Conference on Improved Weapons Performance Via Combat 
Identification System (CISC-83) Proceedings, Februar y 1983. 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
John M. Wozencraft 30 September 1925 
2. Academic Rank 
Professor 
3. Deqrees (Fields, Institutions, Dates) 
B.S. -Military Science and Enqineering, USI~A , 1946 
M.S. -Electrical Engineerinq, MIT, 1951 
Ph.D. - E1 ectrical Engineering, MIT, 1957 
4. Service on NPS Fac~ty 
Six (6) years 
Date of original appointment: 1977 
5. Related Experience 
a. U.S. Army Signal Corps, 1946 - 1955 
b. Professor, MIT, 1957-1977 
c. Head, CoiTITlunications Divis ion, MIT L.ir.co·i .-, Laboratory, 1969- 1972 
d. Dean of Research, Naval Postgratiuate School, 1972 - 1976 
6. Consulting 
a. Member, Science Advisory Group, Defense Communi cations Agency 
7. State Registration 
None 
8. Principal Publ ·ications of Last Five Years 
None 
9 . Scientific and Profess ional Society Memberships 
a. IEEE (Fellow) 
b. AIAA (Member, Technical Committee on Command and Control ) 
c. URSI 
d. IEEE (CoiTITlunications Society) 
e. IEEE (Prof. Group on Information Theory) 
10. Honors and Awards 
a. NASA Public Service Award, 1964 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
EE 4540- Telec~mmun i cations Networks, 4 lecture hours 
Spring Quarter 1~82 
EE 4550 -Digital Communications, 4 1 ecture hours 
Fall Quarter 1982 
EE 3500- Anal ysis a·• Random Signals, 4 lecture hours 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Meni>er, Provost Search Committee 
b. Member, Eiect1· ·ical Engineering Department Chairman Search Corrmittee 
c. Meni>er, Co mm<lnd and Control Academic Group (Chairman, 1977- 1982) 
13. Participation in Spec ific Self-Improvement Programs 
None 
14. Co-op Faculty Dut i es 
No t a p p 1 i c ab 1 e 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
Lawrence J. Ziomek 8 August 1949 
2. Academic Rank 
Assistant Professor 
3. Degrees {Fields, Institutions, Dates) 
B.S. -Electrical Engi neering, Villanova University, 1971 
M.S. - E1 ectrical EngineE:ring, University of Rhode Island, 1974 
Ph.D.- Acoustics, minor in Electrical Engineering, Pennsylvania State 
University, 1981 
4. Service on NPS Faculty 
One (1) year 
Date of original appointment: 1981 
5. Related Experience 
• 
a . Researc h Assistant, Applied Research Laboratory, Pennsylvania State 
University, 1976 - 1982 
b. Merrber of Technical Staff, TRW Systems Group, Rerlondo Beach, CA, 
1973 - 1976 
6. Consulting 
None 
7 . State Registration 
None 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
a. L. J. Ziomek, 11 Generalized Kirchhoff Approach to the Ocean Surface 
- Scatter Corrrnunication Channel. Part I. Transfer Function of the 
Ocean Surface, 11 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. Vol. 71, 116-126 {1982) 
b. IBID., 11 Part II. Second Order Functions, 11 Vol. 71, 1487-1495 
{1982) 
c. L. J. Ziomek, 11 Comments on the Generalized Ambiguity Function, 11 
IEEE Trans. Acoust., Speech, Siqnal Proc. ASSP-30, 117-119 (1982) 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years (cont•d) 
d. L. J. Ziomek and L. H. Sibul, "Broadband and Narro'ltband Signal-to-
Interference Ratio Experssions for a Doubly Spread Target , " ~ 
Acoust. Soc. Am. Vol. 72, 804-819, 1982. 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a. IEEE 
b. Acoustical Society of America 
10. Honors and Awards 
a. Eta Kappa Nu 
b. Tau Beta Pi 
c. Sigma Xi 
d. Phi Kappa Phi 
e. Pennsylvania State University Graduate Program in Acoustics Kenneth 
T. Simowi tz Memorial Award 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Summer Quarter 1982 
EE 4451- Sonar Systems Engineering, 4 lecture hours, 1 1 aboratory 
hour 
Fa 11 Quarter 1982 
EE 4452- Underwater Acoustic Systems Eng i neering, 4 lecture hours, 
1 laboratory hour 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Foundation Research Support, Fall Quarter 1982 , half ti me 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Programs 
None 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not applicable 
FACULTY INF ORMATION 
1. Name Date of Bi r th 
Richard W. Hamming 11 February 1915 
2. Academic Rank 
Adjunct Professor 
3. Degrees (Fields, Institutions, Dates ) 
B.S. -University of Chicago, 1937 
M.S. - University of Nebraska, 1939 
Ph.D. -University of Illinois, 1942 
4. Service on NPS Faculty 
Six (6) years 
Date of original appointment: 1976 
5. Related Experience 
a. Research Scientist, Bell Tel ephone Labs, 30 years 5ervi ce 
b. Sabatical, Stanford University, one year 
c. Sabatical, University of California Irvine, one .'fear 
d. NYU, CCNY, Stevens, one night a week 
e. Princeton Stat. Department, three year s 
6. Consulting 
None 
7. State Registration 
None 
8 . Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
a. Digital Fil ters, 2nd Edition, Cod ing and Information Theory 
9. Sc ientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a. ACM 
b. IEEE 
c. Sigma Xi 
d. Math Association of America 
10. Honors and Awards 
a. Taring Prize (J\C~1) 
b. Fell ow IEEE 
c. Piore Prize IEEE 
d. Mer.Der Nationr.:1 Academy of Engineering 
e. Har·ol d Pender Award (Uni vers-ity of Pennsylvania ) 
f. Computer Pioneer {ACM) 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
CS 4900- Grad Sami:'la ~. Coding and Info Theory, 2 times 
MA 1115 - Single Vari ;.l!J.i e ca· cul us, 5 1 ecture hours 
MA 1116- Multivariab1 ,~ CalcJlus, 5 lecture hour s 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Lec tu r es, 40 hrs/wk 
13. Participat ion in Specific SPlf-ImprJvement Programs 
None 
14. Co-op Faculty Duti es 
Not applicable 
FACULTY INFORMATION 
1. Name Date of Birth 
fie l v i r: B • Kl i n e 12 March 1919 
2. Academic Rank 
Professor 





-Physics, City College of New York, 1941 
- 8ectric~ Engineering, Stevens Institute of Technology, 1952 
-University of California at Los Angeles, 1959 
-Engineering, University of California at Los Angeles, 1966 
4. Service on NPS F acul ti 
Twelve ( 12) years 
Date of original appointment: 1970 
5. Related Experience 
?.. Li!Cturer in Engineering, UCLA, 1961 - 1970 (part time appointment ) 
b. 011e quarter leave to teach courses in Systems Engineering and 
P1·oject Management at Israel Air Force Institute of Technology, 
Oct. - Dec. 1980 (part of graduate degree program with degree given 
by Ben Gurian University) 
6. Consulting 
~. National Science Foundation, Office of Science Information Serv ice, 
1970 - 1973 
b. Iqor Bazousky and Associates, 1970 - 1972 
r.. Consultant, Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, 1978 - 1979 
d. Consultant, Systecon AB and Tel ub AB, Sweden, 1975 - 1982 
7. State Registration 
None 
8. Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
See attached list 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Memberships 
a. Fellow, Society of Logistics Engineers 
9. Scientific and Professional Society Memberships (cont'd) 
b. Sr. Member, IEEE 
c. Member, National Contract Management Assoc. 
d. Member, Sigma Xi 
e. Member, ASEE 
f. Formerly Associate Fellow, AIAA- Inactive 
10. Honors and Awards 
a. Certified Professional Logistician, SOLE 
b. Certified Professional Contracts Manager, NCMA 
c. Awarded ECC LES Medal for Excellence in Logistics Education, SOLE 
1980 
11. Courses Taught This Year 
Winter Quarter 1982 
AS 3501 - 4 1 ecture hours,. 2 1 aboratory hours, 2 sections 
Spring Quarter 1982 
MN 4310- 4 lecture hours 
EE 4460- Principles of Systems Engineering, 4 lecture hours 
Continuing Education - Systems Engineering- N~IC/China Lake, 3 
1 ecture hours 
Summer Quarter 1982 
Intersessional - Research 
F~l Quarter 1982 
Research 
12. Other Assigned Duties 
a. Thesis advising, 3 hrs / wk 
13. Participation in Specific Self-Improvement Proqrams 
a . Attended one week co urse at MIT during Summer Qua r t er on 
Multi-Objective Decision Analysis 
14. Co-op Faculty Duties 
Not appl i cab 1 e 
Att.:1chment #1 
Principal Publications of Last Five Years 
a. "An Analysis of the Evolution of the Reliability and Maintain-
ability Disciplines," with R. L. Master, J. DiPasqualE'!, T. A. 
Hamil ton, Proceedings, International Conference on Reliability 3nd 
Maintainability, Paris, France, June 1978 
b. "Logistic Support ~anning," Proceedings , Society of Loqistics 
Engineers Conference on Tudry 1 s Logistics: Spares Prov1~-:'1nTrlg--
Problems and Solutions, Rome, Italy, May 1978 · 
c. "Conceptual Phase Planning for Logistic Support: The Tmp.1ct of OMS 
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